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Abstract

W ireless Sensor Networks (W'SNs) are a key enabling technology for
indnstrial inonitoring applications where the use of wireless infrastrnctiire allows high adaptivity and low cost in terms of installation and
retrofitting. Although WSNs })resent several advantages over tradi
tional wired monitoring systems, there is significant concern as to th('
reliability of wireless connnnnications due to the nn])redictability of
the wireless channel, which is inhibiting the wide spread adoi)tion of
the t(K‘hnology. Fnrtherniore, dne to the diverse range of monitoring
api)lications that are found in indnstrial eiivironments and their difhning recinirenients, t here is a need for cgiality of service (QoS) provi
sioning so that the technology can be successfully ado])ted. However,
achieving QoS provision in W'SNs is not a straight forward task due
to the strict energy and memory limitations within sensor nodes as
well as the bandwidth restrictions im])osed by the technology. Funda
mental QoS characteristics for industrial monitoring applications are
bandwidth availability for bursty, event-l)ased or data logging traf
fic, reliability, soft-delay la)unds. data-relevance differentiation and
network lifetime.
This thesis ])resents an algorithmic based QoS Framework for W^SNs
targeting monitoring applications in industrial environments.

The

])roposed framework is composed of a suite of schemes located at the
networking and MAC layers that work in conjunction with the lower
layers, as defined by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, to satisfy the QoS
requirements of industrial monitoring applications while taking into
consideration the limitations ini])osed by the resource constraints of
the sensor nodes.

The ])erf()niiance of the proi:>osed QoS framework is gauged against
existing Standards and networking protocols for WSNs in industrial
environments using a realistic computer simulation environment. The
evaluation results highlight the limitations of existing approaches in
fulhlling industrial monitoring application QoS requirements across a
range of simulation environments and settings. In contrast, the pro])osed QoS Aware Framework, which simultaneously considers sensor
nodes limitations and a])plication QoS reciuirements, has Ireen shown
to satisfy ap])lication needs with low memory and coni])utational over
head. For instance, the proposed liiRout route selection algorithm
achieves gains from 4% to 60% in the number of successfully deliv
ered ])ackets and the j)roi)osed D-SeDGAM algorithm for bandwidth
allocation achieves gains of 100%) to 145% in terms of the number of
l)a(‘kets delivered on time at the sink.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Sensors and Actuators or field-level c'oinrniinication systems have been an integral
l)art of industrial life for the last (inarter of a centnry [1] and since the early stages
of their inception these networks have been known as fieldbns systems. Initial
and present day develoj)ments in field-level coiiimunications have been driven
by th(' iKH'd to mak(' data available across all levels of an organisation. This
desire is reflected in the so-called automation pyramid [1] (see Figure 1.1), a
hierarchical limitilev(d laUwork model develojied to describe the different levels
and c'oinponents of an automat ion system and the interfaces between them. When
the pyramid was first defined, field level communications were based on pointto-i)oint connections that reciuired large amounts of cable trenching and had
poor flexibility [1]. Requirements for cutbacks in caliling use and costs led to
the development of bus systems in many industry areas and in the automation
sector jiarticularly. For instance, the need for a cut in cabling weight in aircraft
technology led to the creation of the Military Standard 1553 bus [5] in 1970,
which can be considered as the first fieldbus and this displayed many properties of
modern fieldbus systems. A characteristic feature of initial fieldbus designs is that
their development focused on the lower two jirotocol layers of the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) model [6], that is, the Physical and Medium Access Control
(MAC) layers. The controller area network (CAN) is a traditional example of this
kind of fieldbus [7].
Wdth the development of i)ower line carriers and more intelligent sensor and
actuator devices in the mid-1980s, many proprietary fieldbus systems were devel-

Figure 1.1: Aiitoiiiatioii Pyramid
o])ed for different application fields with almost all companies in the automation
s('Ctor releasing their own bus [1], This diversity of ai)i)roaclies can be seen in
the timeline of Figure 1.2 [1]. Nevertheless, the majority of pro])rietary designs
disappeared over time due to t^xcc^ssive develoi)ment and maiiitenaiice costs with
it becoming blatantly clear that only common oi)en systems would be able to
endure over time. Thus, user organisations were established to continue with the
design and development of the fieldbus systems independently of the individual
c-ompanies with the hiial objective being the specification of a standard. The
main objective of the standardisation effort was to formulate vendor indei)endent definitions and also to consolidate customer trust. In 1985, the technical
subcommittee SC65C [8] of the International Electrotechnical Commissioii (lEC)
funded the fieldbus ])roject with the objective of developing one universal fieldbus
standard for })rocess and factory automation which was based on two approaches
referred to as PROcess Field BUS (PROFIBUS) [9] and Factory Instrumentation
Protocol (FIP) [10]. Nevertheless, the high investment costs for previously devel
oped systems, the different economic interests of companies and states as well as
their diverse re(piirenients frustrated the standardisation efforts in defining a sin
gle and common fieldbus standard. As a result, the original goal was abandoned
which has since resulted in the collection of well-established fieldbus approaches
that exist today.
One of the main problems up to this point in field-level communications was
the fact that the different levels of the automation pyramid were being controlled

Computer
Networks

,

j

Ethernet

ARPANET

RS-485
Propietary and Open Systems

International Standards

Figure 1.2: Fieldlitis and Fitdd Coiniimiiicatioii Eiial)liiig Technologies [1]
])y inconipatible networking concej)ts: fieldbus systems and mainly Ethernet and
IP-based LANs [1]. Thes(' integration problems w(n'e, and enrrently are, one of
the main arguments used to promote Ethernet in field level commnnications. The
fast introdnction of Etherm^t in the antoniation Ih'ld can be seen as the second
wave in heldbus development. Nowadays, IP channels have sufficient performance
whi(‘h allows them to be used for data transfer in antoniation applications. This
enables the coexistence of automation and non antoniation apjdications in indus
trial Ethernet segments. PROFINET is the open standard for Industrial Ethernet

[11],
The next stage in the evolution of field-level communication was the intro
dnction of wireless networks, with the expectation being that wired and wireless
systems would coo])erate and form hybrid networks [1] where, for instance, crit
ical automation apjilications would be managed by cal)le-based coimnimications
such as Ethernet and apjilications like monitoring would be handled by the wire
less devices. The move towards wireless systems has been propelled by the higli
installation and maintenance costs of wired systems and by the new application
opportunities offered by wireless devices that for example allow the installation of
sensors for monitoring purposes which traditionally have been sparingl}^ deployed

1.1 Motivation

due to the associated costs. For instance, when installing a network for inonitoring ]:)nrposes, the cost per meter of cable in a chemical plant can be as nincli
as €87 and, in a unclear power plant as nincli as €4337, making the installation
costs of wired monitoring systems prohibitively high [12; 13]. As a result, in order
to allow indnstry to expand the lifetime of ex])ensive mannfactnring eqnii)nient,
to ensure that equipment performance complies with eiiviroimiental regulations
and to keep uj) with today’s dynamic and competitive industrial manufacturing
market, intelligent, reliable and low-cost wireless industrial monitoring systems
are reciiiired.

1.1

Motivation

Several wireless technologies have attracted attention for industrial field-level
connmmieations [Ij. The first is the IEEE 802.11 [14] which acts as the wireless
extension of Ethernet. Although this technology seems like the nt;xt logical step in
a mov(^ towards wireless communications, it is a power hungry technology which
recjuires cables to be installed for energy sui)i)ly.

Recently several conii)anies

have develoix'd Low Power WiF’i products that exhibit low })ower consumption.
Nevertheless, this is not an open standard yet. Another technology that can ])e
api^lied for field-communications is Bluetooth [15]. Although the initial version of
Bluetooth had a very short range capability, the recent release of Bluetooth v4.0
in 2010 includes longer transmission range and low power capabilities. Finally,
another technology that can be used for industrial communications is wireless
sensor networks (WSN) where the most popular open standard to date is the
IEEE 802.15.4-2006 [16]. This technology, which is the forerunner of low power
wireless connnunication technologies, has the advantage over others in terms of
low cost and ultra low power consumption.
Because WSNs are battery jmwered, they do not need any kind of cable in
stallation, be it for power supply or coinmimication purposes. This allows for the
deployment of devices in any location, easy rctrohtting and significantly reduces
installation costs. Moreover, due to its ultra low power consumption, wireless sen
sor nodes can work without interruption for years. This makes WSNs the perfect
candidate for industrial monitoring applications. In an industrial wireless sensor
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network, small battery operated wireless sensor nodes are attached to industrial
ecpiipment to monitor different parameters relevant to the performance of the niaehinery, such as vibration, pressure, temperature, etc. The sensed data is then
wirelessly transmitted to sink nodes where further analysis of the information can
be performed.
Althongh WSNs ])resent several advantages over traditional wired and wireless
systems, there is significant concern as to the reliability of wireless eonmiunications due to the unpredictability of the wireless channel, which is inhibiting the
wide si)read ado])tion of the technology [17; 18]. Furthermore, due to the di
verse range of a])i)hcations that can be found in industrial scenarios and their
differing requirements, there is a need for quality of service (QoS) j^rovisioiiing so
that the technology can be snccessfnlly ado])t(!d. However, achieving QoS ])rovision in wireless sensor networks is not a straight forward task due to th(' strict
energy and inemory limitations within sensor nodes as well as the bandwidth re
strictions imi)os(Ml by the technology. Basic (luality of service considerations for
industrial monitoring a])plications comprise of l)andwidth availability for bursty,
event-based or data logging traffic, reliability, soft-delay bounds (i.e. in the or
der of sec'onds to minutes), data-criticality differentiation and network lifetime
l)rolongation.
Recently, two proprietary standards, the lSAl()().lla-2()09 [19] and WirelessllART -2007 [20], have been released with the ultimate goal of dt^signing
reliable wireless sensor network communication systems for industrial scenarios.
Both standards are based on the IEEE 802.15.4 ])hysical layer and define their
own all-TDMA b^ised MAC layer where a powerful central manager is required
to estal)hsh TDMA slot assignments and routes for mesh topologies for each
node. One QoS recinirement for some industrial monitoring applications is the
availability of some specific amount of bandwidth as demanded by the applica
tion. Although having a fixed TDMA allocation means that a node always has
some available bandwidth, this way of allocating resources is not efficient for
bursty traffic where a dynamic allocation would be preferable to a globally pre
planned schedule. Bursty traffic can be generated for instance when vibrations
are detected in a rolling l)earing which is one of the major condition monitoring
applications in regular use in factory scenarios [21]. On the other hand, the IEEE
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802.15.4 MAC and the IEEE 802.15.5-2009 MAC [22], which is a recently released
variation of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC to allow mesh coininimications in WPANs,
j)rovide on-deniand l)andwidth allocation capalhlities. Although this way of allo
cating bandwidth is more efficient for bursty traffic than providing fixed TDM A
allocations, it is based on peer-to-peer allocation mechanisms which are not trust
worthy in multihop networks where end-to-end connections are needed. Addition
ally none of these bandwidth allocation mechanisms differentiate between traffic
ty])es. which iiK'ans that all trafhc flows an' tn'atc'd as being (;qiial with no con
sideration for the ini})ortance of the generated data. To redress this there is a
need for intelligent on-demand bandwidth allocation methods.
With regard to routing tasks, an imi)ortant factor to consider when working
with mesh topology based WSNs is nmltii)ath routing and this has been identified
as a l)asic recinirement in satisfying data delivery reliability in WSNs where the
impredictability of the wireless medimn can have adverse effects on connnmhcations. Multipath Routing consists on finding several redundant routes between
any source destination i)air. The ISA 100.1 la-2()()9 and WirelessIIART-2007 stan
dards while adhering to the reciuirement for multipath routing only ])rovide basic
recommendations on the routing strategy and suggest the use of graph rout
ing while leaving the design of mon' conij)rehensiv(' algorithms o})en. Moreover,
Zigloec^ [23], another i)roi)rietary standard develoi)ed to complement the IEEE
802.15.4 at higher layers also suggests the use of very ioasic routing protocols
such as the Adhoc On-Demand Distance Vector routing protocol (AODV) [24] or
Tree Routing [25] neither of which j)rovide multipath cai)abihties - a fundamen
tal requirement for mesh sensor networks. On the other hand, several multii)ath
routing algorithms can be found in the literature with some of those targeting
QoS delivery in WSN a])phcations mainly in terms of reliability and delay. How
ever, most of these designs focus on the consideration of a single performance
j)aranieter and in cases where more than one j)aranieter is taken into account,
the restrictions imposed on sensor nodes in terms of memory, computational capabilities and energy are ignored.
The need for reliable and QoS aware communications within industrial envi
ronments drives the motivation for the work presented in this thesis and the aim
of the work is to j)roniote the use of WSNs for industrial monitoring applications
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l)y designing a QoS framework for wireless cominnnieations in indnstrial scenar
ios. The i)roirosed framework is com])osed of a suite of methods located at the
networking layer that work in conjunction with the lower layers, as defined by
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, to satisfy the QoS reciuirements of indnstrial mon
itoring applications in terms of reliability, data criticality, bandwidth and (soft)
delay while taking into consideration the different restrictions imposed by the
resource constrictions of the sensor nodes (i.e. severely limited energy, memory
and ])rocessing ])ower).
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There are many tradeoff design parameters that make satisfying QoS in wirel(\ss sensor networks a challenging task. The focus of the QoS aware framework
])resented in this tlu'sis targets indnstrial monitoring ai)plications as this is the pri
mary use ease identified l)y the manufacturing industry for WNSs. Eor instance,
a recent study [3] carried out by th(' lnt('rna1ional Society of Automation where,
when considering dei)loying a wireless sensor network in a factory installation,
88.89( of interested ])arties (users and vendors) identified a strong j)reference for
monitoring applications (condition and process monitoring). More critical uses,
such as high-S])('ed control a])plications were only considered by 13% of those
conii)anies surveycnl. In addition the lEET ROLL working grouj) supports this
l)reniise [26] and the ISA100.11a-2()09 Standard [19] is focused on monitoring and
non-critical })rocess control applications. Monitoring applications can recpiire sev
eral degrees of reliability as dictated by their recpiirements, they usually have soft
latency requirements ranging from hundreds of milliseconds to minutes, data gen
erated by the different applications may have different levels of relevance, some of
them may require the allocation of a fixed amount of bandwidth and, as a general
condition, they all benefit from having the largest network lifetime possible since
sensor nodes are battery operated. In defining the research objective of the QoS
aware framework ])resented in this thesis the challenges that act in the face of
satisfying QoS requirements are illustrated next and these influence the design
features of the ])roposed framework:
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• Low energy, dnty-cycle vs.

Delay: satisfying the delay requirements of

any application in wireless sensor networks can be a challenging task and
this ])articnlarly true in mnltihop topologies. This is due to the fact that
in order to reduce the energy consumption, the sensor node must sleej)
as much as ])ossil)le, that is, have the smallest possible duty cycle. This
ini])hes that at each lioj) a node has to wait for some time frame depending
on the duty cycle of the destinations in order to send a packet, which
means that the bigger the distance in hops the bigger the delay. Thus delay
and low energy consumption are tradeoff requirements and any algoritlim
design for low ])ower wireless scmsor networks must consider this. This can
have im|)lications on apijlications with very tight delay reciuirements such
as emergency (‘V(mt activation t)r some tyi)es of automation a])phcations
where delay constraints are in the order of tens of milliseconds [27], these
api)hcations ar(' inconii)atible with low ])ow('r mesh networks because if
th{' nodes are sleei)ing, they cannot transmit packets instantaneously (thus
higher delays incurred). Cons('(juently star topologies are more suited for
such kind of applications where smaller delays can be guaranteed. The ISA
100.11a Standard [19], which has been developed specifically for industrial
environments, does not consider hard delays. It considers aj)i)hcations that
recjuire delays down to ItlOins - not time critical, with the support for lower
delays being oi)tional.

PTr le^ss critical api)hcations such as monitoring,

where determinism is not recpiired and higher latencies can be tolerated, a
mesh network to])ology or a mix of a star and mesh network are suggested
as appropriate network to})ologies.
• Low memory, computational reciuirements, low energy (control overhead)
vs. Intelligent algorithm designs: In order to satisfy quality of service re
ciuirements of the applications, intelligent algorithms must be developed so
that the information available from the network and the sensor nodes can
be successfully interpreted to provide the best possible performance. How
ever, any algorithm design for wireless sensor networks must consider that
sensor nodes have a very restricted memory ca])acity and energy budget as
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well as limited com})utatioiial cai)al)ilities. Therefore another tradeoff re(liiiremeiit in wireless sensor networks is the design of intelligent algorithms,
capable of analysing nodes and network status, that require little memory,
have low computational needs and nse limited energy (for example in terms
of transmitting/receiving control packets).
• Low memory. Wireless channel vs. Reliability: Reliability in wireless sen
sor networks is a measnre of the snccessfnl recei)tion of the information
collected l)y the sensor nodes at the destination sinks. The way in which
l)ackets can be lost in a wireless sensor network has two faces. On the one
hand i)ackets can be lost due to bad channel conditions caused l)y noise,
fading, etc* [28]. On the other hand, packets can be lost at the nodes due to
insnfhcient buffer ca})acity as the memory availability at each node is lim
ited. A biifi'er may become full if a node is not able to ac:cess the channel to
transmit i)ack(ds or because neighl)onring nod(\s may ])e forwarding more
l)ackets than manageable to a single node. Therefore, in order to satisfy
the rcdiability recjnirenients of applications, changing network conditions
and node status mnst be taken into account.
• Reliability, low delays vs. network lifetime: in mnltihop topologies satisfy
ing reliability and delay requirements can be conflicting with extending t he
network lifetime. This is due to the fact that in order to deliver the sensed
data from any node to the sink, the most reliable path or the quickest path
may not be the most energy efficient. Therefore, finding a l)alance between
these tradeoff requirements when performing the routing tasks is a neces
sary condition to have a good network performance for a longer period of
time.
• Bandwidth reservation vs. Bursty traffic/distribnted solution: Bandwidth
availability in wireless sensor networks is scarce due to the fact that nodes
have dnty-cycle schedules and also because of the niedimn access proto
cols utilised. The easiest way to provide bandwidth allocation in a sen
sor network, and overall in mnltihop topologies, is to pre-assign the band
width to every node in a centralised way as done in the WirelessHART and
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ISAlOO.lla standards. However, pre-allocation of the bandwidth })rovides
j)oor flexibility, as for example adding new nodes or removing dead nodes
may require the global re-planning of the network schedule. Moreover, preassignment of the slots is not efficient for bursty traffic where a node may
need different allocations at different time intervals. Nevertheless, assigning
slots in a distributed manner on-demand is a more challenging task due to
the fact that global information on the bandwidth availability does not exist
at each node. Therefore, in order to reserve bandwidth reliably, nodes have
to make sure that there is bandwidth available at every hop in a multihop
l)ath from the source to destination in a distributed fashion.
• Reduced bandwidth availability vs. A])phcation data relevance: Apiilication data relevances is also a ])aranieter to consider for QoS jirovision. The
data generated by tlu' different sensor nodes can have several degrees of rel
evance, therefore not all data packets can bes treated in the same way - i.e.
it is mor(' ini])ortant to transmit say a fuel pijie leak jiacket than a normal
jiijie pressure reading jiacket. Du(' to the fact that the bandwidth availabil
ity is reduced, application data relevance must be taken into ac-coimt when
allocating the available resources.
Thus, the rescsarch objective of the work jiresented in this thesis is the design of
an algorithmic based QoS aware framework capable of balancing the contradict ing
requirements outlined above while satisfying the QoS requirements iniiiosed by
the network (lifetime) and those of industrial monitoring applications (soft delay,
bandwidth, reliability, data criticality).

1.3

Contribution

The ])riniary contribution of the work ])resented in this thesis is the development
and characterisation of an algorithmic framework for QoS provision in wireless
sensor networks for industrial monitoring applications. The QoS aware framework
is composed of three strands each targeting a specific focus as outlined below.
In addition a secondary contribution of the work presented in this thesis is a
comprehensive computer simulation environment developed for the evaluation of
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mesh IEEE 8()2.15.4-based WSNs. Details on each contribution of this thesis are
provided below. The QoS Aware Framework algorithms and their interactions
with the different requirements and performance metrics provided by the different
layers are depicted in Figure 1.3.
• WSN Route Selection
- InRout, a QoS Aware Route Selection Algorithm for Indus
trial Wireless Sensor Networks: InRout is a novel Q-learning
based route selection algorithm that uses the information available
at each node to select the different routes in order to satisfy various
industrial application requirements and to adapt to different indus
trial network and channel conditions while respecting node energy and
memory restrictions. The InRout route selection algorithm can be run
over any underlying ront(' discovery protocol be it centralised or dis
tributed. InRout uses Q-k^arning techniciues to select the best i)ossible
route, based on current api)lication re(iuirenients and network condi
tions, with low overhead and iiiinimal memory requirements. Results
show that InRout significantly increases delivery reliability, with gains
ranging from 4% to 60% in the number of successfully delivered pack
ets, with little additional control overhead and memory consuni})tion.
Moreover, results demonstrate that InRout is able to balance the en
ergy consumption of the sensor nodes when reliability requirements of
the applications allow it (Chapter 3, Chapter 5).
• Service Differentiation & Bandwidth Allocation
— Dynamic Service Differentiation Based GTS Allocation Mech
anism (D-SeDGAM) for IEEE 802.15.4 wireless sensor networks:
The proposed algorithm analyses the different application demands,
satisfaction and priorities for bandwidth assignment (where bandwidth
is provided in the form of Guaranteed Time Slots - GTS). Applica
tions are assigned static i)riorities depending on their requirements
with demands and satisfaction being communicated to the manager
node through recjnests and a satisfaction bit. This original approach
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allows for the serving of different applications according to the rele
vance of their generated data and their transitory status so that the
most ini])ortant data is successfully delivered when conditions per
mit. D-SeDGAM provides significantly better performance than the
standard allocation or static {)rioritization methods by simultaneously
satisfying all the requirements of a successful QoS i)rovisioning and ser
vice differentiation (Chapter 3, Cha])ter 5), with gains ranging from
100% to 145% in the number of packets delivered on time.
- End-to-end GTS Allocation Mechanism for Multihop Net■works: This is based on two conij)lenientary ])arts: an enhancenient
of the DBOP MAC referred to below and an end-to-end guaranteed
time slot (GTS) allocation mechanism for mesh networks. GTSs can
be viewed as being the TDMA part of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. This
novel api)roach facilitates api)lications with bandwidth refiuirements
and ])erfornis bandwidth reservation in a distributed end-to-end reli
able manner. Evaluation shows that both techni(iues increast^ data de
livery reliability by successfully establishing hidden-terminal-free endto-end GTS connections (Chapter 3, Chai)ter 5), with the ])ro])osed
techniciues achieving uj) to 90% succ('ssfully established coniK'ctions in
t he evaluated scenarios.
Distributed Beacon Scheduling for Mesh Networks
— Distributed Beacon Only Period (DBOP) algorithm: This is
based on the well known Beacon Only Period (BOP) beacon schedul
ing algorithm that allows the use of the IEEE 802.15.4 in multihop
networks. Beacons are frames utilised by the IEEE 802.15.4 to allow
synchronisation among nodes. The DBOP design differs from BOP in
that the beacon scheduling is ])erfornied in a distributed manner which
eliminates the need for a central manager which in turn maintains the
exchange of control packets in the local neighbourhood and this pro
vides higher energy efficiency. Moreover, DBOP allows adjusting of
the i)eriod where the beacons are sent based on the density of nodes
which allows maximum bandwidth utilisation (Chapter 3, Chapter 5).
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Results show that DROP achieves 85% less overhead than centralised
desings. Note that miiltihop networks maximise the flexibility of the
wireless sensor network deployments as they eliminate the need for
cable-i)owered clusterheads or sinks in the vicinity of each node.
— WSN Simulation Environment: in order to provide a realistic
environment for analysing WSN performance a network centric simu
lation environment for IEEE 8()2.15.4-base^d communications was develo])ed.

The model includes two distributed versions of the most

poi)ular beacon scheduling inechanisms for the IEEE 802.15.4 namely
MesliMAC [29] and DROP [30]. Reacon scheduling mechanisms are
necessary when IEEE 802.15.4-based coniimmications are utilized in
miiltiho]) enviromnents.

Morc'over, a rc^alistic i)hysical layer model

and battery model have be(ui introducc'd in the simulation environ
ment to provide realistic simulation conditions. In addition, several
poi)ular routing protocols for WSNs such as Collection Tree Protocol
or AODV/AOMDV hav^c' been included as well. The siinnlation envin^nnient, whi(4i has becui used for the evaluation of the work presented
as ])art of this thesis (Chapter 5), is detailed in (Chapter 4).

1.4

Thesis Outline

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the salient features of WSNs and analyses the specific chal
lenges and rcKpiirements in designing QoS aware communication protocols
for wireless sensor networks (WSN) in industrial scenarios. An overview
of current communication protocols and networking approaches including
standardisation activities relevant to WSN QoS provisioning is presented
to derive a motivation for the projrosed QoS aware framework presented in
this thesis.
Chapter 3 describes in detail the structure and operation of the algorithms that
form ])art of the QoS Aware Framework.
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Chapter 4 presents the realistic coin])uter siiiiulation eiivironiiieiit developed for
analysing the performance of the proposed QoS Aware Framework.
Chapter 5 presents a computer simniation based evaluation of the j^roposed
framework and presents in detail the findings of this analysis.
Chapter 6 ])rovides a summary of the conclusions t hat can l)e deduced from the
work presented and provides future directions that this research work can
take.
Appendix A {presents and evaluates MOCLA, a Multi-Objective Cross-Layer
Algorithm for Routing over Wireless Sensor Networks. MOCLA has been
developed as part of the initial ex])erinientation for this thesis and its design
and analysis served as a basis for the develo]:)ment of InRoiit.
Appendix B includes additional results for the liiRoiit algorithm evaluation for
periodic traffic generation.
Appendix C ])resents a brief overview of tlu' IEEE 802.15.4 MAC and the stan
dard GTS allocation mechanism.
Appendix D presents a brief overview of the Mt^sliMAC protocol that has been
implemented as part of the simulation environment introduced in Cha])ter
4.
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Figure 1.3: QoS Aware Framework
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Chapter 2
Wireless Sensor Networks for
Industrial Environments
liidustrial eiiviroiiiiieiits are iiiiiiiersed in a])])lieati()iis that deiiiand innovative
coininnniealion and inonitoring solntions, with the ])ast ten years having seen a
dramatic' ehangc' in wircdc'ss radio technology and more significantly is the gusto
with which the demand for wireless tc'clmology has grown. With the ])rohferation
of wirele^ss sensor devices the cost price of radio modules has fallen dramatically
making wireless technology a viable cost effective solution for diverse ai)i)hcation
s])aces. For instance, according to [31], installing a network to monitor the health
status of factory eciuipment can l)e around 50% cheaper when installing a wireless
sensor network than when installing a wired sensor network. Also, due to the fact
that battery o])erated sensor nodes can be placed anywhere, a wireless solution
allows more flexibility in the installation and allows reallocation of the devices if
needed.
Although WSNs present several advantages over traditional wired systems,
there is significant concern as to the reliability of wireless communications due
to the unpredictalhlity of the wireless channel, which is the limiting factor in the
widesi)read adojAion of the technology [17; 18]. Sensors used in factory scenarios
need to be highly reliable. The performance of these sensors frequently deter
mines the success of the manufacturing operation itself. If the sensors do not
j)erforni well, production can be lost or delayed, which can cause great mone
tary damages. For instance, in a steel manufacturing plant, the typical cost of
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j)roductioii dowiitiuie is €117k per day or the lost ])roductioii in a paper mill
equates to around €17k per hour [32]. Moreover, in order to assure the effective
adoption of WSN technology in industrial scenarios, care must be taken in satis
fying the different requirements and restrictions imposed by the diverse range of
a})plications.
Hence, to take advantage of the potential of WSNs, efficient communication
protocols callable of addressing the unique challenges and quality of service (QoS)
recinirements ])resented by industrial applications are required. In addition the
strict energy and memory limitations of wireless sensor nodes need to be taken
into account in the design of any new coiiiimnncation protocol.
Although several standardisation efforts [16; 19; 20; 22; 23] have been made
in the wireless sensor network domain to encourage the adoi)tion of the technol
ogy, there are still numerous deficiencies and open research issues in t he area of
(luality of service' provision for industrial monitoring applications. These deficien
cies include su])i)ort for bandwidth allocation for l)nrsty or event-based traffic in
mesh toj)ologies, service differentiation and reliable, energy aware routing. Motivate'd by this, the aim of tlu' work i)resented in this thesis is to provide a suite
of techni(}ues for QoS ])rovisioning in WSNs targeting industrial monitoring apl)lications.
This chapter discusses th(' salient features of WSNs and analyses the specific
challenges and requirements in designing QoS aware communication protocols for
wireless sensor networks (WSN) in industrial scenarios. In addition the key per
formance indicators necessary to analyse the ability of the proposed algorithms
in satisfying the QoS network and applications requirements are identified. An
overview of current communication i)rotocols and networking approaches includ
ing standardisation activities relevant to WSN QoS j^rovisioning is presented. The
need for further development in this area is highlighted through the presentation
of ])roposed solutions which form the contribution of the work presented in this
thesis.
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2.1

WSN Communications in Industrial Envi
ronments

Ill order to fully realise the potential of the envisioned industrial applications and
hence avail of the advantages of WSNs, effective communication protocols, which
can adequately slake the unique challenges posed by such systems, are recpiired.
In this section the apiilication types, requirements, targeted topologies, sensor
nolle limitations and QoS ])erforniance indicators that must be considered for the
design and evaluation of coiiiinimicat ion protocols for wireless sensor networks in
industrial environments are identified.

2.1.1

Industrial Application Classification

W'ireless sensor networks have an immense jiotential to imjirove and sinqihfy the
way factories are managed, monilori'd and controlled. Dei)loying WSNs in in
dustrial factories has significant advantages [33; 31; 35]. Specific applications of
wireless sensor networks in industrial scenarios include condition monitoring sys
tems for small electric motors [36], agent-based steady-state motor analysis [37],
temj)erature measuremenl for end-mill inserts [38], vibration-basiKl monitoring
for tool breakage [39], sensing of currcait, voltage, and acoustic emission signals
[40], process mannfacturing [11], discrete manufacturing [12] and many more [35].
Crucial to the success of this technology is the ability to ])erforni reliable com
munications. In order to provide reliability, traffic classes and application types
as w('ll as tlidr r(K|uireni('nts must Ix' identihed. In line with this, several classifi
cations and categories have been proposed. For example, in [13; 11] the authors
propose a classification for factory control services depending on the traffic type
(])eriodic, aperiodic, critical, non critical...). In [15] services are classified depend
ing on their correspondence to the automation pyramid [16]. Moreover, several
efforts have been made recently by standardisation bodies and working groups
to identify the different requirements, challenges, and restrictions associated with
industrial scenarios and applications. These include the ISAIOO [17] standard and
the IETF Routing Over Low power Loss}^ networks (ROLL) [26] working group.
The ISAIOO standard focuses on the establishment of standards, recommended
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])raclices and related iiiforiiiation for iinplenieiiting wireless systems in factory
environments. On the other hand, the ROLL group focuses on analysing the
functional requirements for routing i)rotocols in industrial Low-power and Lossy
Networks (LLNs). The ROLL working group classifies applications depending on
the type of traffic they generate and ISAlOO.lla depending on the ai)phcation
criticality. Both classihcations are detailed next.
2.1.1.1

ROLL Industrial Applications Classification

The ROLL working group classifies applications depending on the type of traffic
they generate' as follows;
•

Periodic data: (also known as bujfered). In this type of application, data
that IS (jenerated periodically and has a well understood data bandwidth requirenient, both deJerniinistic and predictable. Timely delivery of such data
IS often the core function of a wireless sensor network and pennanent re
sources are assigned to ensure that the required bandwidth stays available.
Buffered, data usually exhibits a short time to live, and the newer reading obsoletes the previous. The end-to-end latency of this data is not as important
as the regularity with which the data is presented to the plant application.

One exani])le of this type of ai)phcation could be teni])eratnre monitoring
for i;)lastic iiiachinery [48]. In this type of ai)plication, the most important
requirement is to assure the constant availability/npdate of data.
•

Event data: This categoi'y includes alarms and aperiodic data reports with
bursty data bandwidth requirements. In certain cases, alarms are critical
and require a priority service from, the network.

Events take ])lace continnally in everyday factory operations. Production
commences and ends, stock arrives at the loading dock, machines report fail
ures, monitoring and control systems notify ont-of-bonnds conditions, etc.
One example of an event based application is machinery condition mon
itoring [33]. Machinery condition monitoring applications typically have
re(inirements on reliable data transfer that must be initiated when nec
essary (i.e. following the detection of an ’interesting’ event). This type of
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a])plicat ion iimst l)e able to diagnose faults after they have already occurred
but iimst also have the capability to provide wariiiugs when a fault is still
at its early stages (i.e. report events that may lead to a long-term fault).
Condition monitoring applications may generate and transmit tens of kilo
bytes (hundreds to thousands of }:»ackets) of time-series data with re])orting
rates of minutes to days [26].
Another example application is a closed loop control a])i)lication controlling
water and fuel tanks fullness in a thermic i)ower ])lant [49].

This tyi)e

of application is (went based and it would have a higher timely delivery
recinirement than the })revious exanii)le api)lieation Ixx’ause it would trigger
act nation.
•

Client/Server: Some factory applications are based on a client/server model
and implement a command response protocol. The data bandwidth required
IS often bursty. The typical round-trip latency is of hand,reds of milliseconds.
This type of request is statistically multiplexed over the LLN and cost-based
fair-share best-effort service is u.sually expected.
An example ai)i)lieation here is wlaae a technician sending a recinest to
obtain information on which valvc^s ar(^

ojx'ikhI

in a thermic i)ower plant

[49]. This exami)le ai)plication would have a timely delivery requirement
under liinnan tolerated delay.
•

Bulk transfer. Bulk transfers involve the transmission of blocks of data in
multiple packets where temporary resources are assigned to meet a transac
tion time constraint. Transient resources are assigned for a limited period
of time (related to file size and data rate) to meet the bulk transfers service
requirements.
A rei)resentative application in this case could be the delivery of })eriodic
reports indicating the state of the machinery, the network etc. This type
of ai)plication would not have strict timely delivery requirements, however
it would have bandwidth requirements (tyi)ical applications will generate
tens of Kbytes of data [26]).
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2.1.1.2

ISAlOO.lla Industrial Applications Classification

In addition to tli(' dotaik'd classification j)i()vid(Kl l)y tin* ROLL group, the ISA
100.11a standard [19] also classifies industrial applications. In this case the clas
sification is performed de])ending on the timely delivery requirements of the ap])hcations (see below). The ISA-SPlOO.lla's main focus is on the non-critical
application space with sui)i)ort for delays down to lOOins with optional support
for lower delays (classes 1 to 5).
•

Class 5: Monitoring without inimediate operational consequences
class includes items without strong timeliness requirements.

-

This

Some, like

sequenee-of-events logs, require high reliability; others, like reports of slowly
changing mformatiou of low economic value, need not be so reliable since
loss of a few conseeutwe samples may be unimportant.
•

Class f: Monitoring with short-term operational consequences - This class
includes high-limit and low-limit alarms and other information that might
instigate the fuiiher cheeking by or the dispatch of a maintenance tech
nician.

Timeliness for this class of information is typically low (slow),

measured in seconds to minutes [dj.
• Class S: Open loop control - This class includes actions where an oper
ator, rather than a maehine, ’’doses the loop” between input and output.
Such actions could include taking a unit offline when conditions so indi
cate. Timeliness for this class of action is human scale [dj.
• Class 2: Closed loop supervisory eontrol - This class of closed-loop control
usually has long time eonstants, with timeliness of eornmunieations being
measured in seconds to minutes [dj. Examples are bateh unit and equipment
seleetion.
• Class 1: Closed loop I'egulatory control - This class includes motor and axis
control as well a.s primary flow and pressure control.
• Class 0: Em.ergency action - This class includes safety-related aetions that
are critical to both personnel and plant.
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Industry

Automotive

SPlOO.lla App.
Class
Application

5

Reporting Interval
[s] MUST
Min. Reliability for
Single Message [%]
MUST
Latency [s] MUST

Wireles.s
Torque
WYench
Monitoring

Wa.stewater
Treatment
4

Natural Gas

Natural Gas

4

4

Monitor old
wells

Pipeline
Monitoring
and Control

2

Monitor the
ammonia
and oxygen
levels
in
waste water
600

60

60

99.990

80

99.5

90

2

60

5

120

Table 2.1: Exain])le A})plicatioiis of Industrial Scenarios [3]
unll he, performed through dedicated wired networks to limit both failure
modes and suseeptihility to external events or attack. Examples are safety
interlock, emergency shutdown, and fire control.
Among all the })ossil)le applications the priinary focus of tlu' work presented
in this thesis is on the provision of QoS for monitoring applications where the
successful delivery of data (with soft latency recjihrements) is of paramoimt inter
est. This is driven by a re'cent study [3] carried out by the International Society
of Automation where, when c(nisid(n'ing (h^ploying a wireless sensor network in a
factory installation, 88.8% of interestcfl companies (users and vendors) would use
the network for monitoring ]mri)ost^s (condition and process monitoring). More
critical uses, such as high-speed cont rol ap])lications were only considered by 13%
of those companies surveyed. Table 2.1 provides a brief selection of representa
tive sam])le applications typical in industrial environments and their associated
requirements.
With regard to the industrial a])plication QoS requirements and considerations
outlined in sections 2.1.1.1 and 2.1.1.2 the following conclusions are drawn:
1. Low to high reliability ~ 8{)%-l(K)% packet success, i.e. packet error rate
(PER) in the range of 0-20% [3].
2. Bandwidth requirements: low (])eriodic readings) to high (vibration ineasnrenients, Irulk transfers), constant (periodic) to variable (event-based).
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3. Medium to high reporting frequency ~ minutes to seconds.
4. Soft Latency requirements ~ hundreds of milliseconds to minutes.
5. Event-based or j^eriodic rei)orting.

2.1.2

WSN Topologies in Industrial Scenarios

Being aware of the expected working topology is crucial to the design of any
communication ])rotocol. According to the Networking Working Grou]) (NWG)
of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [26], typical industrial scenarios
may have mnltiple sinks with the number of sinks being far smaller than the
total number of nodes. Networks may be composed of between 10 to 200 held
devices and usually the maximum number of ho])s is 20. An example of a typical
industrial to])ology is ])resented by ISA SPlOO.ll in [2] (see Figure 2.1). It is
assumed that the held devices themselves will provide routing ca])ability for the
network. Moreovc'r, it is generally ex})ect('d that nodes with routing capabilities
will l)e stationary.
One exanii)le of ])hysical toi)ology is a multi-sciuare'-kilometre rehnery where
isolated tanks compose a farm that s])ans over of the surface of the ])laut [26].
A few hundred sensor node devices are deployed to ensure total coverage using a
wireless self-forming self-healing mesh network that can be 5 to 10 hops across.
An exam])le of an extreme opi)osing case is where a backbone network is deployed
along a factory plant and most nodes are in direct sight of one or more backbone
routers. In this case, the majority of commimications between held devices takes
l)lace across the backbone.
For the work i)resented in this thesis, mesh network to])ologies of the like
targeted by the ISA 100.11 [2] and ROLL [26] and illustrated in Figure 2.1 are used
in the evalnation of the proposed QoS management techniques. Mesh topologies
have the advantage over star based topologies in that the nodes can be placed
freely where the sensing needs to be performed whereas, in star based topologies
all nodes have to be one hop away from a line powered sink (note that line
powered nodes imply higher costs) and thus their deployment is restricted to
this condition which limits the area where the sensing may be performed. What
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O

Full Function Device

Figure 2.1: ISA SPlOO.lla Basic Network [2]
is more, mesh topologies have the advantage over other multihoi) to]K)logies, i.e.
tree to])ologies, in tliat mesh networks offer rednndaney of patlis which eliminates
single points of failure thus ])roviding more robust network i)erfornianees. For the
to])ological structure of Figure 2.1 that has Ix'en adopted for this work, several
nodes s])an over the surface of the factory i)lant forming a mesh network with
many sinks collecting the information and some devices, with tighter delay or
higher bandwidth reciuirements, are located in a star fashion about a sink for
easier (high ])riority) access to network resources.
2.1.2.1

Considerations for Mesh Topology Routing

Reliability is an important concern in industrial scenarios due to the unpre
dictability and harshness of the wireless mediimi.

In mesh topologies sensor

data has to traverse several links over intermediate nodes to reach the sinks.
Because of the lossy nature of wireless networks and since a single link failure
could compromise the communication flow if only one route is available, a basic
reciuirement for routing ])rotocol design in industrial mesh networks is the pro
vision of multiple paths towards the destination with potentially different costs
[2C]. According to the ROLL grouj), the routing ])rotocol should be capable of
establishing metrics that can be used to weight links when computing a route
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based on some objective function (i.e. minimise packet loss). Another consid
eration for routing i)rotocol design is that the protocol iiinst route over paths
that are cai)able of supporting application requirements and have the ability to
recompute paths based on underlying link attribntes/metrics that may change
dynamically. In snnnnary, a routing protocol design for wireless connnunications
in industrial scenarios must i)rovide path redimdancy and be capable of adapting
to different application requirements and dynamic network conditions.

2.1.3

Sensor Nodes Resource Constraints

Although the limited size of the sensor nodes makes them attractive for use
in industrial environments as previously highlighted, their limited size imj)oses
restrictions in the available re'sonrces such as th(' energy, computational power,
and inemory.
2.1.3.1

Energy

Wireless sensor nodes have power limitations as they are tyi)ically battery pow
ered whic'h ini])oses strict energy budgets. The lack of wires is one of the main
advantages of the sensor nodes as this allows them to be ])laced where ne^eded,
however this also results in the absence of a constant power supi)ly. A sensor
network may contain tens or hundreds of nodes, and because the sensor nodes
may l)e dei)loyed in inaccessible or hostile environments, rei)lacing or recharging
batteries may not always be a viable option. Therefore, designing power efficient
algorithms for wireless sensor networks is of paramount importance. At each
node, the available j)ower is used for gathering the sensed data, processing the in
formation and performing commimication tasks, where the communication tasks
typically consmne the vast majority of the power (See Table 2.2). This means
that in order to save the limited energy of the sensor nodes the design focus must
be directed to developing power efficient communication protocols. Nevertheless,
being energy efficient has undesired implications on the available bandwidth as,
for instance, most medium access control (MAC) protocols for WSN use duty
cycling to reduce energy consumption. This means that the available transmission
time and hence the available bandwidth is reduced.
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Processor Current Draw
Processor Current Draw
Transceiver Current Draw
Transceiver Current Draw
Transceiver Current Draw
Transceiver Current Draw
Transceiver Current Draw

Active Mode
Sleep Mode
Receive Mode
Tx. Mode OdBm
Tx. Mode -lOdBm
Idle Mode
Sleep Mode

8 in A
<15 pA
19.7 mA
17.4 mA
11 in A
20 pA

1 pA

Table 2.2: MicaZ Current Draws [4]
2.1.3.2

Computational Power

Concerning conipntatioiial power, conipntation processing can })e directly related
to the available energy. Therefore, as the ainonnt of energy available at a sensor
node is limited, coinpntations are similarly hainj)ered. The constrained coni])ntation ca])abilities ar(' a restriction for sensor network ])rotocol designs. As
connnnnication tasks are more energy demanding than com])ntation tasks this
means that the ])ower available for conii)ntations is even more restricted with
regard to the total cai)acity, which makes coni])ntationally exi)ensive solutions
j)rohibitiv(\ As a result, another challenge for WSN protocol design is a recinirement for solutions with low computational overhead.
2.1.3.3

Data Storage

There is limited memory available at sensor nod(^s for the storage of data. For
instance, a ty])ical MicaZ sensor node has 4KB of SRAM memory available [4].
Note that the MicaZ characteristics are re])resentative of the ex])ected character
istics of the sensor nodes used for industrial monitoring applications as outlined
in the ROLL Internet Draft [50], where typical sensors are expected to have a
few KBytes of RAM. This means that a node will only be capable of storing a
limited number of sensed data at any time interval. For example, considering
the maximum packet size of 127 l)ytes given by the IEEE 802.15.4, if a node
has a buffer size of 10 packets, this consumes 31% of the SRAM memory avail
able on the MicaZ. The storage limitation consecpience is that if a node is not
able to transmit the packets being held in its buffer, for examjjle if there is high
contention for the medium among neighl)ouring nodes, new information may be
lost due to the inability of the node to store it. This problem can l)e accentuated
even more in mesh networks where a single node may have to store its own sensed
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(lata ])lus (lata arriving from other nodes to he forwarded to the sinks. There
fore, the restrictions on storage ini})ly that communication protocols for wireless
sensor networks should he designed to he aware of and to circumvent hiiffer over
flows. Finally, protocol designs must also he memory aware so that the required
variables and program code fit in the limited memory.

2.1.4

Quality of Service Provision

It is well known that the conceq)t of Quality of Service (QoS) may l)e i)erceived
and interpreted in different ways depending on the targeted technology. For ex
ample, in the communication networks domain, from the ai)phcation i)erspective,
QoS usually refers to the (juality as })erceiv(^d hy the user or ai)j)lication. From
the network pers})ective, QoS reflects a measure of the service quality that the
network offers to the applications or users. The network’s main pur])ose is to
satisfy the C^oS ix^cjuiivd hy the ai)i)lications while maximising network resource
utilisation.
In traditional wired networks QoS has ht'en generally ])rovided via the over
provisioning of r('sourc('s and/or traffic (uigiiKHTing [51]. With the over-])rovisioning
t(X“hni(iue ahundant n^sources are made availal)le in the network so that satisfac
tory .service can he provided to applications. With traffic ('ngineering techniciues,
the users or applications are classifi(^d ac:cording to different service classes where
each class is mapped to a different priority. Two well-known methods hascxl on
traffic engineering are used traditionally to provide QoS: reservation-based and
reservation-less. In the reservation-based method, network resources are allocated
de})ending on the application’s QoS rcxpiest and handwidth management policies.
An example of this ap])roach is the IntServ model [52]. In the reservation-less
method, reservations are not employed as QoS is achieved through the emj)lo3^ment of strategies such as admission control, traffic classes, etc. with an example
of this approach being the DiffServ model [53].
QoS mechanisms used to support QoS in wired data networks such as over
provisioning or lix(3d reservation meciianisms cannot he directly applied to wire
less sensor networks because of the l)andwidth constraint and dynamic network
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topologies [51]. Moreover, QoS re(piireineiits of WSN a])plications are very dif
ferent from traditional networks and as a result alternate QoS parameters to
measure the network performance need to be identified. To do this, it is neces
sary to have a detailed knowledge of the ixerformance requirements for particular
services, wliich have been outlined in sections 2.1.1 -2.1.3. The performance should
be ex])ressed by i)aranieters that:
• Consider all asi)ects of the service from the user’s point of view,
• Centre on user-perceivable effects, instead of in their causes within the
network,
• Can be easily related to network i)erformance parameters,
• Can be objectively or subjectively measnrc'd.
Therefore, following thes(' objectives, and th(' recpiirements identified in sec
tions 2.1.1- 2.1.3, the following kc^y indicators arc' outlined as having an ini])ortant
impact from the uscx and api)lication i)(asi)ective:
• Information Loss: this has a very direct conscaiucmce on the quality of the
information finally prescaited to the user. In the wirelc'ss sensor networks
domain information loss is not limited to the effects of bit errors or i)acket
loss during transmission, but it also includes the packet loss due to buffer
overflows that for instance is also related to the bandwidth allocation or
medium contention.
• Bandwidth Availability: this is also an imi)ortant concern for some of the
industrial wireless sensor applications outlined in the previous sections and
the lack of it will have consequences on the quality of the information de
livered to the user. For example, lack of bandwidth may translate into lost
j)ackets due to memory restrictions of the sensor nodes.
• Delay Requirements: Although the targeted monitoring applications have
soft-delay requirements, delay still needs to be taken into account as it has
a very direct impact on user satisfaction de])ending on the application, and
includes delays introduced by the network and at the sensor node.
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• Network lifetime: this is also a performance indicator to take into account in
WSNs as the sensor nodes are battery oi)erated. Depending on the lifetime,
the network will be able to serve the user or application for a smaller or
longer ])eriod of time.
• A})])hcation Data Relevance: this is another i)aranieter to consider for QoS
]H’ovision. The data generated by the different sensor nodes can have several
degrees of relevance, therefore not all data ])ackets may be treated in the
same way - i.e. it is more inij)ortant to transmit a fuel pipe leak packet
than a normal j)ipe j)ressure reading i)acket. Therefore, another ])arameter
to consider in the QoS analysis ])resent(Hl in this thesis is how well the
application needs are satished de})ending on the importance of the generatecl
data.

2.1.5

Which Communications Standard?

The IEEE 802.15.4-2000 standard [Hi) is the most widely used in WSN com
munications and it has been designed specifically for low power, low cost wire
less connnunications with target markets including sensing for homes, buildings,
industrial, medical, rcdail, transi)ortation, logistics, asset tracking and others.
Sui)port for this i)latforni includes develoi)ers, manufactures and com])onent supl)hers. Among key j)roi)onents of this technology are Arch Rock, Atinel, Freescale,
MicroChi}) and Texas Instruments to name a few.
While the IEEE 802.15.4-2006 physical layer forms the platform of choice
for several standards (as such it is used as the underlying physical layer in the
])erforniance analysis presented in Cha})ter 5 of this thesis) such as Zigbee, WirelesslIART or ISA 100.1 la, there are alternate MAC layers being advocated for
industrial ai)plications with examples of these including the WirelessHART stan
dard and the recently released ISAlOO.lla standard MAC.
WirelessHART is a TDMA-based wireless mesh networking technology oper
ating in the 2.4GHz ISM radio band. Some features of its MAC protocol include
lOiiis time slots, network wide time synchronisation, frequency channel hopping
and frequency channel blacklisting. WirelessHART operates in a centralized man
ner and it requires the use of a central network manager. The network manager
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is res])oiisil)le for inaiiitaiiiiiig up-to-date routes and coiiimunication schedules for
the network. Unlike other types of sensor networks where nodes can be de])loved
randomly, the deployment of a WirelessIIART network is deliberate and has only
limited rednndancy [51], i.e. the deployment of nodes needs to be pre-planned
in order to i)rovide every node with })reallocated l)andwidth resources in an op
timal way, that is, without incurring costly over i)rovisioning. The ISAlOO.lla
uses the same MAC as WirelessHART and it also requires a central manager for
r(;source allocation. TIk' main differencx) between WirelessIIART and ISAIOO lit^s
on the application layer, as ISAIOO has been designed to offer snj)port, in addition
to HART commands (WirelessHART is only dedieated to HART), to Fieldbus,
Modbus, Proffbus and other established industrial communication protocols [55].
As o])i)osed to the IEEE802.15.4 MAC the WirelessHART MAC uses fre(luency ho])ping.

The WirelessHART MAC i)rotocol designers state that by

changing the transmission channel i)seudorandomly, through the cliannels that
have not been blacklisted, the effects of interference are mitigatc'd [56]. How
ever, if oiu' ('onsiders that for ('xam])l(' Wi-Fi technology can use 12 out of the 16
channels available at the 2.4Ghz band and at a higher powtu’ than wireless sensor
nodes, it is unclear if this solution will ])erform better than a IEEE802.15.4 MAC
combined with existing fixxiuency ada])tation or coexistence iiieclianisms [57; 58].
The IEEE8()2.15.4 MAC has been chosen for this thesis over WirelessHART
and the ISAlOO.lla as it is open source, it does not reciuire an expensive cen
tral manager to perform routing and MAC management tasks and it can supj)ort multi-rate and bursty traffic unlike WirelessHART or ISAlOO.lla which
give static TDM A allocations to every node.

Furthermore, as stated ])revi-

ously, frequency ada])tation or coexistence mechanisms can be combined with
the IEEE802.15.4 protocols to improve the ])erforniance when interference sources
may be present.

2.2

WSN Route Selection

As outlined in section 2.1.2.U the basic requirement for industrial communication
systems is the ])rovision of multipath routing as a consequence of the instability
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of the wireless medium. As a single link failure could compromise the couuuuuicatioii flow if only one route is available, path redundancy is absolutely necessary
to kee]) information loss to a minimum, which is one of the QoS key indicators
identified previously. There are two ways of exploiting multipath routes: send
ing ])ackets through all the routes to increase the chances of delivery success or
sending just one i)acket at a time through the best route. Here only the second
option is considered as the first option is very demanding in terms of energy
and buffer resource's which is something that should Ix' avoided in resource con
st rainc'd W'SN. As nmlti])ath routing is a fundamental reciuirement, the focus here
is on analysing existing ninltii)ath routing protocols and their route selection al
gorithms in i)articular. In addition, for relial)le routing in industrial WSNs, node
energy, buffer limitations and duty cycles must also l)e considered. Duty cycling
is driven by the data transmission load, offered by ap})hcations running over the
WSN, and the need for reducing energy consum])tion to ])rolong network lifetinu'.
A low duty cycle may be more energy efficient but it restricts the offered load
as a sensor nod('’s sleej) ])eriod is long('r. Furthermore, lower duty cycles can
translate into more contention as the available time for transmission is reduced.
Therefore, when estimating the rehal)ility of links and delays, the duty cycle
scheduU' must be considered. Energy must be considered as well, as using the
same battery o])erated nodes for forwarding repeatedly can lead to rapid energy
drain in these nodes potentially causing network partitioning and or])han nodes.
Managing energy and buffer capacities distributes the load on the network and
eases localised congestion. This reduces the likelihood of buffer overflows and the
need for retransmissions, all of which contributes to more reliable routing.
Looking at industrial standardisation groups, Both WirelessflART [20] and
ISAlOO.lla [19] employ Graph Routing and Source Routing algorithms, with
Graph Routing being used in most cases (the exception is outlined as the use of
the Source Routing for temporal communications such as when an operator with
a handheld device needs to communicate with the network - note that with this
routing })rotocol all addresses of the source-destination path have to be embed
ded in each packet, which leads to an increase in memory consumption). Both
standards use a central manager that, after obtaining information relating to
the nodes connectivity and status, conii)utes multiple routes for every node and
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downloads them to the individual nodes. However details on specific mechanisms
to conii:)nte these routes are left o])en. Although this type of routing offers the
recjuired multipath availal)ility, loop freedom and mesh routing capabilities, it
presents the limitation that all routing decisions have to be made in a centralised
manner which requires the availability of an exj)ensive central manager for those
comjfiex com] )ut at ions and increases the control overhead.

As nodes are not

e(iuiiq)ed with the capability to calculate and select routes dynamically during
run-time, i)aths are selected without considering changes in network status.
Work in progress within the ROLL group defines in [59] a routing })rotocol
for low ])ower lossy networks referred to as HYDRO. Wfith this i)rotocol, nodes
build niultij)ath routes on demand to the sinks (labelled as border routers) using
standard ICMP route advertisements and solicitations. In order to select the
best available route to the sinks, the nodes use a sini])le link quality metric. The
design of more comi)reh(nisive routing metrics is again left o})en.
Another ])rotocol for niulti])ath routing in W'SNs is MCMP })resented in [60]
which has the goal of |)roviding soft-C^oS to WkSN a])])lications in terms of delay
and reliability. Although the goal is achic'ved for the })ro])osed scenario, the i)rotocol does not considcu' inherent ])ro])(u1ies of W'SNs such as duty cycling or buffer
limitations, which is an unrc^alistic assumj)tion. Moreover, it em])loys RTS/CTS
])riniitives for gath(uing channel information which are commonly avoided in en
ergy constrained W SN [61]. Relial)ility here is modedled as a minimization ])robleni which has to be solved at each node with conse(]uent requirements in ])rocessing ])ower. MCMP does not consider the residual energy of the nodes which
must be a i)aramount factor in routing over battery j)owered devices. Proj)osed
in [62] is an extension of MCMP named EMCMP that uses global positioning
information to inij^rove the performance of MCMP in terms of energy (transmis
sion ])ower is changed with regard to the distance to reduce energy consumption).
Nevertheless, this protocol does not consider buffer limitations or duty cycling
and again like MCMP it relies on costly (in terms of resource usage energy, band
width) RTS/CTS })riniitives to obtain network information. The use of global
j)ositioning information may also not be available in ty})ical factory environments.
Proj)osed in [63] is another routing protocol that again uses global ])ositioning
information to perform multipath routing in W'SN. This protocol uses geogra])hic
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])rogress towards the destination, residual energy and expected sojourn time of
a ]:)acket at the receiving node to i)erforni routing tasks with a selective greedy
forwarding strategy. This protocol does not consider the nodes duty cycle in the
delay calculations. Moreover, the packets lost at the buffer are not taken into
account for the relial)ihty estimations. In [64] the authors propose MMSPEED.
This protocol is specifically designed for short-living sensor network apjdications
and requires information on node i)osition and distances to construct routes. Due
to the nature of the targeted api)hcations (i.e. short lived applications) it does
not consider the energy expenditure of tlu' nodes.
Work in [65] projioses a ])roactive routing })rotocol for industrial wireless sensor
networks where nodes route })ackets towards a uniciue destination sink. In order to
select a destination, the protocol uses niultii)l(' metrics such as delay, energy and
reliability. The routing devices send beacon messages to the neighbouring nodes
to build the routing tables. This ])rotocol nxiuires exact i)ositioning iiiformation
to i)erform the routing tasks and to calculate some of tlu' route selection metrics.
The assunij)tion of having ])recis(' positioning information is industrial indoor
scenarios is unrealistic [66]. Moreover, this protocol does not consider inherent
{)roperties of WSNs such us the need for duty cycling or the buffer limitations of
the sensor node^s.
The authors in [67] proi)ose a routing algorithm, referred to as AdaR, which
uses reinforcement learning techniciues to calculate routes (hqrending on t he hop
count, the residual energy on the nodes, the iiumbeu' of routes crossing a node and
the link reliability. To gather the decision information, at each hop, the full hop
information is added to the data i)ackets (residual energy, node name, rewards,
etc.) and rewards are generated at a base station (destination of all packets).
Also, when the base station receives a required amount of packets, it calculates
some weights for the different metrics offline for the nodes in the network and
disseminates them via a network-wide broadcast. The number of required pack
ets is however undefined which impedes replicating the experiment. This work
has poor scalability and is difficult to apply in WSN since the algorithm makes
centralized decisions, which incurs too much overhead and transmission energy
costs as every time a packet crosses a node, the routing information is appended.
Moreover, buffer limitations are not considered for reliability calculations.
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The authors irropose in [68] a variation of the Directed Diffusion algorithm
)9] to create multiple node-disjoint or braided routes in WSNs. This data cen
tric protocol builds the routes from sources to different sinks depending on the
interests shown by the sinks. This protocol switches from one route to another
when the routes fail. The focus here is on building disjoint routes rather than
having QoS based route selection. In [70], another variation of Directed Diffu
sion is i^resented, where nodes build multiple ])aths de])ending on several metrics
and, after the paths are established, routes are selected depending on the tyj^e of
traffic to be sent (real-time or best effort) to satisfy their delay requirements l)ut
again duty cycling is not considered. Segmentation and encoding techniques are
c'ombined with the routing jirotocol to improve success delivery rate.
Projiosed in [71] is a hierarchy liased multiiiath routing ])rotocol. This jirotocol
first builds clusters among the different nodes in the network and then nodes
selecd the different jiossible routes on a round roliin basis for energy eciualization
purposes. Route selection is based solely on round robin with no consideration
for the (piality of the route's selected.
Presented in [72] is a multipath routing jirotocol for WSNs with the goal
of reduc:ing collisions. In order to find collision-free paths, t he protocol uses a
central base station that gathers information from all nodes in the network. This
protocol reciuires an exiiensive and iiowerful base station for route generation
and selection with the scalability being restricted to the proctissing power of the
station.
The work in [73] jiresents an extension of the AODV jirotocol [21] to pro
vide niulti])ath cajiabilities and is referred to as Ad-Hoc On Demand Multipath
Distance Vector Routing - AOMDV. These protocols, originally designed for AdHoc mobile networks, can be also ap])hed to WSNs due to the similarities among
both types of networks, that is, both consist of distributed autonomous devices
with routing capabilities. In AOMDV, niultii^le link-disjoint loop-free paths are
coni])uted on demand from the source to destination through a modified route
discovery process based on AODV [24]. In AOMDV, after the route discovery
])rocess, each node selects as its main route the route with the lowest number of
hoi)s and keej)s the other routes as back-up routes. The advantage of AOMDV
is that it can build routes on demand and requires low niemory consumption
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and overhead. With regard to AOMDV variations, the work in [74] proposes a
modification of AOAIDV, named AM-AOMDV. This protocol builds and chooses
the main and back-up routes using niulti])le metrics. The protocol considers the
RSSI (received signal strength indicator), latency and buffer occupancy as met
rics, however no information on how to use these metrics to decide which path is
optimal is provided and therefore it is not possible to replicate the experiments in
the analysis of the proposed liiRout algorithm. Presented in [75] is an ant colony
o])tiniization modification of AOMDV to select th(^ main and back-up paths. This
protocol uses seven'al metrics to calculate pheromone levels ])er node i)er path that
later are translated into a probability to choose the different paths. Since this
l)rotocol has not been designed specifically for WSN, it does not take into ac
count the energy consumption which is a fundamental concern for the battery
o])erated sensor nodes. Moreover, the route selection process focuses specifically
on mobile node metrics which is not coniiiatible with the scenario targeted here
as only very limited mobility is consideri'd (with mobility being present only at
the (Hlg('s of th(' network and as such these' devices would not act a routers) or
static scenarios. Finally, the algorithms iiresented in [76] and [77] jiropose a sim
ple scheme to inpirove the network lifetime when the AOMDV routing jirotocol
is us('d. The algorithms gather the minimal residual energy of each node along
every link disjoint route and then, once the information is obtained, it chooses as
a jirimary route the route that has the node with the maximum minimum resid
ual energy. The algorithms show lietter ])erformance in terms of network lifetime
by prolonging the time to node deaths (i.e. the time to network partitioning).
However, considering just the energy to select the main and back-up routes is not
efficient if the final aim of the routing protocol is to deliver packets successfully.
Finally, the Zigbee specification [23] also provides recommendations for rout
ing. However, these are based on a simplified version of AODV and Tree Routing
that do not conii)ly with the industrial reciuirement for multipath routing. Hav
ing only one available route means that, in industrial scenarios with varying radio
channel characteristics, the connectivity is likely to be lost often - this makes this
class of protocols unsuitable for such scenarios.
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2.2.1

InRout: A QoS Aware Route Selection Mechanism
for Industrial WSNs

Although the i)revious i)rotocols comply with the multipath requirement, they
have deficits. For instance in terms of requiring global accurate positioning infor
mation, which cannot be reliably achieved in indoor scenarios [66]. Some existing
routing methodologies either lack a route selection algorithm or have only a very
basic one, such as only considering energy or lioj) count. Moreover, there are
other protocols that do not consider sensor nodes limitations or aj)i)lication re(juirements. Within the work presented in this thesis it is considereci that having
an intelligent route selection algorithm is as im])ortant as providing multipath
availability. This is driven by the fact that having niultii^le i)aths alone does not
guarantee having tlu' best possible' ])erformance in terms of information loss and
network lifetinu'. A good route selection algorithm should consider not only a
singular o])timisation goal, such as minimising energy use, but it should consider
all the relevant parameters that affect the network and apj)hcation performance
[78]. Moreover, it should not require high processing i)Ower or create high control
overhead or memory consumption due to the limitations of the sensor nodt^s. In
addition, de})endency on additional su])])ort such as positioning/localisation sys
tems should be avoided as this creates further overhead and significant infrastruc
ture costs and, as stated before, it is not possible to i)rovide error free positioning
information in indoor scenarios [66]. Considering this, this work presents InRout,
a Q-Iearning based route selection algorithm that uses the information availal)le
at each node to select the different routes in order to satisfy various industrial
application requirements and to adapt to different industrial network and channel
conditions while resi)ecting node energy and memory restrictions. The InRout
route selection algorithm can l)e run over any underlying route discovery protocol
be it centralised or distributed. InRout uses Q-learning techniciues to select the
best possible route, based on current a])phcation requirements and network con
ditions, with low overhead and minimal memory requirements. This means that
unlike basic multipath routing algorithms such as Graph Routing or AOMDV,
InRout can make intelligent route selection decisions online to provide efficient
])erforniance.
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Bandwidth Allocation

Service Differentiation & Bandwidth Allo
cation

This section discusses the various iiiechauisuis that have been projDosed to })rovide bandwidth allocation and service differentiation in star and mesh networks
using the guaranteed time slot (GTS) feature of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
which allows for bandwidth reservation. As outlined in section 2.1.4, bandwidth
availability and service differentiation have been identified as key i^erformance
])aranieters for (^oS ])ro\4sion in wirek^ss sensor net works for industrial scenarios.

2.3.1

GTS Allocation Mechanisms for Star Networks

At })resent, several classifications are being deriv('d to categorise' WSN api)hcations dei)ending on their reejiiirements, em])hasising the increasing nee'd for (juality
of service (QoS) provision and service differentiation. As highlightc'd earlie'r, the
ISA SPlOO.l la standard [19] for industrial cxjimmmications classifies applications
dei)ending on tlu'ir criticality. As an exanii)le of the' need for QoS provision and
service differentiation in inchistrial scenarios, consider a simi)le ai)phcation that
monitors engine vibrations. From the network ])ersi)ective, information reporting
vibrations is much more inii)ortant than a ])eriodi(‘ normal reading of the engine’s
I)erformance as the vibrations could indicate a enrrent or future fault that could
coni])roniise the production. Hence, this data should reach the network sink with
high reliability. Moreover, vibration data transmissions are niiich more demand
ing in terms of bandwidth than a periodic status njxlate, which means that this
(piality of service requirement should also be taken into account. Inline with this,
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [16] ])rovides TDMA medium access (together with
CSMA/CA access), where the TDklA slots are referred to as guaranteed time
slots (GTS) to support those applications that have higher l)andwidth require
ments, require higher reliability or lower delays. In the standard IEEE 802.15.4,
GTS comnnmications are based on star topologies with the iinmber of schedulable GTS being limited to 7 i)er Beacon Interval (])eriodicity of the active period).
However, while GTSs have been introduced to allow ap])lications have service
guarantees, the allocation inechanism described in the standard i)resents some
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restrictions in terms of flexibility and deployment in WSNs with larger nimil)ers
of nodes. Specifically, for each siiperframe (composed of sixteen time slots) only
a inaximnm of seven GTSs can be allocated, forming the Contention-Free Period
(CFP). Each of the GTSs is assigned by a central network controller called the
PAN Coordinator (PANG) in a first come first served (FCFS) basis. Consequently
once all seven GTSs have been allocated other devices requiring guaranteed ser
vice are not taken into consideration. In view of the maxiinmn nnmber of devices
in the network l)eing 65536 when using short address assignment, this method of
allocating resources is very restrictive. Therefore, due to the fact that the mmiber
of GTSs is limited, most available GTS allocation mechanisms available at present
focns on maximising the bandwidth nse (GTS use) [79; 80; 81; 82; 83; 84; 85].
Some designs also focns on finding the l)est GTS schedules to reduce delays.
Nevertheless, quality of service in terms of service differentiation has not been
targeted by any IEEE 802.15.4 conii)liant design. Nonetheless, in the targeted
industrial scenarios, as explained before, service differentiation together with QoS
l)rovision is a necessity. For a better nnderstanding of the current situation with
regard to* GTS allocation research and to analyse why a service aware approac-h
is needed, a discussion of the current available GTS allocation mechanisms is
pnisented next.
With regard to maximising GTS usage, researchers in [79] propose a superfraiiK' modification and a GTS allocation iiKH-lianism to incn'ase the number of
available GTSs and to minimise bandwidth waste. To achieve this, whenever the
su})erfraiiie order is higher than 2, the GTS is subdivided into more slots to in
crease the number of GTSs. A new allocation mechanism is pro]:>osed for use with
the modified superframe. The allocation mechanism is similar to the standard
one, that is, resources are allocated on a FCFS basis, but with the difference being
that the number of allotted slots is higher. This a])proach has the advantage that
it increases the number of available GTSs which allows the scheduling of more
connections and, since the size of the GTS is kept small, it implies less underutili
sation. However, this solution is not conii)atible with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
as it modifies the superframe structure and GTS allocation frames. Moreover, the
allocation mechanism does not provide any differentiation between connections.
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Researchers in [80] also propose a superframe modification where the con
tention free period is subdivided into 16 slots. This is done to reduce the GTS
under-utilisation as the smaller the GTS is the lower is the chance of being underntilised. This work has the advantage when compared to the work in [79] that it
does not require modification of the GTS allocation or deallocation frames. Fur
thermore, the allocation mechanism tries to adjust the time the GTS is needed,
i.e. the information is generated, to the time the GTS is allocated to reduce
communication delays. Nevertheless, all services are scheduled on a FGFS basis,
that is, no differentiation is provided.
An adaptive GTS allocation inechanism (AGA) pro])osed in [81] for IEEE
802.15.4 also tackles the GTS underutilisation problem. The scheme is divided
into two ])hases. In the first phase, devices are assigned j^riorit ies based on recent
GTS usage feedback.

In the second phase, GTSs are allocated to devices in

increasing ord('r of their })riorities. This api)roach improves the GTS utilisation
as nodes that tend to use more GTS slots are giv(m higher i)riorities. However,
this solution does not j)rovide service differentiation as a])])lications that have the
same usage rate are given the same i)riority and the relevance of the data being
transmitted is not reflected in the priorities.
In [82] a GTS allocation algorithm similar to the one i)roposed in [81] is
presented to improve GTS utilisation. In [82], as in [81], priorities are assigned
to devic-es de])ending on their GTS utilisation. After assigning priorities, devices
are scheduled depending on them. The difference between [82] and [81] is that
the algorithm in [81] uixlates the probabilities dei)ending on their status with
respect to four fixed states which are updated when new connections issue GTS
recpiests and with regard to the GTS utilisation.

However, in [82] i)riorities

are assigned based only on utilisation (fixed states are not considered) and new
connections are accej^ted instantaneously independently of their priority (their
I)riority is ui)dated afterwards based on the utilisation). Again, application data
relevance is not considered in this work.
In [83], a GTS allocation mechanism is presented to also reduce GTS un
derutilisation. Basically, the concept consists of sharing the same GTS between
niulti])le nodes. In order to share the slots, devices send their bandwidth and
delay requirements when they first want to connect. This approach is effective
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for the pur])()se of reducing the GTS wastage as resources are shared among dif
ferent nodes.

However, no service differentiation is provided here as different

ai)plications are treated etpially when allocating the GTS slots.
Wdrk in [84] introduces an adaptive GTS allocation scheme to reduce l)andwidth under-utilisation as well. The idea behind this work is similar to the one
in [83] in that they both use the coiicej)! of sharing slots and l)oth use the same
bandwidth and delaj^ information. The difference between [84] and [83] is that
in the allocation proposexl in [84] instead of having connections with constant
reciuirements thronghout th(4r life, they consider that requirements can change
and therefore they adai)t tlie allocation at every beacon interval to the changing
reciuirements. Again, the main goal of this ai)i)roach is rcxhicing the bandwidth
wastage without considering the importance of the transmittc^d data.
A GTS alloc:ation mechanism with the objective of finding the o])timal allo
cation with rc'gard to l)andwidth utilisation, given the data generation rate of the
nodc^s is i)resent('d in [85]. With this goal, a knai)sack i)robl('ni is formnlatc'd to
obtain o])timal GTS allocation such that a minimum l)andwidth rc'ciuiremcnt is
satisfied for the sensor devices. Therefore, the goal of this mechanism is again to
im])rove the GTS usage without consideration for service differentiation.
Hesearch in [86] projooses a simple GTS allocation inec'lianism for assigning
GTS resources depending on the type of traffic generated by the node recpiesting
rc'sourcc^s. With this i)urpos(', difien'iit typers of traffic: arc' mapped to a static
l)riority and thc^y are served by the coordinator in ])riority order. Although this
work provides some basic differentiation, this approach is not compatible with the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard as it modifies the GTS allocation frame structure. More
over, no information is provided on how to estimate the GTS length recinirements
of each traffic flow.
With regard to utilising GTSs to minimise delays, work in [87] proposes a
GTS allocation mechanism for scheduling real-time applications with periodic
behaviour in IEEE 802.15.4 wireless sensor networks. In this approach nodes send
their recpiired GTS length and periodicity of the reciuirement and the coordinator,
when ])ossible, allocates the recpiired GTS at the time the packets are being
created. This allows the nodes to transmit their frames when they generate them
which allows satisfying real-time delays. However, the proposed approach does
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not discus how the coordinator solves the problem of having several requests
with the same i)eriodicity. Again, this solution is not compatible with the IEEE
802.15.4 standard as it modifies the siiperframe structure and GTS allocation
frames.
Work in [88] designs a GTS scheduling algorithm referred to as GSA for
meeting the delay constraints of time-sensitive transactions. GSA distributes the
GTSs of a transaction over as many beacon intervals as possil)le while satisfying
the time constraints of the transaction. By doing so, GSA reduces the average
service starting time of transactions and enables the scheduling of more trans
actions. Nevertheless, in designing GSA, the authors consider that at least one
GTS can be allocated to a requesting node. However, this assuni])tion is very
restrictive as the number of GTSs i)er Beacon Interval is limited to 7 and the
number of schedulable nodes can be much higher (for instance, a tyjiical indus
trial monitoring network can contain in the order of tens to hundreds of nodes
[26]). Additionally, all apjilication data is considered eciually without analysing
the ini])orlanc(' of the generatinl information.
2.3.1.1

Dynamic Service-Differeiitiation based GTS Allocation Mech
anism (D-SeDGAM)

Based on the above it can be concluded that most of the existing ap])roaches for
GTS allocation focus on improving GTS utilisation and only a limited number
conc-entrate on finding the best allocation to reduce delays. However, none of the
IEEE 802.15.4 compliant solutions focuses on adapting the allocation to the iniliortance of the ajiiilication data together with the application needs, that is, they
do not provide service based differentiation. Nevertheless, having scarce resources
(7 GTS) and application data with different levels of importance should imply
having intelligent allocation mechanisms that consider the type of service being
scheduled and the service needs (QoS requirements) so that the most important
data is successfully delivered when conditions permit. With this consideration in
mind, this thesis presents a ])roposal for a dynamic service-differentiation based
GTS allocation mechanism (D-SeDGAlM). This approach ])rovides service differ
entiation by scheduling different connections depending on their requirements in
terms of delay, bandwidth needs and the importance of the generated data and
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transitory status in terms of satisfaction with the current allocation. As shown
in the performance evaluations in Chapter 5 D-SeDGAM provides significantly
better i)erformance than the standard allocation method and static prioritisation
methods in terms of service differentiation and QoS by simultaneously satisfying
bandwidth, delay and service differentiation demands.

2.3.2

GTS Allocation Mechanisms for Multihop Networks

The use of GTS coimmmications is bounded in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard to
star networks. Nevertheless, to satisfy bandwidth and reliability retinirements in
limit ihop networks, which are key rcKniinanents for industrial wireless sensor net
works as outlined in section 2.1.1, TDMA access is more efficient than CSMA/CA
access as TDMA access can be used to avoid contention and guarantee bandwidth
recjuirements. Moreover, (wen if tight delays cannot Ix' met in diity-cycling iniiltiho]) networks due to the sleej) jieriods, when using TDMA conimmiicat ions delays
can be bounded, which is something that can not lie achkwexl with CSMA/CA
acci'ss. Therefore, TDMA connnunications are a goofl oiition for satisfying con
trol and monitoring ap])hcation demands of industrial scenarios with soft latenicy
reiiuirements and higher liandwidth reciuireiiKnits such as vibration/acceleration
data of condition monitoring a])plications.
In order to use the beacon mode for limitiho]) networks, which is the mode that
allows the use of the GTSs, beacon schednling inechanisms have to lie utilized to
avoid direct and indirect collisions of the beacon frames (synchronisation frames).
The Task Group (TG) 15.4b [89], a group formed to enhance the 2003 version
of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, proposed two beacon schediiling techniques to
avoid beacon collisions in the beacon mode and hence facilitate nmltihop beaconenabled communications in IEEE 802.15.4 WSN. In the first approach, namely
siiperframe duration scheduling (SDS) each coordinator transmits its siiperframe
during the inactive period of its neighbours and its neighbours’ neighliours to
avoid direct and indirect beacon collisions (Eigiire 2.2a). In the second approach,
a beacon-only-})eriod (BOP) is created at the start of the siiperframe where everv coordinator selects a free time-slot to transmit its own beacon and thus avoid
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Figure 2.2: Beacon Schednliiig Meclianisiiis
collisions (Figure 2.21j). However, the two l)eac:on scheduling a})proaches con
sidered by the TG41) were not included in the revision of the standard in 2006
[16]. While research has continued in this field, it is unclear if these niechanisins
will l)e inchided in future releases of the standard, i.e 802.15.4e, as some l)eacon
scheduling proi)osals have appeared within the gronj) [90].
In line with this, several researclKU’s have employed SDS as the beacon schedul
ing mechanism to enabh' mnltihoi) to])ologies over the beacon-enabled mode
[29; 91; 92]. With SDS beacon scheduling, GTSs are allocated using the standard
GTS recjnest and rei)ly command frames on a ])eer-to-])eer fashion. The problem
with ])eer-to-])eer allocation is that due to the fact that the number of slots is lim
ited to sewen (slot shortage ])roblem), a mnltihoi) peer-to-peer allocation can be
misnccessfnl if a node in the multihop ])ath has all GTSs slots in use. Moreover,
SDS scheduling design has a drawback with regard to the delay introduced in
each hoi) which makes it unsuitable and not scalable for delay bounded commu
nications since, on average, a node would have to wait Bl/2 seconds to transmit
to a neighl)or of the mesh network (Figure 2.3a). What is more, the process for
GTS requests and replies is very slow as requests are sent in the CAP and replies
are delivered in the following beacon frame and this process has to be repeated
for every hop in the path.
On the other hand, research has been conducted studying the BOP approach
to enable mesh networking [93; 94; 95]. BOP scheduling is an alternative to
SDS that introduces much lower communication delays as the active period of all
nodes is shared in time. The problem with BOP and the use of the GTS is that
since nodes share the same superframe duration, once a node occupies a GTS, its
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neighbours and neighbours’ neighl^ours cannot reuse it to avoid collisions (Figure
2.3b). Additionally, in order to make neighl^ours aware of a blocked GTS, all
GTS command transat'tions have to Ite broadcasted which makes the connnand
frames vulnerable to the hidden terminal problem. Furthermore, in this approach
again the GTS allocation is iterforiiK'd on a i)eer-to-])eer hishion which is slow
and ])rone to failure due to the slot shortage i)robleni.
Looking at other related standardisation efforts, work in the IEEE 802.15.5
standard [22], which is a rc'cently released standard for mesh communications
in WPAx\s, proposes the us(^ of reserved time slots similar to the GTSs of the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The IEEE 802.15.5 synchronous hlAC is similar to the
one i3ro])osed in BOP, that is, nodes share the active period and sleej) i)eriod.
The difference between them is that the IEEE 802.15.5 docs not use ])eacons
for synchronisation and the reserved time slots are scheduled during the sleep
])eriod. With regard to the allocation of the reserved time slots, IEEE 802.15.5
also pro])oses the use of a i)eer-to-peer allocation method where the request-reply
l)rocess is done in the active period (CSMA/CA). This solution, being similar to
the one availal)le in BOP is prone to failure as requests and replies are vulnerable
to the hidden terminal problem and the reserved time slots are shared among all
nodes. This means that if a node does not receive a frame indicating that a slot is
blocked for use, the node might schedule a connection from a different neighbour
in that slot creating the consequent collisions. On the other hand, preliminary
work proposed in the IEEE 802.15.4e draft [96], which is being developed to
enhance the existing IEEE8()2.15.4-2006 standard, suggests the use of Enhanced
Guaranteed Time Slots (DSMEs) where a su])erfranie structure referred to as
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limitisu])erfraiiie is used. In order to allocate the DShlEs, nodes also use a peerto-peer allocation based on handshake commands that comprise of request, reply
and notification frames. However, this solution is still under development.
\Mth regard to related research in the GTS held, in [97] the authors propose
the distributed use of GTS (dGTS) to allow content ion-free commnnications be
tween neighboring nodes of a multihop network by developing a distributed peerto-])eer GTS allocation method. In the proposed solution all nodes share again
the same snperframe duration. This means that when a node uses a GTS slot,
iieighllouring nodes can not reuse it (i.e. the slot is blocked), which reduces the
bandwidth usage. In addition, the jiroposed allocation is restricted to neighbour
ing nodes and no method to establish a GTS connection between nodes separated
by more than om^ ho]) is devised.
Taking a broader look at on-demand bandwidth reservation mechanisms, work
in [98] i)ro])oses an algorithm for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETS) to reserve
a number of TDMA slots in a multihop route. The route discovery is liased on
a variant of the AODV routing protocol and considers the jiroblem of hidden
terminals, exposed terminals, and slot shortage' in devising slot allocation. In
order to ajqily for TDMA slots, nodes send reepiests through control time slots
(note that this differs from BOP where CSMA/CA can be used for sending control
jiackets).

However, the approach does not define how the control time slots

are' allocated to the' diffen'iit nodevs ('vc'ii though the; nunilx'r of control slots is
reduced and the flooding nature of the AODV control messages is bandwidth
demanding.

Nevertheless, if random access to the control slots is considered,

control i)ackets can be lost due to the hidden terminal problem and this can lead
to faulty allocation of the data slots which is the same problem experienced lyy
BOP or IEEE 802.15.5 designs.
Work in [99] proposes a slot allocation algorithm for all-TDM A mobile wireless
networks. In the proposed a])proach, nodes exchange information on the availabil
ity of slots to find free slots for transmission. When a node needs to send packets,
it builds a route through the available slots using the AODV routing protocol.
Because there can be collisions in the slots if the control information exchange is
nnsnccessful, nodes use RTS/CTS handshaking when performing data transmis
sions to ensure collision-free connnnnications. This approach while solving the
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problem of collisions in allocated nodes, it possesses the drawback of requiring
the use of RTS/CTS commands which makes it unsuitable for energy constrained
WSN [61],
With regard to industrial standardisation efforts, WirelessIlAHT and ISA
SP100.11a also use an all-TDlMA medimn access protocol but these are based
on a centralised ap|)roach where slots are allocated to devices at the time they
join the network. This has the advantage that control messages do not have
to be used after joining the network to ol)tain contention-free access. However,
this kind of allocation is less efficient for bursty traffic where a node may need a
higher amount of bandwidth than that originally allocated [100]. Based on the
ROLL industrial application classification (Section 2.1.1.1) the event data and
bulk transfer classes can generate ])ursty traffic*, an example of which is where
vibrations are detected in a rolling bearing [20] whic'h is one of the major condition
monitoring ai)plications in regular use' in factory scemarios [21]. In addition, this
type of centrahsc'd TDM A allocation rec|uirc3s the (Existence of an ex})ensive and
powerful C'entral managc'r.
Finally, other i)rotocols such as [101; 102; 103] have also been proi)os(M to
assign TDMA slots to different nodes in all-TDMA based networks. These al
gorithms build TDMA scheduDs using global nedwork knowledge, cluster tree
aj^proaches or similar fixed scheduling approaches at the time of network deploy
ment. Again, this has the advantage that control messages do not have to be
used after joining the network. However, similarly to the WirelessHART and
ISA 100.11a c*ase, this kind of allocaticm is not efficient for bursty traffic. Again,
due to the scarcity of GTS slots, these solutions are not ap]3licable to IEEE
802.15.4 Irasc'd MACs where depending on the network size and topology the
number of contending nodes can be much higher than the number of available
time slots. F'inally, some of these solutions are restricted to having only a single
dc^stination sink from which to build the centraliscxl scheduling or the need for
global knowledge and a global central controller to estimate the scheduling.
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2.3.2.1

End-to-end GTS Allocation Mechanism for Multihop Net
works

Based on this review of current ap])roaclies it can be concluded that allocating
time slots in a nniltihop network can be a challenging task. Current multihop
allocation niechanisms for IEEE 802.15.4-based multihop networks are centretd
on i:)eer-to-]:)eer designs. However, due to the fact that the nunil)er of slots is
limited (seven in lEEE8()2.15.4-based multihop solutions), a multihop peer-topeer allocation can be nnsnccessfnl if a node in the nmltihoi) path has all GTSs
slots in use. In addition, with })t?er-to-])eer methods, end-to-tmd delay from source
to destination cannot be estimated until all iteer-to-peetr connections have been
estaltlished and hence it is not possible to guarantee that the aitplication’s endto-end demand will Ite met. What is more, ])eer-to-])eer allocations such as the
ones bast'd in SDS can !)(' v^ery slow tis t he retinest-reply jtrocess jter lioj) is not
perfoniK'd const'cutively (recpiests are sent in tlu' CAP and re])lies are sent in the
Deacon frame). On the otlu'r hand, solutions for an all-TDAlA nedwork cannot
be easily em])loyed in IEEE8()2.15.4-1 )ased lu'tworks due to the limited nninber
of slots and the difference in the MAC jtrotocol. Therefore, it is the view of the
atithor that an on-demand GTS allocation teclmicine is ne^'ded to reserve GTS
resources from source to destination in IEEE 8()2.15.4-based multihop networks to
aieet bandwidth recpiirements of industrial monitoring aj)})lications. Thus, this
thesis pro))oses an end-to-end GTS allocation technicpie together with a BOP
.nodification to guarantee that reliability, bandwidth (GTS slot is guaranteed
:roni origin to destination) and delay constraints of the monitoring applications
are met. This mnltihop GTS allocation mechanism sends the request through
several paths (to im])rove the chances of success) with the nodes checking at
every hop if the GTS requirements can be satisfied, and if so the request is
rebroadcast. When the destination receives a successful request the resources are
reserved from the destination to the source. With this algorithm, reliability of
ihe GTS connection is assured as the scheduling is performed on an end-to-end
iashion. Moreover, since the request and reply packets are transmitted from node
lO node without delays (without waiting for the next beacon) the connection
establishment time is kej)! to a minimum. Additionally, a GTS path recovery
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niecliaiiisiii is pr()]:)()S(^d to warn nodes along a path when connections ])reak. this is
not considered by peer-to-peer allocation methods of the IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE
802.15.5 standards. The proposed mnltihop allocation mechanisin is designed to
work with a modification of the BOP approach, referred to as Distributed Virtual
CEP BOP (DVCBOP), which is also proposed within this thesis with the purpose
of eliminating the need to advertise blocked slots (this problem is also j^resent in
the allocation of IEEE 802.15.5 reserved time slots) which can lead to collisions
if the advertisements are not overheard by all neighboring nodes.

2.4

Distributed Beacon Scheduling for Mesh Net
works

As stated i)revionsly, in order to use the beacon mode of the IEEE 802.15.4 stan
dard in ninltihoj) networks a method to avoid beacon (synchronisation frames)
collisions has to be utilisc'd. As highlighted in section 2.1,5, the IEEE 802.15.4
MAC specification has been chosen as o])posed to \^arelessHART or ISA 100.11a
du(' to its ada])tabihty to bursty and nmlti-rat(' traffic as w('ll as the fact that it
does not reciuire an ex])ensive central manager and it is not proprietary. Tradi
tional ad-hoc networks, i.e. IEEE 802.11, avoid indirect collisions by a sending
r€xiuest-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) frames. The IEEE802.15.4 s])ecification however does not include RTS/CTS as it incurs too much overhead in
coni})arison to the small size of the sensor data frames (up to 127 bytes). To
overcome this, beacon scheduling techniques have been ])roposed. These tech
niques are mainly based on sending different beacons at distinct times to avoid
collisions between direct neighbouring nodes and also between neighbours’ neigh
bours. As explained previously, several sclieduling proposals have been released
uj) to this point based on the two main techniciues initially i:)roposed by the Task
Group (TG) 15.41) [90]: Superframe Duration Scheduling (SDS) and Beacon Only
Period (BOP).
An ex])eriniental evaluation comparing the SDS and BOP approaches pre
sented in Cha])ter 5 shows that the SDS solution incurs higher delays than the
BOP method due to the way the scheduling is performed. The SDS solution also
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showed higher energy coiisuniptioii than BOP, again because of the scheduling
design. For this reason, the BOP approach is chosen as the basis of the mnltihop
beacon scheduling inechanism proposed in this thesis.
Several investigations have been conducted using the BOP aj^proach to enable
mesh networking. Ho-ln Jeon et. al. presented in [93] an ini])lenientation of the
BOP scheme in a centralised manner. In this ap])roach, the period where nodes
can schedule their beacon transmissions (BOP Length -BOPL) is fixed. After
that, a central controller that knows the connectivity of the network assigns to
the different nodes their own offset to transmit the beacon in the BOPL duration.
Later, this ini})iementation was extended in [94] to allow the modification
of the size of the BOP j)eriod length (BOPL) and therefore adjust the iinmber
of nodes that ('an be scheduled through the use of a central controller.

The

results showed that the adai)tive BOPL algorithm provided higlun’ coniimniication
efficiency than the approach in [93]. This is diK' to the fact that where a higher
density of nodes (exists tin; BOPL is increased to allow all nodes to be scluHlnled.
On the other hand, wIk'H' the density is lower, the BOPL can be reduced to avoid
bandwidth nnd(Tiitilisation. Neverthekss, this solution still recinires a i)owerful
and (^x])ensive c('ntral controller to make decisions.
The authors in [95] designed a distributed BOP approach with a hxed BOPL.
The proposal focuses on dynamically adjusting the active period starting points
and durations to decrease the data frame collision rate by only overlai)ping the
active durations of communicating nodes. Although this solution has the advan
tage over the ])revious ones in that it is distrilonted, it presents a downside in that
the BOPL has to be fixed which implies poorer communication efficiency.

2.4.1

Distributed Beacon-Only-Period (DBOP)

From a review of beacon scheduling algorithms based on the BOP approach it can
be concluded that existing approaches focus on solving the distributed schedulnig proldem (jr the varial)le BOPL problem in separate ways. However, none of
the a})proaches consider combining a variable BOPL with a distributed approach
or, in other words, none of them offer the lower computational and communi
cation recinirements of distributed designs combined with higher coinmnnication
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efficiency provided l)y an adjustable BOPL. This motivates the design of the pro
posed distributed beacon-only-period (DBOP) scheme with adaptive BOPL. The
distributed DBOP solution for beacon scheduling follows the princi])le of the BOP
a])proach in that it uses a beacon-only period where beacons are transmitted at
different time slots among neighbours and neighbours’ neighbours. In DBOP each
slot is the time necessary to send a beacon plus the turnaround time, which is the
time that the radio takes to change from transmitting to receiving mode. The
DBOP beacon scheduling is achieved in a distributed manner following the same
ap])roach as us(xl in MesliMAC [29] to find neighbours and empty slots but with
some added functionalities to dynamically manage the BOP length (BOPL). The
DBOP design ensures lower conii)utational and communication requirements for
distributed designs combined with higher communication efficiency lU’ovided by
an adjustable BOPL.

2.5

Conclusion

d'his chapter has discussed the salient features of windess sensor networks with a
particular focus on QoS provision. The t arget ap])lication si)ace has been monitor
ing applications in industrial environments with this being driven by the growing
interest and utilisation of wireless sensors in industrial environments. What in
dustries can benefit from the use of wireless sensors? The short answer is that
almost all industries can. Wireless sensors find employment in diverse a])])lications such as water and energy metering, monitoring liquid levels in tanks, grain
levels in silos, water quality and waste water monitoring, machinery performance
monitoring, etc. As highlighted in section 2.1.2.1, the basic requirement for in
dustrial wireless communication systems is the provision of multipath routing to
counteract the instability of the wirek^ss communications medium. A plethora
of multipath routing jH’otocols [20; 24; 59; 60; 62; 63; 64; 65; 67; 68; 69; 70; 71;
72; 73; 74; 75; 76; 77] have been proposed for WSNs but these have significant
disadvantages: for instance some recpiire accurate j^ositioniiig information, whicli
cannot be reliably achieved in indoor scenarios [66]. Other approaches either
lack a route selection algorithm or employ only a very basic one based on the
o])tiniisation of a single metric such as residual energy or hop count. In addition.
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])rot()(X)ls for the most ])art do not consider sensor nodes limitations (in terms
of memory and processing ca])al)ilitv) or application requirements. To overcome
these limitations, this thesis introduces InRont, a route selection mechanism that
chooses the best routes based on current network conditions and application QoS
requirements while taking into consideration the resource limitations imposed by
the sensor nodes. InRont, as shown in Cha])ter 5 out])erfornis existing route
selection algorithms in terms of QoS satisfaction and resource consumption.
The need for the consideration of data priority (i.e. service' diffenmtiation)
when i)roviding QoS for industrial monitoring api)lications has been liighlighted
in section 2.1.4. Due to the scarcity of the available bandwidth, api)hcation data
relevance should l)e taken into accomit together with otlier QoS requirements
of the ap])lications when allocating the available bandwidth. Several algorithms
have Ix'en pro])osed to allocate the limited bandwidth in IEEE 802.15.4 networks
[79; 80; 81; 82; 83; 84; 85; 80; 87; 88], liowever tliey have deficiencies in the sense
that none of them considers the relevance of the data generated hy the ap])hcations which can lead to the loss of critical data due to the limited ac:cess to l)andwidth. To counteract this, D-SeDGAM a dynamic service differentiation based
GTS allocation iiiec'lianism has bc^en ])roi)osc'd in this thesis work. D-SeDGAM
considers ap])hcation data relevance and QoS rcxiniremcmts for bandwidth allo
cation and this is shown in Chapter 5 to gre^atly onti)erforni standard or static
])rioritisation GTS allocation methods.
Bandwidth availability was also identified in 2.1.4 as a QoS ])aranieter for
industrial monitoring applications. Different bandwidth allocation methods have
been reviewed for wireless sensor networks [16; 20; 22; 97; 98; 99; 101; 102; 103],
hewever they have significant disadvantages as some of them are based on peerto-peer methods that are not reliable on an end-to-end basis and some others
require global information and powerful and expensive central controllers for the
allocation of bandwidth, which in turn are not suitable for bursty traffic as they
provide fixed global allocations. To overcome this, presented in this thesis is a
MAC modification (which does not change the standard snperframe structure, it
merely uses the slee]) time in the form of virtual time slots) and an end-to-end
distriljuted GTS allocation inechanism that significantly increase the success of
GTS allocations in mesh networks as shown in the results provided in Chapter 5
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Ill coiichisioii, this chapter has highlighted the drawbacks of existing apjiroaches for WSN limit ijiath routing jirotocols and bandwidth allocation schemes
and has illustrated their nnsuitaliility for satisfying industrial monitoring appli
cations. Chapter 3 jiresents the proposed QoS aware framework and describes
the constituent components: liiRoiit, a QoS aware route selection algorithm that
considers several requirements of the industrial monitoring a])plications such as
relialiility, delay and lifetime together with the sensor nodes limitations in order
to select the best ])ossibl(' routes; D-S('DGAM, a sinvice difterentiation based
bandwidth allocation mechanisni that considers the relevance of the data gener
ated by the aiiplications together with other QoS requirements such as bandwidth
and delay to perform the best allocation possible; And a modification of DBOP
together with an end-to-end multihoi) bandwidth allocation method to assure
reliabk' end-to-end coiiimmiications in IEEE 802.15.4 based niultiho]) networks.
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Chapter 3
A Quality of Service Aware
Framework for Wireless Sensor
Networks
The C^oS Aware Fraiiunvork for Win^h'ss Sc'iisor N('tworks j)reseiited in this thesis
is a suite of algorithms located at the network and MAC layers that work in
eonjnnetion with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, to satisfy the QoS requirements
of industrial monitoring a])i)lieations in terms of reliability, service ditferentiation, bandwidth availability and (soft) delay while taking into consideration the
restrictions imposed by the resource constraints of the sensor nodes themselves
(i.e. severely liniite^d energy, memory and processing power).
The key components of this framework are:
• WSN Route Selection - the IriRout Q-learmng based Route Selection algo
rithm chooses the best routes from the available options based on satisfying
reliability, lifetime and soft-delay requirements of the overlaying applica
tions, with minimal additional control overhead and memory consumption.
• Service Differentiation

Bandwidth Allocation - the Dynamic Service Dif

ferentiation Based GTS Allocation Mechanism (D-SeDGAM) for IEEE 802.
15.4 wireless sensor networks satisfies the service differentiation needs of
W’SN api:)hcations while simultaneously coni])lying with bandwidth needs
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and the soft delay recinireineiits of the applications with very little con
trol overhead. The End-To-End GTS Allocation Mechanisms for Multihop
Networks bandwidth reservation algorithm successfully establishes hiddenterniinal-free end-to-end GTS connections to guarantee bandwidth avail
ability, reliability and soft-delay recinirements.
• Distributed Beacxni Scheduling - the Distributed Beaeon Only Period (DBOP)
Beacon Scheduling Mechanism to facilitate IEEE 802.15.4 based mesh conininnications.

3.1

WSN Route Selection

As a i)recnrsor to the InRont ront(' selection algorithm the MOCLA (MnltiObjec'tive Cross-Layea' Algorithm for Routing over Wireless Sensor Networks)
route s(4ection scheme was develo])ed (See Ai)i)endix A). The ensuing pndiniinary
ex])('riniental investigation denionstrat(Hl the impact of multiple route selection
metrics, i.e. reliability, network lifetiiiK' and delay, on the nnd(Tlying routing
protocol i)erforniance. Moreover, it demonstrated that it is ])ossible to satisfy
different aj)plication recjnirements while considering wireless sensor nodes limita
tions when performing routing tasks. The findings of this analysis motivated the
design and development of the InRont ap])roach.

3.1.1

InRout Overview

As stated ])reviously, this thesis considers that having an intelligent route se
lection algorithm is as im])ortant as i)roviding multipath availability as having
mnlti])le ]:)aths alone does not guarantee having the best possible performance.
A good route selection algorithm should consider not only a singular optimisa
tion goal, such as minimising energy use, but it should consider all the relevant
parameters that affect the network and applications performance. Moreover, it
should not require high processing power or create high control overhead or mem
ory consmni)tion due to the limitations of the sensor nodes. Considering this, the
InRont algorithm uses the information available at each node to select the dif
ferent routes in order to satisfy various industrial a])})hcation requirements and
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to adapt to different industrial network and channel conditions while respecting
node energy and ineinory restrictions. The liiRont route selection algorithm can
be run over any multipath routing ]:)rotocol, the underlying routing protocol can
be centralised or distributed. IiiRout uses Q-learning techniciues to select the
best possible route, based on current application requirements and network con
ditions, with low overhe'ad and minimal memory reciuirements. This means that
unlike basic nmlti})ath routing algorithms such as Graph Routing or AOMDV,
IiiRout can make intelligent route selection decisions onliiK' to ])rovide efficicmt
perl'orniance. Plnally, the QL techni(|ue used for the InRout design is well suited
for distributed ])rol)lems, like routing. It has medium re^quirements for memory
and imposes low coni])ntational ixKinirements on individual nodes and low over
head [101]. Since it does not use i)reliniinary information, it needs some time
to converge dei)ending on the number of actions to exi)lore, but it is easy to
ini})leni('nt, highly adai)table to topology dianges and achieves oi)tinial results
10)].

[

3.1.2

Q-Learning Based Route Assessment

In many common dedsion situations, choices are made with the goal of obtaining
the best })ossible ixnvard. In most cases, the choices not only j)rovide some reward
but th('y can also helj) in acciuiring new knowledge' that can l)e used to make future
decisions. The main dilemma for all these cases is how to balance the reward
inaximization, based on the knowledge previously aceiuired, and how can trying
new actions increase the knowledge further. This is known as the exploitation vs.
exploration tradeoff in Reinforcement Learning (RL) [105].
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a machine learning (ML) approach that finds
the o])timuni value through trial-error iterations [106]. A key advantage of RL
conii)ared to other ML a])proaches is that it does not require information about
the environment exce})t for a reinforcement signal [107]. This has made RL one
of the most i)oj)nlar method for solving WSN problems as it requires minimal
communication overhead (See Section 3.3) and achieves o])tinial results [106] for
the current set of conditions. This is especially appropriate for embedded systems
such as sensor nodes were resources are scarce.
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.state

f Agent ^------V TT(s)
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Figure 3.1: The standard reiiiforeeiiieiit learning model
The standard RL model is dejtieted in Figure 3.1. The learning agent, for
instance a sensor node, has a finite set of })ossible states S where s rei)resents
the current state of the agent. The agent remains in one state at a time which
defines its internal state or location in the environment. A set of actions A is
linkc'd to the set of staters S and there is an associated iimncxiiate reward r{s,a)
for c'aeh of the actions taken within the set. The goal of the agent is to learn the
sc'cineiK'e of actions that i)rovide the maximnm exi)cx“ttHl aeenmnlatc'd reward.
The RL agent learns the hc^st sc't of actions, called a policy tt, through trial
and error intenaetions with the enviromnent. At each stej), the agent sedeets a
])ossi1)l(^ action a among the set and leceives an immediate reward r{s,a) from
the' (mvironment for the enrrent state .s. The agent learns from the environment
throngh the' inwards renenved. The jiroeess is then re])eat('d with the objective
of inerc’asing the long-rnn snin of valiums of the reinforeenient signal or reward
r(.s,c/).
Formally, the model is nsnally described as a Markov Dcxdsion Process (MDP)
consisting of the (experience tuple (5', A, T(s, «, s'), r(s, «)). 5" is a discrete set of
environment states Sj, S2;...,-Sn. A is the set of possilile actions at each state
ni,rt2; • • • i(hn- T[s,a^s') is the transiti(3n probability from state s to a successor
state s' when taking action a. Finally, r{s^a) is the rceward fnnetion obtained
when taking an action a [106].
The mnlti-armed bandit problem, originally described by Robins [108], is an
exani])le of a decision jiroblem that can be solved with RL teclmicines. A mnltiarmed bandit, also called the K-armed bandit, is similar to a traditional slot
machine (one-armed bandit) but in general has more than one lever. When pulled,
each lever i)rovides a reward drawn from a distribution associated to that specific
lever. Initially, the gambler has no knowledge about the levers, but throngh
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re])eated trials, he can focus on the most rewarding levers. In this work, a ninltiarnied bandit problem is considered, where each slot machine lever represents a
route to the destination, and the agent, i.e. the node, has to choose the route that
maximizes the reward with regard to the application QoS reciuirements, network
and node status at each time interval. In order to obtain the values of the actions,
i.e. selecting the different routes, the RL technique known as Q-learning is used.
C^-learning [109] is a popular form of a Reinforcement Learning algorithm that
does not need a model of its environment (i.e. learns without being given any
prior information). In the Q-learning process, when an action is selected and
execiited, in this case the action represents selecting a route, a reward is recedv^ed
re])resenting the (inality of that action. This reward is then used to n])date the
C^-value. Over time the node can learn the real action values and therefore select
the most suitable.

After being initialized to arbitrary nnnil)ers, Q-valnes are

estimated as follows:
1. From the current state .s, sc'k'ct an action (i. This will cause the receij)t of
an immediate i)ayofF

and arrival at the next state s'.

2. Update Q(.s, a) as Q{s, a) ^ Q{s, (i) -t- x{r{s, (i) -f tj ■ 7}iaxQ{s', a') — Q{s, «)),
where x is the learning rate and y is the disconnt factor (0 < x,y < 1).
3. Go to 1
The Q-Value Q{s,a) represents the current expected total reward for each
action and state i)air. At the beginning Q-Values are nsnally initialized with
ze'ros, representing the fact that the agent knows nothing. The values are updated
after receiving a reward. The learning rate x determines to what extent the newly
acquired infonnation will override t he old information. A factor of 0 will mean
that the agent will not learn anything, while a factor of 1 would make the agent
consider only the most recent information. The disconnt factor y determines the
importance of future rewards. A factor of 0 will make the agent ”op})ortnnistic”
by only considering current rewards, while a factor approaching 1 will make it
strive for a long-term high reward. If the disconnt factor meets or exceeds 1, the
Q-\'alues will diverge.
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This algoritliiii is guaranteed to converge to the correct Q-values wit h a prol)i])ility of one if the environinent is stationary and depends on the current state
and the action taken in it. A lookiij) table is used to store the Q-values.
For the us(^ (‘ase here, a lookii]) table is stored at each node compostxl of Q■/alues where every route to a next node re])resents a state 5 (lever of the slot
aiachine). Each action a represents selecting a different route (pulling a lever of
die slot niachine). Therefore, the Q-function has to measure the value of selecting
a route a to reach a sink. To sjieed uj) the learning process x is set to 1 since as
a dynamic eiivironment is considereHl, there is not a permanent global optiinuni.
Moreover, only current rewards are considered to adapd (iiiickly to the changing
conditions in the environment, therefore /y is set to 0. Then, the Q-values are
i])dated as follows:

Qnrw{>^, o) ^ Qoldis, «) + (/'(s, (l) - Qold{^, d))

Qne^ri^^

o) ~ /'(-^S d)

(3.1)

\\ her(' Q{s, (i) rejuesents the goodness of sidectiug the route a to the next node
.s’ and this vahu^ is ujidated when the reward r(.s,a) is received after sending a
])acket through rout(’ a. lii order to calculati? tlu' reward for the routes, the reward
hmctioii devscribed in section 3.1.2.1 is used. The selectc'd reward will ensure
that the result from the assessment of the routes reflects the network status and
considers the ajiplication QoS reciuircmicmts and node constraints. Aftcu’ obtaining
the reward, the (^x]doitation strateegy described in Section 3.1.3 is then used to
select the optimal routes deiiending on the ajij^ilication reciuirements and Q-values
obtained.
The reward is back-])roi)agated by the sink towards the source after it receives
data jiacket. This means that whenever the action of choosing a route to send
a })acket has been jierfornied liy a node, its Q-vahie is updated with the reward,
that is, the node learns the goodness of its action. To minimize the overhead,
the rewards are embedded in the payload of the next beacon frame of the nodes
ill the selected route after they have received the packet. Note that a lieacoii
frame is a control frame used by IEEE 802.15.4 [16] networks and it is sent at the
Fegimiing of each active period. Therefore, if more than one packet is received
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from a specific node in a particular route in one Beacon Interval (Bl, i.e. the
time between consecutive active periods) only one reward will be produced for
that node in that route during that BI. Note that including the address of the
destination sink together with the reward is not necessary if the data packets for
each node can be delivered to any destination sink address. If only one specific
destination is targeted by a source node, the back i:)ropagated reward should
include the corresponding destination address so that it can be identified by the
source.
3.1.2.1

IiiRout Reward Function

The IiiRont algorithm uses a reward function based on two different QoS param
eters: Pack('t Error Rate (PER) and energy. Based on the recpiirements outlined
in Cdiai)ter 2, PER and energy are identified as the parameters that directly affect
network good])ut and lifetime. Delay is also considered by IiiRout but using a sep
arate method as described in Section 5.1.1.2. Note that delay and PER/Eiiergy
reqiiirements are trad(H)lf ix'quireiiK'iits (to meet one requirement the other has
to !)(' coni])roniised) and since the i)rimary focus of this route selection algorithm
is reliability (as industrial monitoring apj^lications have soft delay requirements),
delay has IxH'ii delegated as a secondary concern. The PER and energy reward
is generated once a ])acket is received at the destination and back proi)agated
towards the source embedded in the beacon ])ayloads of each node along the
route. Tlx'refore, receiving a reward will trigger sending a reward. The process
for sending and updating the rewards is formally summarised in Algorithm 3.1
and detailed next. Let /? {e, 7’/} be the reward sent by any node at any time. The
reward is a set of two values: i) reliability r/, which is composed of the link PER
and the buffer PER and it is calculated as 1-PER, (ii) energy e, which reflects the
residual energy. Whenever a node receives a i:)acket and the node is the packet
destination it sends the initial reward Rinn as p(^r equation 3.2:
R (e, ?’/} <r- Rinit — {1; 1}
Where the conii)onents of

(3.2)

are the maximum possible values of reward.

If a node receives a reward from a node that was ])reviously used to forward a
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packet, tlie node sends a reward to its ludglibors as well. The reward sent by the
node is the best Q-value that can be found in the Q-table to reach a destination
sink. Let Q be the Q-table eontaining the Q-values for each route. Each value in
Q is as well coni])osed of a set of two elements e and rl as per Equation (3.3).
Q —

(3.3)

5

W'here the index x represents the route ID, for instance the address of the next
hoj). Let
the best Q-valne in the Q-tal)le. Each time a reward has
to be sent, Qbest i^ calculated as per ecination (3.4). Where Qb,st is the Q-vahie of
the h('althie\st route in terms of energy c (max) among the set of routes (argniax)
with the healthiest reliability rl that can be found in Q.
Qbcfit {f'-

} = max arqiiuix Q
^

■

rl

(3.4)

Once Qbcsi is known, the reward value y?{e,/7} to be sent, is calcnlated ac
cording to e(|nation (3.5). This stej) is only j^erformed to advertise the minimnin
residual ('iiergy of the nodes in the route. If the residual energy REj^ of the node
n s('nding th(^ reward is lower than tlu' energy eonii)onent of Qbcsh Ike energy
part of the reward is updated to reflect this.
B[e) = ruin {REn,Qbrsi{i‘)} , R{rl)

=

Qbc.Arl)

(3.5)

Where RE^^ is obtained according to ecpiation (3.6). REn represents the
residual energy of the node n. Cons .Energy is the already consmned energy and
Inii.Energy is the initial battery energy (note that the initial energy is available
as a parameter de])ending on the l)atteries used and the consumed energy can be
(estimated using software energy estimation methods (See 4.1.2)).
REn

_i
1

Cons.Energyn
Inn.Energyn

(3-6)

W hen the reward R {e, rl} is received at the next node, it is then transformed
into the modified reward r {e, 7’/}, as per equation (3.7), at the receiving node and
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after that ecinatioii 3.1 is applied. The reward is modified to take into account
the PER cost of the receiving node and it is composed of the link and buffer PER.
r {c, r/} = {B{e), c{rl) ■ /?(r/)}

(3.7)

Where c(r7) re])resents the cost introduced by a node n receiving the reward
in terms of PER. As can be seen in (3.7), the PER reward is updated in a
multiplicative fashion. The cost c{rl) is calculated using equation (3.8).
c{rl) = {l- PER,.) • (1 - PERii)

(3.8)

Where FER,^^ calculated in (3.9), is the pack('t error rate of the link Ixdween
the node that sends the reward and the node that receives it. STx,^ represents
the number of successful i)acket transmissions over the link and Tt,. is th(' total
number of transmissions ])erform(Hl over the link.
PER,, =

(3.9)

In adition, PER,,, calculated in (3.10), is the packet error rate at the buffer,
and considers the })ackets lost at the buffer due to overflow. SEnq.Pkt is the
successfully eiKpieued packets at the buffer and Enq-Aiienipts is the eiuiueuing
atteni])ts (drop])ed and enqueiK'd i)ackets). Both t he link and buffer PER vari
ables have a window length of 16 values (with IGbits being required to store this).
This value is chosen in order to minimize memory usage and to still maintain suf
ficient measurement granularity.
PElin =

Enq.Atiempts

(3.10)

Finally, if a beacon is lost from any node that acts as parent for any route,
the Q-value is u]:)datexi to consider this, i.e. a negative reward for that route is
a])plied. Let Qparent

file Q-value in the Q-table of the parent from which the

beacon was lost. Then, the parent Q-value is u])dated as follows:
^parent{.P)

^^parent{^^)
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Algorithm 3.1 InRoiit Reward Update Algorithm

1: function Update Reward
2:
if NewPacketReceived == TRUE && MylD == PacketUestinatioii then
3:
SendBeacoiiPayload( 7? {1,1})
4:
end if
5:
if NewRewardReceived== TRUE then
6:
7:
8:
10:

/?{e,/•/} 4— ObtaiiiRewardO
r {e, 7-/} e- {/?(e}, c(rl) ■ H{rl)}
^HewardSourcei^i
^ ^
0
if WaitRewardFlag(RewardSource) == TRUE then
Qbesf jf'?
= max arguiax Q

11:
12:

H{e) = rnni {HEn, Qhcstie)} , H{rJ) = Qhcstirl)
SeiidBea(“oiiPayl()ad(7? {e, rl})

9:

> See 3.7
^ See 3.1
o See 3.4
o See 3.5

13:
end if
14:
end if
15: end function
WIk'D' (irl)„i(i rei)reseiits the stored value lor the c{rl) of that route. The
<"{f'l)new value is the old c{rl) cost uixlated when' tht' link i)acket error rate
(PEIEL) has been iiicn'ased (removing one from the successful transmissioiis
variable STxi - se(^ Ecjuatioii 3.9) to take into account the loss of a beacon.
All of the faclors selected for the cost and n'ward functions are considered
necessary to support efficient routing in industrial scenarios with QoS and node
constraints, as identified in Chapter 2. Regarding energy, evenly balanced energy
consumi)tion throughout the network increases its lifespan. Considering buffer
capacity is important as full buffers translate into dropped packets and buffer
sizes in sensor nodes are restricted. Link status is essential, because l)ad link
(piality corres])onds to lost packets and retransmissions which increase energy
consumption and buffer occupancy. It is worth noting that the link PER not
only takes into account the link quality but also the collisions that are likely to
hai)i)en in contention l)ased IEEE 802.15.4 networks.
Note that in the case of a route or node failure it is the role of the underlying
routing ])rotocol to discover alternate routes, perform route maintenance to erase
the old routes, etc. If no action is taken lyy the underlying protocol, IiiRout can
ignore a route if several consecutive beacons are lost for the next hop node on
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a route. If after some time, l)eacoiis are received again for this ignored route,
IiiRout can begin to use the route again.

3.1.3

The Exploitation vs. Exploration Strategy

With a dynamic network no optimal solution will persist for a long period of
time. Rather than that, there will be changing o})tiniums and the objective of
the proi)osed route selection strategy involves assessing how the network changes
and how the routes should be exi)lored and exploited so the route information
reflects the current network status and that the optimal route at that time is
selected.
At network start-uj) nodes do not necessarily have any information relating
to the (juality of the routers (these routes can be generated by a centralised net
work manager or on demand locally, de])ending on the underlying route discovery
])rotocol). Therefore, at network start-u]) the node\s (referred to as source nodes)
ex])lore each of their available routes using a deR'rministic strategy (round robin)
until convt'rg('nce is achieved, i.e. the oi)timal route towards the sink is selected.
After this, the source has two functions, ex])loiting the best route so i)ackets
are sent through the best possible path and ex])loring other routes so their route
information is kept u}) to date. However, assessing how iiinch the source should
ex])lore some routes and e"xi)loit sonit^ others needs to l)e carefully considered as,
for instance, the source should not explore too many routes that are providing
very low Q-values as this could conii)romise delivering the exploration packets to
the destination.
e-greedy is jmssibly the simj)lest and the most extensively used strategy to
solve the bandit problem [105]. The e-greedy strategy consists of choosing a
random lever with e-freciuency, and otherwise choosing the lever with the highest
estimated mean, the estimation being based on the rewards observed thus far. e
must lie in the open interval (0, 1).
In its basic form the e-greedy strategy is sub-optimal because asymptotically,
the constant factor c prevents the strategy from getting arbitrarily close to the
optimal lever. A variant of the e-greedy strategy is the e-decreasing strategy [105].
The t-decreasing strategy consists of using a decreasing t to get arbitrarily close
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to the optimal strategy asymptotically. The lever with the highest estimated
mean is always i)nlle(l except when a random lever is })nlled instead with an
frequency where t is the index of the current round.
In this work, since the best route (leyer) might not remain optimum for a long
period of time, a strategy that combines the e-decreasing with an e-increasing
policy is proposed. The idea behind this approach is that as long as the network
remains stable, the r-decreasing approach can be used to reach the optimum. But
once conditions start to change (i.e. the last optimal selection is not the optimal
any more, see 3.1.4), more exploration and less ex})loitation needs to be done
to discover if, with the new conditions, the optimal routes have changed. The
oi3tinial route will be the route whose PER Q-value satisfies the PER requirements
of the ai)plication and whose energy Q-value is the highest, that is the healthiest
route in terms of energy among those that satisfy the PER rexiuirement. More
specihcally, the strategy works as follows (Algorithm 3.2 shows the InRoiit pseudo
code):
1. Ex])lore all j)ossil)le routes to a destination on a round robin basis for a
limited number of rounds.
2. Use an t-decreasing strategy.
Select o])tinunn route with probability 1-e and any of the rest of routes
with i)robabihty f
Wdien a suboi)tinial route is to be selected, use relative ])robabihty
among those routes to decide on which one to use:

P.

=

Q{rl).
EL Qirll

(3.12)

N is the number of suboptimal routes, Q{rl) is the PER component of the
Q-value, and i the index of each route. Then, the policy n to select a route
Cl

follows eciuation (3.13), where rl.req is the relial)ility reciuirement of the

Tt(a) =

P,{Q(rl))

if rand < e,

jnax[Q{e)\Q{rl) > rl-recj]

otherwise.
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Wliere I'cmd is a uiiiforinly distributed random number in the (0, 1) open
interval.
3. When the status of the optimal routes deteriorates due to changes in the
network, use an f-increasing i)ohcv until a new convergence state is reached.
At this i)oint switch to the e-decreasing policy again.

Algorithm 3.2 IiiRout Algorithm
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
l(i

17
18

19
20
21

22
23

function InRout
> Initialise Iasi .opt = 0; e = 6,
if New Packet Ready then
if FackciJ ype == Del ay-const rained then
0 See Section 5.1.1.2
next -route = ruin hop count rouie
else
if Initial Phase then
next -route = Round Robin
else
next -route = n(rt)
if rand > t then
if next-route ^ lasl-opt and c < tnmx then
f = e + step
\> See Table 5.1
else if next -route == last-opt and e >
then
( = (. — step
end if
end if
end if
end if
end if
if Reward Receivcnl then
Q{a) = r{a)
end if
end function

3.1.4

Convergence

The convergence time for liiRout, considering static conditions, is shown in Equa
tion 3.14 where / is the number of iterations to reach convergence, N is the
network size and 11 is the number of one-hop neighbours (or routes) for each
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node. For the siiiiiilatioii ease study using 60 nodes (described in detail in Sec
tion 5.1.1). this implies 240 iterations are required if every node has 4 possible
routes (where the inaximum number of routes to any sink has been capi)ed at 4
for the experimental analysis). This is the worst case scenario - it implies that
every node would have to exi)lore every single route available which is highly un
likely. In a normal scenario, once a node explores a route, the other nodes along
that route would not need to exidore it again as they would obtain rewards for
forwarding the }3ackets. Thus, the real convergence could be in the order of sev
eral tens lower dei)ending on how the nodes start exj)loring the network. During
this time a round robin strategy is used meaning that the eiuTgy consumption is
even among all nodes during this ])eriod.
After this number of ste])s the ])rot(K'ol converges and the exi)loration phase
ends if the network remains stable. If the network conditions change, the pro
tocol uses ])robabihstic exi)loration/exi)loitatioii strategies to find the new opti
mal routes. For such cases with unstable conditions, global convergence is not
achieved but rather tlu' protocol adapts to tlu^ tem])orary oi)tinial solutions.
1 < N■ U

3.1.5

[S 11)
■

(3.14)

Memory Requirements & Scalability

One of the reciuirements for designing a routing algorithm for wireless sensor
networks is the consideration of re^source constraints such as energy and memory.
Energy use is nianag(xi by liiRout by i)roviding energy balancing mechanisms,
that is, by balancing the energy consumption when reliability recpiirements ])erniit
so. klemory recpiirements are ke])t low by limiting the resources in terms of bit
sizes needed for storage by the QL-ba.sed algorithm.
In order to keep the memory consunij)tioii to a minimum, the Q-value of every
route is limited to 8 l)its. Four bits are used for the PER information and 4 bits
are used to store the energy infornialion. Using 4 bits means that there are 16
intervals with an interval size of 6.25% in the range 0-100% over which PER and
energy values are map])ed to, i.e. a binary value of 1111 is used to quantify PER
or energy values in the range 93.75%-100%. as shown in Table 3.1. IMapping the
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values into regions also ensures that the selection of optima does not fluctuate
freciuently.
0000
< 6.25%

nil

0001
> 6.25%,< 12.5%

> 93.25,< 100

Binary Value
PER/Energy

Tal)le 3.1: PER and Energy Q-value Mappings
In addition, three ])its are used to store the number of ho})s to every sink.
This means that the number of hops from a node towards any sink is limited to 8.
This inii)hes that any t wo sinks may be sei)arated by a maximum of 16 ho])s. For
instance, if a maximum indoor transmission range of 30 meters [4] is considered
])er node, this translates into a maximum se])aration of 480 meters l)etween any
two sinks. This is a rc^asonable assumption even for large manufachuring plants
(however additional sinks may b(' necc'ssary for harsher environments).
Considering the 8 bits iHaak'd for the PER and Energy Q-values, together with
a limitation on the number of destination sinks per node to two and routes per
sink to four, the maximum memory consumiflion per node is shown in Ta])le 3.2
for the liiRout algorithm and the test case algorithms AOMDV, EARQ, HYDRO
and MRE (Section 5.1.1.1 explains the reasoning behind the selection of these
algorithms) with AOMDV being us('d as the baseline algorithm for the analysis.
Algorithm
InRoiit
1 AOMDV | EARQ
| HYDRO 1 MRE
Max. Sink.s per Node
2
4
Max. Routes per Sink
BulTcr PER (per node)
0
16
0
0
0
32 -2xint
Link PER (per link) /
16
16 -Ixint
0
0
ETX (per link)
Q-Valne (per route) /
8
0
64 -2xfloat
16 -Ixint
16 -Ixint
Cost (per route)
Cost to advertise (per
Hop count
64 -2xfloat
ETX
Energy
Q-value
1
node)
48 -3xint
48 -3xint
Next, Liist, Destina 48 -3xint
48 -3xint
48 -3xint
tion Addr (per route)
16 -Ixint
16 -Ixint
16 -Ixint
Hop Count / Delay
3
0
Cost(per route)
Positioning Info (Lati
0
64 -2x float
0
0
0
3
tude, Longitude)
32 -2xint
Energy status (per
32 -2xint
0
32 -2xint
32 -2xint
node)
Total Memory Usage
648 [bits]
512 [bits]
1248 [bits]
928 [bits]
544 [bits]
(1) The cost that EARQ advertises differs from the cost that it uses to select the next route
(2) ETX=Expected number of Transmissions, (3) int=integer, floats floating point

Table 3.2: Algorithm Data Memory Consumption
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Algorithm
Adverti.sed
Metric

Total Overhead
per Beacon

InRout
Q-value
[bits]

8 [bits]

AOMDV
8

0 [bits]

EARQ
Latitude, Longitude,
Reliability and En
ergy Cost 128[bits] 4xfloat
128 [bit.s]

HYDRO
ETX 16 [bits]
-int

MRE
Residual
Energy
[bits] -int

16 [bits]

16 [bits]

16

Tal)le 3.3: Protocol Control Overhead per Beacon Frame
Tlie inaxinmm nninber of routes has been restricted to 4 to limit the ainomit
of memory consmned to store route information. Moreover, note that 4 routes
])er node represents a well connected network. Having a higher nninber of routers
imjilies costs in terms of c-ontrol traffic, overhead, memory and infrast rnctiire as
additional routers are rexjnin'd. Note that a node may have less than four routes
available depending on the snrronnding density of nodes.
As can be seen, liiRont consnmes 136 l)its more than the baseline reference
algorithm AOMDV and lt)4 bits more than MHE. This rejiresents 1.5 % of the
SRAM memory available on a MicaZ node [4] (4kB of memory available in total)
which is modt'lled in the simnlation analysis pn'senti'd in Chajiter 5. Nevertheless,
simnlation results show that while liiRont has slightly higher memory consnni})tion than AOMDV or MRE, the performance of IiiRont is significantly better
than those algorithms. InRont has significantly lower memory consnmjition than
the HYDRO and EARQ algorithms. The control overhead introduced by InRont,
shown in Table 3.3, and later as part of t he exi)eriniental analysis in Table 5.5,
is lower than all test algorithms except for AOMDV. This is to be expected for
AOMDV as it uses hop count as the only metric for route selection and this is
stored in the route tables and not advertised.
Finally, as the InRont algorithm ensures that the memory consnnii)tion and
the comjjntational recinirements remain constant independent of the size of the
network (note that the maximnm nninber of routes per node is limited), the
scalability of the algorithm is guaranteed.
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3.2

Bandwidth Allocation

One requirement to take into account for the target(^d industrial monitoring appli
cations as identified in Chapter 2 is bandwidth availability. Based on the ROLL
industrial application classification (outlined in Section 2.1,1.1) the event data
and bulk transfer classes can generate' tens of KBs of data. As bandwidth is
a scarce resource in wireless sensor networks, this section describes the pro])osals for service differentiation and guaranteeing bandwidth availability based on
the requirements of industrial bandwidth demanding monitoring api)lications in
IEEE 802 15.4 star-baseel and mesh networks.

3.2.1

D-SeDGAM

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard [lb] j)rovides TDMA medium access (together with
CSAIA/CA access), when' the TDMA slots are referred to as guarantec'd time
slots (GTS) to su])i)ort those ap])lications that haw higher bandwidth n'ciuirenients, recpiire higher reliability or lower delays. Ill the standard IEEE 802.15.4,
GTS communications are based on star to])ologies with the number of schedulable GTS being limited to 7 jx'r Beacon Intei val (periodicity of the active i)eriod).
However, while GTSs have l)een introduced to allow applications to have service
guarantees, the allocation mechanism dc^scribed in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
presents some restrictions in terms of flexibility and deployment in WSNs with
larger numbers of nodes.

Specifically, for each snperframe (composexl of six

teen time slots) only a maximum of seven GTSs can be allocated, forming the
Contention-Eree Period (CEP). Each of the GTSs is assigned by a central net
work controller called the PAN Coordinator (PANC) in a first come first served
(FCFS) basis. Conseciuently once all seven GTSs have been allocated other de
vices requiring guaranteed service are not taken into consideration. In view that
the number of devices in a typical industrial monitoring network ranges from tens
to hundreds of devices [2b], this method of allocating resources is very restrictive.
This section introduces a service differentiation based bandwidth allocation mech
anism to allocate the restricted bandwidth resources based on the relevance of
the data generated by the monitoring ai)])hcations as well as on their l)andwidth
and delay requirements.
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Bandwidth sclieduliiig solutions for service differentiation in conventional wire
less networks iisnally distinguish between those ap]:)lications that have delay con
straints (i.e. real time -VoIP) and those applications that do not have delay con
straints (i.e. non real time -FTP). However, in WSN, this type of classification is
not valid. WSN scheduling requirements differ from the traditional networks in
many ways: First, and most importantly, is the relevance of the transmitted data.
The data that WSN a])i)licatioiis generate can have several degrees of relevance,
therefore not all data i)ackets can be treated in the same way - i.e. it is more
ini})ortant to transmit a fuel pipe leak packet than a normal pipe pressun' reading
packed. Second, is the importance of delivering timely data (delay requirement),
because outdated data ])ackets may not accurately reflect the state of the sensed
device/scenario -for exam])le, if a packet re])orting a leak arrives lat e, fuel/money
is lost and personal security might be affected. Third, as nodes have very small
buffers, congested buffers translate into lost packets when the bandwidth needs
are not satisfied.
The pro])osed Dynamic Service Diffcacnitiation Based GTS Allocation Mech
anism, D-SeDGAM, considers the concerns outlined above (i.e. data priority,
delay reciuirements and buffer capacity) together with bandwidth usage to create
an efficient dynamic i)rioritisation method to schc'duk; WSN data transmissions.
The objective of D-SeDGAM is to satisfy th(‘ a])i)lications QoS needs, such as
bandwidth availability or delay, in a prioritised manner so that the more impor
tant data has a higher ])robability of being assigiK'd access to the scarce resources.
With this purpose, D-SeDGAM estimate the dynamic priority that will be used
to schedule the a])ijlications based on the bandwidth and delay requirements and
nodes available buffer capacities. The specific operation of D-SeDGAM is de
scribed next.
3.2.1.1

D-SeDGAM Operation

With the goal of calculating the metrics associated with the data relevance, delay
and bandwidth needs, the PAN Coordinator, which is the node that assigns the
GTSs, gathers relevant information from the nodes at each Beacon Interval (BI)
and estimates the dynamic priority u])on which to schedule the nodes.
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that the BI is the time that ])asses between two consecutive active ]3eriods of
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard MAC. Every ap])hcation, before transmitting any
data, will identify itself to the PANC and it will provide information on its delay
requirements and data relevance. The data relevance takes the form of a static
priority and it could l)e assigned for instance using the api)hcation class field
of the ISA 100.11a classification [19] (See Section 2.1.1.2), as is assumed in this
thesis where Class 5 is re]:)resentative of the lowest priority applications.
Once an a])i)lication starts transmitting data, and in order to calculate the
delay metric that will be used to estimate the connection dynamic priority, the
I)acket delay is compared to the maximum reqnircHl delay threshold stahnl lyy the
ap])lication. The delay metric is used to calculate how well the delay re(}iiirenient
of the ai)])lication is being nun. If the packet arrives before this threshold, the
packet is classified as Packet -Out iiuv. Assuming t hat there are N nodes with a
GTS connection to the sink, tht' Satis/iccLFarketsJlaiio for each node i G N
can be calculated as:

Sa t is/icd.Packet s.Hat i Oj

Packet s.Out iniCi
Packet sJleceivedi

? - 1 ... A

;.15)

Wdiere Packets ^Received rei)resents the i)ackets received (hiring the Bl. Satis
fieiLPackets.Ratio is used with Pdaiu to estimate the Delay.Costi. Delay.Costi
takes into account the deadline satisfaction and merges this information with the
static priorities that reflect the importance of the data {Pdata)- This is done to
avoid scheduling the packets based solely on their jiriorities or deadlines as both
parameters should influence the scheduler decisions. Pdata E a static priority that
rejnesents the relevance of the data packets generated by the application and it
is sent together with the delay requirement to the sink after the node joins the
network or after a change in the application requirements. When a node joins
the network, the sink does not have information on delay for this node and its
application and so the Satis fied.Packeis.Ratio is set to the maxiinmn value of
1. After this, the sink dynamically learns how satisfied the application is and acts
accordingly. Note that because the ratio can have a value of 0, one is added in
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Equation 3.16, this also limits the miiiiiimm value of the dynamic priority with
regard to Fdafa-

Delay JF osti =

P.data
1 + Satis fiexLPackeisM.atiOi

i = \ ... N

(3.16)

The buffer cost, that represents how well the bandwidth requirements of the
ap])hcation are being met, is calculated following the same a])proach as used for
the delay cost. Since the buffer size at each node is limited due to the memory
restrictions of the sensor nodes, if an a])i)lication is not given enough bandwidth
to satisfy its needs, the buffer may become full and packets may be lost. Thus, it
is iui])ortant to satisfy the ])andwidth rcaiuireiiKuits of each api)hcation in order
to avoid buffer overflows. Basc'd on tlu' curreiil l>uffer load, a measure of how
well the bandwidth allocation is satisfying tlu' a])plication bandwidth needs can
be inferred.
Sa i i s fi ecLBl S-Pat i o, =

Suiisfiid^Blsi
T ofaLPlsj

/ = ]... N

(3.17)

Where salisfied.BIs is the number of previous Bis (defined by the user)
where the node’s buffer limit did not exceed an impos('d threshold or, in other
words, the node was satisfied (i.e. 90%). The satisfaction information is sent
from the node to the sink through a satisfaction bit embedded in one data packet
per BI when the node is unsatisfied. Then, the buffer cost is calculated as:
Buf fer.Cost j

Pdata
i = 1...N
1 + SatisfiexLBIs-Ratioi'

(3.18)

Again, as previously, the information regarding the buffer and the static i)riority are merged as both parameters should be considered (note that depending
on the relevance of the data it may l)e more important to avoid buffer overflows
in those nodes that are generating sensitive data). Note again that in the cases
of nodes joining the network the sink does not have any information on the buffer
status and the Satisf iexLBIsJlatiOi is set to the iiiaximum of 1.
Finally, the bandwidth usage metric, which re])resents how well the nodes are
using their allocated bandwidth, is calculated based on the method used in the
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previous calculations.

D} A\’ asted-Bit sJiatiOi = 1 —

BitsMeceivedi
Av^BiiSj

i= \

N

(3.19)

Where Av-Bits is the iiuiiil)er of hits available in the assigned GTS for that
node’s transniissions during the current BI and BitsJleceived is the nnniber of
received bits in that Bl for the node. Thus, the bandwidth usage cost is calculated
as:

Bandwidi It Mse^Cost j =

data

1 + BI A\’ astcd^Bi t S-Rtdioj

(3.20)

Based on this cost, when a nod(' does not fully use its allocated bandwidth,
its {)rioritv will be lowered (and vic(' versa).
Finally, the dynaniic i)riority used to schealnk' the nodes can be calculated as;

Erode — Delay X" osi + BvfferXost + BandwidihXse-Cost

(3.2i:

Based on this dynaniic ])riority, nodes that are currently experiencing poor
QoS obtain higher priorities and therefore the likelihood of them being scheduled
first and thus obtaining their required resources increases. In addition, those
nodes that transmit important data have a higher probability of being assigned
GTSs since all metrics are weighted by a static jiriority that rejiresents the relative
imjiortance of the data created liy each application
3.2.1.2

[Pdata]-

D-SeDGAM Scheduling Operation

As shown in the previous section. D-SeDGAM uses a dynaniic priority schedul
ing method based on several parameters. Using this dynamic priority allows the
scheduler to assess the relative state of each node and to determine their schedul
ing requirements to enable more elficient scheduling. The dynamic priority and
the scheduling operation are performed at every BI.
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Algorithm 3.3 D-SeDGAM Admission Algorithm

1: function Admission Algorithm
2:
for 7 = 1 : A do
3:
if Availal)le_slois>=Requested_leiigtli && G<7 then
4:
Accept comiectioii i;
5:
else if G' < 7 kA: iiode(s) can he downgraded then
6:

7:
8:

Downgrade node(s) by priority order;
Acce])t connection i;
else
> G—=7 or no node(s) can be downgraded
GTS can not be allocated;

9:
10:
end if
11:
end for
12: end function

N= nodes re(inesting GTS ordered by i)riorities (high to low)
G= number of already allocated GTSs
When the PANG receiv('s GTS recinests (this can be considered as the ad
mission control plifise), it handles them based on the ])riority order (Algorithm
3.3). When a node recinest s a GTS, the PANG checks if there are enough available
slots to provide the recpiested knigtli and if the iminber of already allocated GTSs
slots is lower than 7. The number of available slots is coni])uted as the number
of slots that are free after leaving the minimiim length for performing the GAP.
If this inequality is fulfilled, the connection is acc:epted. However, if there are not
enough slots, the PANG checks if there are nodes with lower priorities that can
be teni])orarily downgraded to accept the new connection - where downgrading
refers to a decrease in the number of slots per GTS. If downgrading is j)ossible,
low ])riority nodes are downgraded to accommodate the new connection (down
graded nodes can also use the GAP of the Superframe to transmit their data
frames). Finally, if the number of already allocated GTSs is 7 or nodes cannot be
downgraded, the new connection is rejected. All rejected applications can ask for
a GTS again when the PANG advertises that it is accepting GTS requests. Also,
in order to avoid service starvation, each service is given a minimum bandwidth
from which it can not l)e downgraded - for example one slot per GTS. If the PANG
slot allocation i)ohcy is not to provide a minimum service guarantee, low i)riority
nodtes could be dropped to free their occupied GTSs and new connections could
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Algorithm 3.4 D-SeDGAJM Upgrading Algorithm
function Upgrading Algorithm
for ? = 1 : A do
if Availal)le_slots then
Ui)gra(le comiectioii i;
else if iiode(s) can be downgraded then
Downgrade node(s) by jaiority order;
Upgrade connection i;
end if
end for
end function
N=nnsatisfied nodes ordered l)y priorities (high to low)
])e adniitt('d even if the nninber of already allocated GTSs is seven - nevertheless
in this work it is assumed that there is rdways a minimnm gnarantee.
()nc(' the iK'w C(amection riKpiests have been serviced the coordinator clu'cks
if any node is imsatisfied by running the upgrading algorithm (Algorithm 3.4)
-where n])grading refers to an increase in tlu' number of slots allocated to the
node per GTS. This situation can occur when nodes have congested buffers or
delayed jiackets. If any node is unsati.sfied, the PAXC chec’ks if there are availalile
resources or if resources can be freed to satisfy the node and acts accordingly in
a similar way as in the admission control phase. To make the PANG aware of an
unsatisfied node due to buffer congestion, a satisfaction bit of value 1 is embedded
in one data packet j^er Beacon Interval (BI) until the node becomes satisfied.
Finally, whenever a node has finished generating data, it sends a dealloca
tion reciuest to the PANG so the coordinator can redistribute the resources. In
addition, if the PANG detects that a node is not using its current allocation, it
downgrades the node to free the nnused resources.
This solution, allows any type of a})i)lication to run in the network (event or
periodic based, with constant or variable data generation rates) since the PANG
can adapt to the ap])hcations requirements by analysing their satisfaction and
dynamic priority information. Also, the overhead is minimal: only one bit ])er
BI when the node is unsatisfied and one priority packet over the node’s life if
the node’s application requirements remain constant. Finally, the D-SeDGAM
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proposal does not recpiire any changes to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard as the
algorithm is located above the MAC layer.
3.2.1.3

Initial GTS Length Estimation

D-SeDGAM is fully compatible with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and it uses the
standard frames to request and free GTS resources (See Appendix C for more
information on the standard GTS request process). According to the standard,
when recpiesting a GTS allocation the nodes have to ])rovide an initial GTS
refinirement with regard to their exi)ected needs. This section descril)es how to
calculate the initial reciuest dei)ending on the ex})ected api)hcation’s offered load.
When transmitting ])ackets in the GTSs, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard states
that after each frame transmission there has to b(' a miiiimmn inter-frame sj)acing
defined as a Long Interframe Si)acing (LIES) or Short Interframe Si)acing (SIES)
period. Therefore, the total nmnber of bits transmitted in a frame can be cal
culated as follows -it must be noted that although the Inter Eranie bits are not
actual transmitt(Hl bits, they are added to eciuation in Etjuation 3.22 to estimate
the total nninber of bits occupied by one frame transmission:

GB[bits] = M SDU[biis] -I- I leader^ Fooler [bits] -\- lnierFra7ne[biis]

(3.22)

Wdiere MSDU rei)resents the data ])ayload sent from the ai3i)hcation layer to
the IVIAC lay('r. The Header and Footer bits are the bits used for the Headers and
Footers introduced by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Using 3.22 and the Beacon
Interval configuration parameters advertised by the PANG, the initial requested
GTS length GTSL can be calculated as follows:

GTSL =

DI .duration\s\
M S DU -inter arrivalJime.\s\

GB[bns\

GT S ^slot .size\lyits\

(3.23)

Where BFduration is the Beacon Interval advertised by the PANG and the
GTS-slot.size is the size of the GTS slot in bits and this iiiformation can be
extracted from the configuration parameters advertised by the PANG. MSDU
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JnterarrivalJime is the expected iiiterarrival time l)et\veeii the application layer
MSDUs. If this j)arameter is not available, the initial GTS length request can
he set to a specific fixed value and D-SeDGAM can subsequently analyse if the
allocation has to be adjusted further to satisfy the application needs or bandwidth
usage.
3.2.1.4

Memory Requirements

As stated before, one of the reciuirements for designing a connnunication algo
rithms for wireless sensor ik^Iworks is the consideration of resource constraints
such as the limited memory. IMemory requirements in this case are ke])t low by
limiting the resources in terms of number of bits reciuired by the D-SeDGAM
algorithm.
The sink nock' must store the delay rc'ciuireinc'iit and luiority of every node.
To rc'duce the mc'iiiory consuni])tion associatcxl with the dcday reciuirement, it is
niai)i)('d into intervals as follows (Table' 3.4):
00000
100[m,s]

00001
150 [rn,S']

11111
1500[7n.s]

Binary Value
Delay Requirement

Table 3.4; D-SeDGAM Delay Rc'ciuirc'inent Mapi)ings
Wdiere this is an (.'xainpk' mapping which can be modified to include delay
reciuirements higher than 1500 ms or lower than that by increasing or decreasing
the stej) size of 50 ms between values. The data relevance value {Pdata) is limited
tcj 3 bits which gives 8 different data relevance values. Thus, in total the sink has
to store one byte for each node’s requirements. If the ratio of end dcwices to the
sink node is high, the sink node can just store the reciuirements of the applications
being handled at any given inoment to avoid having high memory consumption
(i.e. avoid storing the rc'quirenients of a high number of nodes/applications).
Otherwise, storing the data for all nodes at all times is more efficient as it reduces
the control overhead (i)ackets indicating the application requirements are just sent
once).
Moreover, for every connection the sink is handling, the sink has to store 8 bits
Mr the Packets JJniiine value. The sink also stores 4 bits for the Satisf ied^Bls
value. And hnally D-SeDGAM utilises IG bits for the Bits-received value. This
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makes a total of 196 bits if the sink is handling 7 C(3ctions (which is the
maximmn nninber possible).
Thus, taking the exani])le of 32 nodes used to test DDGAM in Chapter 5,
the total memory usage for the sink node when the inaxaii number of connec
tions is being handled is: 32*8 [bits] -f 196 [bits] = 45)its]. This represents
1.38% of the 4KB of SRAM available at a MicaZ nodeote that 8 bits is the
amount of memory reciuired to store each ai)phcation hrenients and it also
rei)resents the control overhead i)er a})])hcation. If the a relevance and delay
reciuirements information is limited to the number of coctions being handled,
the memory consum])tion is: 7*8 [bits] -j- 196 [bits] = 25’its]. which re])resents
0.77% of the SRAM available.
With regard to the control overhead, note that the » nodes use one bit to
indicate that their buffer is reaching its limit and they d one ])ack(!t contain
ing the delay and data relevance' n'ciuirements (8 bits)ly once or when the
ap])hcation reepiireiiK'iits change'.

3.2.2

Reliable Bandwidth Allocation in 3sh IEEE 802.15.4
WSN

As eliscusse'el in Cha])ter 2, te) satisfy bandwielth anel re)ihty re^epiirenients in
multihop iieTworks, which are key reeiuirements lor inelual wireless sensor netweuks as emt lined in sex'tion 2.1.1, TDMA access is more eient than CSMA/CA
access as TDMA access can be useel to ave)iel ce)ntention aguarantee bandwielth
reeiuirements. This section elescribes the two i)ro])osed soons, a contention fre^e
period modifie-ation for BOP and an end to end GTS alition mechanism that
can work tejgether in order to facilitate GTS communi'ons in mesh beaconenabled IEEE 802.15.4 WSNs. This ])ermits bandwielth aation baseel on appli
cation requirements anel successfully establishes hidden-ninal-free end-to-enel
GTS connections.
3.2.2.1

Contention Free Period Modification foiOP

As outlincel in Chapter 2, the BOP approach for schedig beacons and superfranie^s has the' ine:e)nvenie'ne:e' in that the use e)f the' GThiffers from blockages
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Figure 3.2: Contention Free Period modifications for BOP Beacon Scheduling
that reduce the Itandwidth utilisation and limits the scalability of this apjtroach
(Figure 2.31)).

However, llu' BOP a])i)roach has the advantage in that it in

troduces less delay than the SDS api)roach. Here an enhancement to the BOP
scheduling is i)roi)os('d to inii)rove the bandwidth usage and increase scalability.
This enhancement is introduced in the inaedive ])eriod and therefore the sui)erframe struedure is not modified.
It is conceivable that dividing the inactive jxTiod into virtual time slots, the
same ai)i)roach adopted by the IEEE 802.15.5 standard [22], would solve the BOP
scalability i)robleni (Figure 3.2a). This is true in the sense that by doing so the
number of usable slots is increased. However, this solution still })resents one diffi
culty, in order to use a slot for GTS fraiiK' rc^ception, neighbours must be notified
so they do not use the same slot to receive GTS frames or transmit to other
neighbours. In order to notify other nodes, notification packets are broadcasted
whenever a slot is allocated. Considering the collision prone nature of CSMA/CA
comimmications and the fact that broadcast packets cannot l)e acknowledged or
combined with RTS/CTS techniciues, this approach is not reliable - a failure in re
ceiving a blocked slot warning translates into a jeopardised GTS communications
among neighbouring nodes. Therefore, a different approach must be taken, which
builds on the concept of using virtual time slots cis in IEEE802.15.5 approach.
Here, it is proposed to divide the sleep time into Virtual Contention Free Pe
riods (VCFP) coni])osed of Virtual GTS slots (VGTS), and then assign these in a
distributed and periodic fashion to different nodes (Figure 3.2b). This pro]:)osed
modification is referred to as DVCBOP (Distributed Virtual CFP BOP). With
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this design, each node has a different set of VCFP within its two hop neigh])oiirhood so data frame collisions are avoided. This also eliminates the need
for broadcasting control packets which means that with the i)roposed design all
control packets can be acknowledged which makes it more robust and less prone
to failure. The distributed allocation of the VCFPs is performed using a similar
algorithm to that of kleshlMAC approach for distributed beacon scheduling [29]
and it is done at the time of the association. The term virtual is used because the
coordinator does not need to stay active in the VGTS if the slot is not allocated
to any node which in turn saves energy. All VCFPs are coni])osed of 5 VGTS
(each VGTS lasts api)rox Inis) - 5 is the minimum size to transmit the maximum
IEEE 802.15.4 frame length (127 bytes ])lus headers). The periodicity of the
VCFPs deiiends on the number of two hop neighbours jier node, i.e., if a node
has five neighbours in the two hoi) vicinity, the periodicity of its own VCFPs will
be every five VCFP. This j)eriodicity is calculated at the time of the association
when the information about the two hop iK'ighbourhood is obtained to perform
the beacon scheduling. In suiiimary, th(' number of VCFPs available per node is
directly dependent on the network density, i.e., the higher the network density the
lower the available bandwidth per node. Details on how the DVCBOP algorithm
obtains the offset to the VCFPs. their periodicity and the number of available
Algorithm 3.5 Distributed Virtual CFP BOP Algorithm
function DVCBOP ()
if Association == Success then
[NgbrListSize, BeaconOffset]
BOPScheduling()
AlinSlotSize [s] e- (1/16) • aBaseSuperframeDuration i> Appendix C
VCFPDuration [s] 4— 5 • klinSlotSize
VCFPOffset [s]
BeaconOffset • VCFPDuration
VCFPPeriodicity [s] <— (NgbrListSize + 1) • VCFPDuration
InactDuration [s]
aBaseSuperframeDuration • (2^*-^ — 2“^^^)
AvailableVCFP [^] -f- {InactDuration/VCFPPeriodicity)
Return(AvailableVCFP, VCFPOffset, VCFPPeriodicity)
else
Retry Associat ion ()
end if
end function
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VCFPs is shown in Algorilhin 3.5. Note that the number of available VCFPs may
be limited to a specific mimber to support the maximum allowable duty cycle.
Finally, as with DBOP or MeshlMAC designs (See Appendix B), the bandwidth
(VCFP) can be reused after two hops since after two hops the communication
problems due to collisions are eliminated.
3.2.2.2

Multihop End-to-end GTS Allocation Mechanism

Part of the work i)resented in this thesis pro])oses a reactive end-to-end GTS
allocation protocol that reserves a route with sufficient GTSs resources to fulfil
the bandwidth and delay demands of aj^plications with GTSs being reserved
along that route in a destination-source order.

Unlike })eer-to-])eer allocation

methods that recpiest rc'sonrces on a hoi)-by-hoi) basis, the mechanism i)resented
here (msnn's that all nodes in a selectcnl route are able to ])rovide the recjuested
GTS resources.
Tlu' proi)os('d inechanism works as follows: Nodes start the mesh GTS route
search by sending the Mesh GTS Allocation Recpiest (MGA-Reci) in the CAP
(Figure 3.3) through the ninltii)ath routes provided by the routing protocol in
])lace or broadcasting the MGA-R('([ if routes are not available. Nodes that have
free GTS slots that match tlu* GTS recinested rcxiiiirements rebroadcast the ])acket
until the destination is reached and reserve the selected slots until the Mesh
GTS Allocation Confirm (MGA-Con) is received or a timeout happens. If there
is an underlying nmltij)ath routing ])rotocol, the MG A — Req is sent to each
neighbour that has a route to the destination in the first hop and only through
the best neighbour in successive ho})s (the best hop is provided by the route
selection algorithm). This is done to avoid flooding as the routes are already
known. On receiving more than one MG A — Req for the same route, the MG A —
Req packet with the lowest accumulated delay will be re-broadcast to reduce
flooding of recpiests, assuming that the maximum tolerated delay requirement of
the application is fulhlled. The accumulated delay per hop is calculated as the
Bits; I

16 17
Destination Address

32 33
Source Address

40 41

GTS Characteristics

56 57
Tolerated Delay

72 73

Accumulated Delay

Figure 3.3: MGA-Re(i Packet Format
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Bits: 1

16 17
Destination Address

32 33
Souree Address

48 49

GTS Charaeteristies

49+16*nCFP
Alloeated GTS

Figure 3.4: MGA-Coii Packet Format
time that covers a GTS frame reception in the node’s own reserved slot and the
transmission time of the frame back to the previous hoj:) node. To calculate this
delay, the reserved slots information is passed from one node to the next locally.
A node may occupy more than one VCFP if necessary. Also, in order to decrease
request flooding, packets will expire when a predefined hoj) count is reached. The
best i)ath information is stored in the Mesh Cross-Layer GTS Allocation Table
while the node waits for confirmation. Recpiest packets have a miicine ID to avoid
loop formation.
The destination, ui)on receiving the reservation recjuests, will estimate which
])aths fulfil the aj)})hcation delay reciuirements by checking the "Accumulated
Delay” and "Tolerated delay" fields of the MG A — Heq packet. The first ixnite
that satisfies this recpiirement is selected by th(' destination (If none of the routes
satisfi('s th(' r('(|uirem('nt, tlu' Ix'st possible' route' is se'le;e:te'el after a BI e)f the' first
reepie'st re'ceive'el). Once the path is sele'cte'el, it will start the alle)catie)n aiiel ce)nfirm })re)cess by unie'asting a MG A — Con i)acke't to its seDcteel neighbemr (Figure
3.4) ce)ntaining the alle)cat('el GTS informatie)!!. A noele receiving a MG A — Gon
will ae‘kne)wleelge the packet anel it will unicast it te) the follemdiig neighbe)ur. In
aelelition, the node will ste)re the GTS allocatie)n inforniatie)n in the allocation
table. The j)rocess ste)ps when the originating noele is reacheel and, at this time,
the ne)ele can start stmding packets through the newly established multihop GTS
connection.
Finally, note that although for evaluating the end-to-enel GTS allocation
mechanism only elelay reeiuirements have been consielertM in the request and
allocation process, other requirements can be includeel by modifying the cor
responding packet formats by adding the required fields (See Figure 3.3).
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3.2.2.3

Multihop GTS Allocation Maintenance

Another drawback of the peer-to-peer Ijaiidwidth allocation inechanisnis available
in the IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.15.5 standards is that they do not provide
recovery inechanisnis for niiiltihop GTS allocation. In a WSN, a route may sud
denly become unavailable because of changes in the wireless channel, node failure
or due to node mobility. The link failure might happen once the route is estab
lished or even in the route establishment process. Therefore, route iiiaintenance
inechanisms must be available.
If a failure occurs in the GTS allocation proct'ss, for examjile if an MGA-Goii
is not acknowledged, the failure must be coimnunicated to the nodes that have
already reserved resources so they can free them. Also, if a failure occurs after the
route is estalilished, deteided when nodes cannot luxir beacon frames of their data
jiacket destinations or liecausi’ nodes do not rec'eive data packets in t he allocated
GTSs, the link failure must also l)e communicated. In all these cases, a dealloca
tion packc't will ])(' sent indicating the direction of the deallocation (towards the
destination or towards the source) and if the deallocation is i)erformed due to a
link failure - to differentiate it from a normal deallocation (3.5). A node receiving
a failure' deallocation ])acket towards the origin will start a new allocation ])rocess
towards the destination to find an alternative route.
Bits: 1

16 17
Destination Address

Souree Address

37
32 34
35 35
36 36
Direetion Direction
Failure
Dealloe.
Tx.

Eigure 3.5: MGD-Reci Packet Eormat

3.2.2.4

Memory Requirements

Here the memory requirements of the end-to-end mesh GTS allocation mecha
nism are analysed. The algorithm presents the different memory requirements
depending on the phase the algorithm is in i.e. the end-to-end GTS search phase
or the steady i)hase after the connection has been established.
During the search phase, the intermediate nodes store the information about
the recpiested delay requirements of the application, the accumulated delay to
that ]:)oint, the bandwidth requested and the ])revious, source and destination
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nodes. This adds to 67 bits and it is a tenij^orary value. This represents 0.2% of
the 4kB of SR AIM ineniory available at a IMicaZ node.
Wdien the connection has already l)een allocated, the intermediate nodes store
the offset to the allocated GTSs (3 bits per VCFP allocated) and the allocated
size (3 bits) of its connection to the previous and next node. Also, the addresses
of the i)revions, next, source and destination node are stored. Depending on the
nninl)er of virtual contention free periods allocated, this can be as iiincli as 82
bits if a iiiaximiim of 3 VCFPs is established for any connection. For a inaximnm
of 7 connections this re])resents 1.75% of the 4kB of SRAM meinory available at
a MicaZ node.

3.3

Distributed Beacon Scheduling

As stated in Chai)ter 2, in order to use th(' beacon mode of the IEEE 802.15.4 stan
dard in mnllihop networks a method to avoid beacon (synchronisation frames)
collisions has to be utilised. The Beacon Only Period scheduling, shown in Figure
3.6, achievers this by scheduling the beacon frame transmissions of all routers in
the two hop neighbourhood at different times. The scheduling is i)erformed at the
Ixiginning of the snperframe (See a})i)endix C for information on the sni)erfram(')
in a reserved si)ace referix'd to as the Bea('on Only Period. This section describes
the distribntt'd beacon-only-})eriod (DBOP) scheme with adaptive BOPL to facil
itate mesh coinimmications in mesh IEEE 802.15.4 based networks. The DBOP
design decreases conii)ntational and communication requirements (distributed)
and increases communication efficiency (adaptive BOPL) simultaneously as op])osed to ])revious BOP-bsused designs. Note that this scheme is only applicable
to router nodes in the WSN (leaf nodes do not need to transmit beacons as they
do not need to forward packets from any neighbour)
The distril)nted solution DBOP for l)eacon scheduling follows the principle of
BOP that is creating a beacon-only-i)eriod where beacons are transmitted at dif
ferent time slots among neighbours and neighbours’ neighbours. With the DBOP
approach, each slot is the time necessary to send a t)eacon plus the tiiniaroniid
time, which is the time that the radio takes to change from transmitting to re
ceiving mode. As the time slot duration depends on the beacon i)ayload this
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Figure 3.6: Beacon Only Period
lime may vary and is therefore implementation dependent. The DBOP beacon
schednling is achieved in a distributed manner following the same apin’oach as
used in IMesliMAC [29] (See Api)endix B) to find neighbours and empty slots but
with some added functionalities to dynamically manage the BOP length (BOPL).
W'lum a new device wants to join the iK'twork it scans the network to analyse
which iK'ighbours are sending l)eacons and when they are sending them, i.e. it
gathers information about the beacon transmission times sek^cted by its immedi
ate neighl)ours. After this, the node scmds a rcHpiest to its neighbours to ol)tain
the same information about its neighbours’ iK'ighbours. Once the node has the
beacon transmission times of its neighbours and neighbours’ neighbours, it checks
th(' BOPL advertised by its association jiarent (an association parent in the IEEE
802.15.4 is the node to whom another node associates when the network is being
constructed) and it analyses if there is any einjity slot for that BOPL. If for this
current BOPL all slots are occuiTied, the node selects the next available slot and
increases the BOPL corres})ondingly. Once the slot is chosen, the node adver
tises the selection inside the CAP to its direct neighbours. Direct neighbours
will make neighbours’ neighbours also aware of the new BOPL by eniliedding the
value in the beacon frame payload. Therefore, all two hop neighbours will be
aware of the change in the BOPL and will avoid transmitting any packet during
that time which eliminates direct and indirect beacon collisions. Note that since
]K)tential collisions occur only in the two ho]) neighborhood, the beacon space can
be reused with this method after two ho])s. Moreover, if there are conflicts where
neighbours select the same slot at the same time, additional conflict resolution
techniques are utilised to reassign slots [HO].
Figure 3.7 shows how the DBOP scheduling is performed. In stej) I, node B
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Figure 3.7: DBOP with variable BOPL
wants to join the network. It finds that node A is using slot one to traiisiiiit its
l)eacoii and that its BOPL is set to one. Thus, it needs to increase the BOPL
to two and selects tlu' next available slot i.e. slot two in this c:ase to transinit its
Beacon. When C wants to join the network, it learns that node A is using slot
one and node B is using slot two and t hat the BOPL is set to two as well. Thus,
node C increases the BOPL to three and it selects the slot three to transmit its
beacon. After that, node B advertises the change in the BOPL made by node
C to its neighbours so that the neighbours’ neighbours cannot transmit data or
beacons in the slot selected by C.

3.4

Applicability Statement

The QoS Aware Framework i)resented in this thesis acts as a inanagement plane
and is a suite of algorithms focused on the network and 1\1AC layers designed to
work in conjunction with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The IiiRout route selection
mechanism can also run over any underlying niultii)ath routing protocol for wire
less sensor networks such as the graph routing proi:)osed by WirelesslIART and
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ISA 100.11a standards. Moreover, the end-to-end bandwidth allocation inechanisin may be used in other types of networks that allow CSMA/CA and TDMA
commnnications sncli as ntdworks based on the IEEE 802.15.5 standard.
The targeted industrial applications and QoS re^qiiirements in this work be
long to the non-critical si)ace that is monitoring or control ap[)lications with low
criticality, i.e., delays in the order of himdreds of milliseconds to mimites. Tims,
the proposed framework is suitable to these types of applications in industrial
or non-indnstrial scenarios. Note that the algorithm designs proposed in this
work may not be ai)])hcable to other tyj^es of industrial a])i)lications such as
emergency ac:ti(m or very tight delay automation tasks. The pro])Osed framework
algorithms are designed to handle ap])lications with reliability re(inirenients in
terms of snccessfnlly ix'ceived packets, soft d(day ixxjnirenients in the order of
hnndreds of milliseconds to minntes, bandwidth availability recpiirements on star
and mesh to])ologies, service differentiation requirements for bandwidth access in
star to])ologies and i)rolonging network lifetime recjihrements in mesh toi)ologies.
The C^oS awar(' framework is d(\sign(Hl for win'k^ss sensor networks with l)0])nlations from tens to hnndn'ds of nodt^s, which are the tyi)ical recinirements of
indnstrial sceniarios as outlined in Chapter 2. The mesh based algorithms are also
designed on the basis that sinks will be distril)nted aronnd the sensor network so
that any node can reach any sink easily (8 ho])s from any node to any sink with
IiiRont algorithm). This is to keej) the packet end-to-end delay low and have
smaller control overhead. In addition, the mesh based algorithms assumes a well
connected mesh network where ninlti])le routes are available to the sinks at all
times. Thus, they are not appropriate for sparsely i)opnlated networks where for
example only one route may be available between any node and any sink.
With regard to the physical layer, the pro])osed QoS framework considers
an indoor environment with obstacles where nodes may experience slow or fast
fading. Interferences caused by other networks snch as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are
not considered. Nevertheless, coexistence mechanisms can be used in conjmiction
with the proposed framework to mitigate the effects of this type of interference
and select free channels accordingly.
In order to give a meaningful measure of the memory requirements of the
algorithms within the proposed framework this thesis references the memory.
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energy and processing power limitations of typical sensor nodes such as those of
the MicaZ or TelosB nodes, which are widely used in WSN a])phcation domain.
Finally the ])roj)osed framework luis been designed for use in networks where
the nodes can all trust eacli other and malicious intruder nodes are not considered
with the detection of such is considered to be beyond the scope of the work
l)resented here.

3.5

Conclusion

This Chapter 3 has descrila'd the operation of tlu^ QoS Aware Framework for
W SNs that has been ])ro])osed to facilitate the QoS aware handling of industrial
monitoring api)lications over wireless sensor networks. The algorithmic based
framework is designed to work in conjunction with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
Section 3.1 described the route selection iiK'dianism, InHout, pro])osed to select
the o])timal route from among the available routes in mesh networks in order to
satisfy different industrial monitoring api)licatioii requirements while considering
sensor nock's limitations. Section 3.2.1 introduc-c'd a scnvice dilfercuitiation based
bandwidth allocation mc'chanism to allocate the restricted bandwidth rescmrcc^s
l)ased on the rek'vance of the data generatc'd by the monitoring apidications as
well as on their bandwidth and delay naiuirc'inents. Section 3.2.2 introduced two
niechanisms to sui)port hidden terminal free end-to-end GTS communications
ill mesh networks with the objective of satisfying bandwidth, reliability and soft
delay reciuirements of the ap])lications. Section 3.3 jiresentc'd a distrilmted beacon
only jieriod scheduling to allow mesh coimnimicat ions based on the IEEE 802.15.4
standard MAC. Finally an a])])licability statement for the proposed framework
was discussed from the viewjioint of standards coniiiliance, usability within the
target domain, network density and memory reciuirements in relation to widely
available sensor node technology.
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Chapter 4
Simulation Environment
The most i)oi)ular sensor node platforms ciirrently available in the market are
MieaZ [1] and TelosB [111] which cnrrently cost around $99 per unit [112], This
relatively low cost facilitates the evaluation of coiiimunication ])rotocol designs in
real sensor net works t('st-l)eds. Exani])les of i)opnlar oi)erative systems for j^rotocol expca imentat ion in real wireless sensor nodes are Contiki [113], TinyOS [111],
SOS [115], Mantis [llh], LiteOS [117], HETOS [118] and Lorien [119], These
o])erating systems are dev(doj)ed using low levc'l (unbedded C and the drivers for
the most poi)ular sensor i)latforms are made available through the research com
munity. The difhculty with using real sensor platforms for protocol develoi)nient
is that th('y still suffer from significant chalkniges involving limited sn])])ort for
debugging or statistic collection using sniffers and most imj)ortantly rei)eatal)ility
of the ex]:)erinients is impacted due to uncontrolled dynamic environment factors,
which makes performance comparison difficult. Moreover, manually reprograniniing nodes, de})loying them in the physical environment, and instrumenting them
for data gathering is labour intensive This makes computer simulation based ex
periments for protocol development more attractive and it allows designers to
test new ])rotocols or make changes to existing protocols in a controlled and
reproducible environment.
Existing wireless sensor network simulators can be divided into three different
categories: sensor emulators enhanced with network models, instruction cycle
level emulators and network simulators enhanced with sensor models. In sensor
emulators incorporating network models, the sensor code is compiled on a PC
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platform and the liardware API is abstracted with the models. The most popular
example of this category is TOSSllM [120] which is an emulator for TinyOS. This
approach suffers from the limitation that it does not offer flexibility in terms of
extending the framework to other sensor node operating systems, e.g. other than
TinyOS. With regard to node emulation, Avrora [121] is the best known example
of this a])i)roach. For Avrora, the code is cross-compiled for the target sensor node
architecture and is executed on an emulated ])rocessor similar to the execution
of Java byte code on a Java virtual machine. This ])rovides the greatest measure
of software modelling fidelity. The ])robleni with this approach is that it is very
demanding in terms of lorocessing i)Ower as it requires a Java thread for each node
emulated. This means that the maximum number of nodes that can be emulated
t'cjuals th(' number of java thn^ads the CPU can handle. In addition, emulation is
a slow process as it is ])erfornied at instruction level, with Avrora having larger
emulation times than a test on a real system for networks of more than 25 nodes
[121] . Network simulators with sensor models are the most attractive a])i)roach
as they allow the (waluation of test scenarios that may be i)articularly difficult
or ex])ensiv(' to emulate using real hardware (for instance, simidating a scenaiK)
with tens of nodes, i.e. > 25) or analysing the ])erforniance and com])aring a
new ])rotocol in a controlled environment. Some exani})les of this kind are NS-2
[122] , OPNET [123], OMNET++ [124], J-Sim [125] and CdomoSim [126]. The
limitation of network simulators such as these is that they typically lack accurate
sensor node models and i)hysical layer models.
To counteract these limitations, this thesis j^resents several enhancements to
the OPNET network simulation environment so that a realistic simulation en
vironment is available to evaluate the ])ro])osed QoS aware framework. Specific
details relating to the simulation models and environment are described next.

4.1

Sensor Node Model

The QoS aware framework has been developed and tested using the OPNET net
work simulator [123]. The selection of OPNET was based on its accuracy, low
overhead, technical sui)port and practical graphical user interface [127]. The ad
vantage of OPNET simulator when compared to NS2, which is another popular
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network simulator for WSNs, is that it allows the develojmient of models with
significantly lower computational overhead than that introduced by NS2, there
fore achieving more fidelity to the real system [127]. The overhead introduced by
NS2 is mainly due to the fact that NS2 was originally developed for IP (Internet
Protocol) and later extended for IEEE 802.11 wireless networks. Tlius, its models
still use UDP (User Datagram Protocol) at each node when generating data and
they also generate ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) frames. Moreover, NS-2
and OMNeT default-snp])h{'d protocols, (mergy models, jhiysical layer and envi
ronment models were found in a recent study to be too simplified or of the wrong
ty])e [128]. In that same work [128], a performance comparison is carried out for
different wireless sensor network sinmlators, and the commercial simulator OPNET (which ])rovides free academic licenses) showed better snpi)ort, maintenance
and proven simulation models.
The Open-ZB simulation model [127] develoi)ed for OPNET Modeler was used
in this tlu'sis as the basis for the imi)lenientation of the QoS aware framework.
This model was seh'ctc'd Ix'cause it is available as an open-source format as o])posed to the closecl Zigbe(' imphanentation availal)le in the standard OPNET
library. The simulation model includes the l)eacon-enabled mode of the IEEE
802.15.4 MAC and implements slotted CSMA/CA and GTS mechanism accord
ing to the Standard specification. The model also includes a battery model to
estimate the consumt'd and remaining battery energy. The api)hcation layer can
generate acknowledged and/or unacknowledged data frames that can be trans
mitted during Contention Access Period (CAP) or Contention Free Period (CEP)
of the su])erframe (See A])pendix A for details on the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC).
For the work i)resented in this thesis several additional and necessary fea
tures have been incor])orated within the simulation environment including: im
proved traffic, battery and physical layer models, several network layer and beacon
schednhng protocols, the scan and association procedures of the IEEE 802.15.4
Standard as well as the QoS aware framework algorithms described in Chapter
3. The simulation models have been made available publicly in an o]:)en source
format [30]. The resulting extended sensor model is shown in Figure 4.1 and
described next:
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SENSOR MODEL

Figure 4.1: Exteii(l('(l Sensor Model
• Application Layer: this can gxnierate niiackiiowledged and/or acknowl
edged frames to simnlate a sensor rei)orting the occnrreiice of a i)hysical
pheiioiiieiia. The data fraiiK^ generation rate can be either event-based or
periodic. A session based traffic model has been included at this layer to
simnlate the traffic generated by tliose a])plications that detect and re})ort
events of long duration, i.e. generate more than one report i)acket, such as
ont-of-bonnds conditions, inachine component vil)rations, etc (See Section
4.1.1).
• Network Layer: this is a coni])lete new extension to the 0])en-ZB model
(which was originally only designed for star networks [127]). This layer
encapsulates the traffic generated at the application layer and it sends it to
the MAC layer. It also performs all the routing tasks. Several reactive and
proactiv^e routing protocols utilised in the evaluation of the proposed QoS
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aware framework liave been iiii])lemeiited at this layer.
• Scheduling Layer: this is another new extension to the ()i)en-ZB model.
It includes two distributed versions of the most popular beacon schedul
ing mechanisms (MesliMAC [29] and DBOP 3.3) for mesh IEEE 802.15.4
networks (See Section 4.1.4 for details on the implementation). The perfor
mance of these mechanisms is analysed in Chapter 5 with usage guidelines
l)eing outlined within the analysis.
• Framework Layer: refers to the QoS aware framework algorithms de
scribed in Chapter 3.
• MAC Layer: inchuk's the slotted CSMA/CA and GTS mechanisms (which
were already availal)le as i)art of the 0})eii-ZB simulation model [127]), these
have been extended to inchuk' the scan and association ])rocedures of the
1EEE8()2.15.4 standard [Hi].
• Battery Module: calculal('s tlu' ('onsunu'd and remaining battery levels
of the sensor radio dii]). Tlu' (kd'ault values of current draws are those of the
CC242() radio. A more accurate model has l)een added to estimate battery
consumption (See Section 4.1.2).
• Physical Layer: (‘onsists of a wireless transceiver coni])liant with the IEEE
802.15.4 specification oj)erating in the 2.4 GHz frequency band with a data
rate of 250 kbps. The modulation scheme is Quadrature Phase Shift Key
ing (QPSK). A more realistic })hysical layer channel model has been imple
mented to support the evaluation of the ])ro])osed framework (See Section
4.1.3).

4.1.1

Traffic Model

A common method to model traffic generation in wireless sensor networks is to
feed random or ])eriodic packet interarrival times to nodes to have a static value
(or sample) for each node. Although this model is accurate for some sensing
api)hcations (i.e. periodic reporting of teni})erature), other tyi)es of monitoring
ap])hcations are rarely taken into account. Nevertheless, some event-based or even
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Data
Arrivals
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time
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Figiiro 4.2: Evoiit-l)asf‘d traffic niodol used in the OPNET siiimlator
periodic ap])lications general c and send reports for a specific duration when a
target event occurs (e.g. vibrations on inacliiiKny, gas emissions, oliject tracking,
out-of-l)ounds conditions, etc.) or after some st't time frame passes (i.e. send
a status report after some predefined time or upon re(|uest) [2G]. To capture
these physical application features a new traffic model has been included in the
simulation model.
As referred to jirevioiisly, sensor monitoring a|)i)lications are commonly based
on constant reiiorts which are usually modelled with constant bit rate (CBR)
distributions. However, event detection data is only sent when an e^xceptional
change within the monitored enviromiK'iit transjiires, for instance when vibrations
occur within inachinery components [21]. This type of traffic has been modelled
following an ON/OFF model as shown in Figure 4.2. In this traffic model, each
ON interval corresimnds to the duration of the event (during this time data is
collected and sent) and each OFF interval represents the time frame between
events. The length of the ON and OFF intervals is tyi:)ically modelled using
a Markov chain as in Figure 4.3, where

and /3“^ represent the means of

the exponential distributions and thus the prol)ability of remaining in the states
[129; 130].
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ON

Figure 4.3: ON/OFF Model

4.1.2

Battery Model

With the objective of estiiiialiiig the energy coiisiiniptioii related to the coiiiiiiiuiicatioii iiiechaiiisiiis develo])ed as part of this work, a ])recise estiiiiation of
the energy coiisnni])tioii of the nodes’ transceiver is recpiired. With this goal,
an accurate battery model has bt'eii iiichuk'd in the OPNET simnlatioii model.
The battery model com])ntes the average energy coiisnmi)tioii of each node l)y
estimating the instant ancons energy consmnption of the transceiver when o])erating in and switching between power states. The energy consnmed by the other
coni])onents such as the microcontroller, the sensors and the other electronics is
not considen'd in th(' battery model as the commnnication mechanisms develoj)(h1

within the framework were not desigiKxl to have any impact on these (they

have been designed from the (‘oiiminnication ])erspective). Moreover, the software
modelling of the energy consnmed by th(‘ microcontroller can not be performed
with OPNET or similar network simulators as they do not work at the instrnction level (note that the processing overhead is studied in terms of algorithm
com])lexity which is analysed theoretically in Chapter 3). It is also worth noting
that commnnication tasks are the main energy consumers in the sensor nodes.
For instance, in Table 2.2 of Chapter 2 it was seen that the power consumed by
the radio of a MicaZ in transmit mode (19.7niA) was 146% higher than the power
consumed by its microcontroller (8niA).
The battery model transceiver unit is based on the well known TI CC2420
radio chip [131]. This radio chip is used in many ])opnlar sensor node platforms
such as MicaZ [4] or TelosB [HI]. The CC2420 supports five states as depicted
in Figure 4.4. During the off state, the chip is completely deactivated as the
voltage regulator is off. In the powerdown state, the voltage regulator is on but
the clock oscillator is switched off with the chi]) waiting for a start-np strobe.
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Figure 4.4: Steady StaU' Powi'r, Eiierg>^ and Transient Times for the Battery
Model
Ill the idle state, the clock is turned on and the cliij) can receive coiiiiiiaiids (for
exaiiijile, to turn on the radio circuitry) but cannot receive any frames. Finally,
transmit and receive states are emiiloyi'd for transmitting and receiving frames
respectively and these are the most energy coiismning states.
In addition to estimating the energy consumed within the different states, the
transient energies ('oiisnmed when switching from one mode to another must also
be taken into account. This is due to the fact that they may have a considerable
impact on the total energy consiimption when oiierating at low duty cycles [132],
To resolve these calculations, the transient time, steady power and energy nieasiirements are extracted from the radio chip data sheet. Then the state transition
energy {E^) is com])uted by multiplying the transition time (b) by the power in
the target state (P, = L ■ Vs) ^ per equation (4.1)
Ef = tf • Is ■ Vs

where s = target power state

(4.1)

From Figure 4.4 it can be seen that the idle state power coiisumption is much
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higher than the power eonsuniption in the ofT and powerdown states. Thus, to
achieve low ])ower consunii)tion, the transceiver nnist enter into the powerdown
state when no action is recpiired. The only disadvantage of this operation is the
relatively long transition time between the powerdown and idle states (~ Inis).
Fortunately, the ])ower consumption in this transition is low (6()ml). Finally, the
total energy Ec consumed by the radio chi]) can be calculated with Eijuation
(4.2).

Ec — V's ■

{If, ■ {is + it))

where s = {ix, rx. idle, pel, off}

(4.2)

where If, is the sui)])ly voltage, f^ tlii' current draw of the i)ower state (traiismit(tx), receive(rx), idle, })owerdown (])fl) or off), and if is th(' transition time
for switching to that ])ower state.

4.1.3

Physical Layer Model

OPNET uses a free si)ace ])ro])agation model as th(^ default wirtdess channel
model. In order to i)rovide a more ri'alistic indoor eiivironment for evaluating
the j)roposed framework, this model was modified so that the pathloss i)ower law
and fading as a conseciuence of obstacles in the radio path are considered. Thus,
the default pij)elines })rovided by OPNET were modified in order to incori)orate
the channel model modifications, as de])icted in Fdgure 4.5. The path-loss L is
calculated in accordance with the Friis model as i)er Eciuation 4.3, where A is the
signal wavelength, d is the distance ])etween transmitter and receiver and rt is the
l)ath-loss ex})onent. The fading F{i) is obtained using the indoor radio model
that was develo])ed in [133] as factories (target apj)lication space for the work
j)resented in this thesis) are considered indoor eiiviromnents.
L{d) = 10 • log 10

And

~Y

(4.3)

The fading model, which is based on the well known Lutz’s model [134], con
siders that freciuent and fast transitions between line of sight (LOS) and non line
of sight (NLOS) occur in typical sensor node locations due to the obstacles in the
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Figure 4.5: Indoor radio model used for OPNET simulations
radio path. The fading is defined as a eombination of a eoherent pari, following a
Ricean distribution, and a diffuse part arising from multipath NLOS eoni])onents
which follow a combination of Log-normal and Rayleigh distributions. As shown
in Figure 4.5, the transitions between these two channel states are controlled in a
time shared (A) manner that de])ends on the ray length (/) to the receiver and the
number of obstacles ])er square meter (p). The statistics and time co-relational
I)roperties of the fading envelopes are obtained from the lookup table in [135].
The received i)ower {Pnx{t)) obtained from the channel model is used together
with the noise power {N{i)) emanating from other sources to calculate the signal
to noise ratio {SNH{t)). In addition, the spreading gain used in IEEE802.15.4
transceivers, calculated as the ratio between the chip rate {Rc) and the bit rate
{Rh), is also added to the received SNR{t). The total SNR{t) (in dB units) is
then determined using Equation 4.4.
SNR{i) = 10 • logiQ
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Figure 4.6: BER-EbNo curves created with MATLAB that were iiiii)orte(l into
OPNET
A look-ii}) ta])le is used to iiiaj) tlu' signal to noise ratio (SNR) onto the l)it
error rate {HER). OPNET iissuines by dcdault an additive w4iit(' Gaussian noise
(/lU’GbV) channel model for this look-uj) tabkc N(W’(Ttheless, a.s can be seen in
Figure 4.6, the AWGN channel is a much more' Ix'iiign enviromiK'nt for communi
cations than a typical fading channel. Then'forc', to address this, the BER curves
for different Ricean and Rayleigh fading channels were ascertained using MATLAB and inii)orted to OPNET using th(' External Model Access (EMA) libraries
provided by the simulator.
The model for error allocation ('alculates the numl)er of errors by nia])i)ing a
uniform random number in the interval [0. 1[ via the inverse of the cumulative
mass function (CMF) of the bit error count distribution. The error correction
threshold is set to zero since the IEEE 802.15.4 standard does not define any
frame error correction techniciues and WT^AN n'ceiv^ers do not usually have bit
error correction capalnlities. Thus a single error in a frame means that the frame
is discarded at the physical layer in the simulation environment.
Finally, this channel model can Ix' coiihgurc'd to simulate different scenarios.
For instance, the path-loss exponent (n). wdiich rei)resents the reduction in i)ow^er
(attenuation) of the electromagnetic wave as it })ro])agates through space, can
be set to either re])resent free space (n — 2), indoor {n = 3) or lossy indoor
(7? = 4) environments. The Ricean K factor, wdiich represents the influence of
the scattered })aths over the signal, can also be changed. Moreover, the effect
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of ol)stacles on the radio signal is simulated by introdncing different obstacle
densities per scjuare meter {p > 0). Finally, asymmetric links can be created
by setting different obstacle densities [p] between the nodes as this parameter
defines the changes between Ricean (Good Channel State) and Rayleigh (Bad
Channel State) distributions.
4.1.3.1

Physical Layer Model Evaluation

To analyse the effect of different channel parameters on the network performance
different tests were carried out with a PAN coordinator sending periodic beacons
to a single end dendce. Network statistics were collected at the end device. The
jiliysical layer is set to the 2.4Ghz band with 25t)kh])s data rate and OdBiii trans
mit jiower. The simnlation time is set to I hour. The end device is jilaced 20
meters from the coordinator in all t('sts. Figure 4.7 shows the SNR recorded at
th(‘ end de\4c('. As can be seen the reci'ivc'd signal at the end device jiresents fast
and slow fluctuations over time due to tfu^ chamud model transitions betwex^n
LOS and NLOS.
Figure 4.8 shows the effect of the Ricean gain (/\) and the density of iieojile
(p) on the channel fading. This figure shows the probability density function
(PDF) of the SNR for varying values of K and p. Higher K values mean that the
line of sight signal is much stronger than tlu' signals arising from the scattered
paths. This is shown in Figure 4.8a where the signal has lower fluctuations (i.e.
less spread) when the K gain is incn'asc'd. On the other hand, higher p values

Figure 4.7: SNR at end device placed 2t) meters from PANG
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Figure 4.8: SNR with variable Ricean K gain ^ density of ]ieople p
translates into greater shadowing due to the olistacle density in the radio path.
This is clearly shown in Figun^ 4.81) where the SNR shifts to lower values and has
greater sjtread as p increases.
Finally, in order to study the effect of the jiathloss exponent on the signal
pathloss, a second test is run. Figure 4.9 shows the average SNR with respect to
the pathloss exponent (//) when varying the transinit ])ower {Ft). This test shows
that the higher the pathloss ex])onent is the higher is the rexluction in power as
the signal proi)agates and thus the lower is the SNR.
For the ex])eriinental analysis presented in Chajiter 5, the values in Talile 4.1
are set as default exce])t for the mesh scenarios where the p value is varied to create
different channel conditions. Note that the offset in the Ricean table is changed
randomly per node so that every node experiences different fading. The ])athloss
exponent is set to 3.5 which is a value to reflect network connectivity l)etween lossy
Transmit power P

Figure 4.9:
Pathloss

Effect of the Transmit Power/Pathloss Exponent on the Signal
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connectivity (densely fnrnished space) and nornial indoor connectivity (fnniislied
space). The Rician K factor is set to a typical value of 6dB [133].
Wireless channel
Ricean K Factor
6 (IB
Density of Obstacles p rand[0,0.3] m~^
Pathloss ExjK)nent n
3.5
Offset in Ricean table rand [0,1000]
PIIY layer
Transmit ])ower
0 dBm
Bit rate
250 Kbps
Frecpiency
2401 Mfiz
Table 4.1: Default Parameter Settings

4.1.4

Distributed Beacon Scheduling Mechanisms

As ])arl of lh(' work i)resent(Hl in thesis conii)nter sinmlation models have l)een
developed for distributed versions (M('slnMAC [29] and DROP Section 2.4.1) of
the most i)oi)ular l)eacon schednling mechanisms (Snperframe Duration Schedul
ing (SDS) and Beacon Only Period (BOP)) that wta’e initially i)ro])osed by the
IEEE 802.15 I’ask Gronj) 4b [89] (See Section 2.3.2 and Section 2.4 for details).
These models, which have been made i)nbhcly available in o])en source format
[30], make it possible to simnlate dnty-cycled IEEE 802.15.4 based mesh networks.
Moreover, this thesis presents (in Section 5.3) an evalnation of these distributed
l)eacon schednling inechanisms together with usage guidelines (Section 5.3.1.2)
to enable users in selecting the most approi)riate scheduling mechanism depend
ing on the targeted scenario. The pseudocode for MesliMAC imi)lenientation
is shown in Algorithm 4.1 with Algorithm 4.2 showing the pseudocode for the
DBOP implementation.
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Algorithm 4.1 MeshIMAC Pseudocode
1: function MesHjMAC o B1 = Beacon Interval, SD == Snperfranie Dnratioii
2:
if PANC then
3:
SendBeacoii()
4:
5:
G;
7;
8:

9;
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
IG:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

22:

else

AssociatioiiProcednie()
while t<ScaiiTinie do
NghrScaiiList
Ngl)rScan()

> Ngl)r = Neiglil)onr

end while

LM E_NLI STJicqucsl)
if M LM E LI ST Jleplii or Tinieont then
TotalSlots
Bl/SD — 1
o 1 = Broadcast Slot
Eiii})tySlots
TotalSlots — NghrScaiiList — M LM E-N LI ST
OwnSlot <r- Rand(Enii)tySlots)
OwnBeacoiiTxTinie
BlBoniidarv -f OwnSlot • SD
TxBeacoii(()wnBeaconTxTiii)e)
for Neighbour G NghrScanList do
NgbrBeacoiiTxTinie c- BlBoniidarv + NglnSlot • SD
Wakeni)(NgbrBeaconTxTini(')
end for
end if
if M LM E

LI ST Jlequesi Received then
Send(NbScaiiList)

23:
end if
24:
if Beacon Received then
25:
Wakeni)(BeacoiiCreatioii + BI)
2G:
end if
27:
end if
28: end function
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Algorithm 4.2 DBOP Pseudocode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

function DBOP
o BI = Beacon Interval, BD = Beacon Dnratioii
if PANG then
SeiidBeacoii()
else
AssociatioiiProcednre()
while t <ScaiiTiiiie do
NgbrScaiiList
Ng])rScaii()
t> Nghr = Neighbour
end while
SendiMLME^NLlSTJiequcsl)
if M LM E .N LI ST-Reply or Tiiiieoni then
MaxBOPL
MaxBeacoiiSlol (NgbrScaiiList, M LM E-N LI ST)
EiiiptySlots ^ MaxBOPL - NgLrScaiiList - MLME_NL1ST
if EiiijitySlots == NILL then
OwiiSlot e- MaxBOPL + 1
MyBOPL
OwiiSlot
Advert ise(MyBOPL)
else
OwnSlot f- Miii(Eiiij)tySlots)
MyBOPL <- MaxNgbrBOPL
end if
OwiiBeacoiiTxTiiiK'
BlBoniidary + OwiiSlot • BD
TxBeacoii(OwiiBeaconTxTinie)
Wake'n})( BlBoniidary + BI)
StartCSMACA (BIBonndary + MyBOPL • BD)
end if
if M LM E _N LI ST-Request Received then
Seiid(NbScaiiList)
end if
if BOPL Advertisement Rei'eived then
Adveriise(BOPLRx)
> Advertisement Exjiires in 2 Ilojis
if BOPLRx > MyBOPL then
MyBOPL ^ BOPLRx
StartCSMACA (BIBonndary + MyBOPL • BD)
end if
end if
end if
end function
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4.2

Conclusion

This chapter has discussed computer simiilalioii as a means of developing and
analysing commimications i)rotocols and algorithms for WSNs. The models used
to implement the stochastic discrete event sinmlator develoj)ed as part of this
study have been descri))ed in detail with the OPNET network simulator tool
being the core of the simulation environment. When designing a computer sinmlation environment accurate modelling must be used, as crude system modelling
will not capture the significant charac-teristics of the real system and will generate
misleading j)erformance evaluations. The simulation environment developed as
part of this work has been specifically designed for the evaluation of WSN pro
tocols targeting IEEE 802.15.4 based networks. This simulation environment is
])uilt using rc'alistic models to undcTi)in the accurac’y of the c^xi)eriniental analysis.
The following cha})ter pn'sc'iits a simulation ('valuation of the i)roj)os('d QoS
aware framc'work with the comjuitc'r simulation eiivironment ])r(esent('d in this
(’haptc'r being us('d to (extract the ])('rforniau(X' rc'sults presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
WSN QoS Aware Framework:
An Evaluation
This cliai)tor presents a e()iii])uter siiimlatioii bascni analysis of the C^oS aware
framework disensscnl in this thesis. As ])ar( of this analysis a eoin])rehensive eval
uation of th(' ])ropose(l liiRont algorithm (Cdia})|er .‘1 1 1), DSc'OdAM (Chai)ter
3.2.1), Mesh GTS (Chapttn- 3.2.2) and DBOP (Cha])ter 3.3) metliods discussed
in Chapter 3 is i)resent(Hl.

5.1

Route Selection Evaluation

As a precursor to the developinent of the liiRont WSN route selection algorithm,
MOCLA, a Multi-Objective Cross-Layer Algorithm for Routing over Wireless
Sensor Networks was develo])ed to investigate the impact of different route selec
tion criteria on the network performance and to assess their potential in guaran
teeing application QoS requirements (See Ap})endix A). These QoS requirements
were outlined in Chai)ter 2 as:
• Network Sustainability: this refers to the desire to keep the network alive
as long as i)ossible through balancing the energy consumed in the network.
• Relial)ility: this is interpreted as successful data delivery at the sink, this
depends on the link and the load conditions.
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• Soft Delay: tliis is the eiid-to-eiid delay of a ])acket from its source to the
network sink.
The investigation showed that effecds such as limited memory or duty cycling
schedules greatly influence the delivery of data packets and that these together
with end-to-end delay (where a])pro])riate) should be considered in routing deci
sions. In addition, the experimental analysis showed that by balancing the energy
consumption of the nodes, the network lifetime can be prolonged. Also, on the
results it was seen that it is j)ossil)le to satisfy applications QoS requirements
when sensor node resource limitations (memory, buffer capacity and energy) are
taken into consideration. The findings obtained in the MOCLA evaluation were
considered in the develo])nient of Inllout, which was descrilx'd in Cha])ter 3.1.1
and is evaluated iK^xt.

5.1.1

InRout Evaluation

In designing the exi)erimeiital enviromnent the multihoi) IEEE 802.15.4 GENET
simulation model [30] described in Ghai)ter 4 and developed with GENET Mod
eler [123] was

us(h1

as a basis for impkunenting and evaluating the ])roposed

InRout algorithm.
Tv])ical industrial scenarios may have multiple sinks with the number of sinks
being far smaller than the total number of nodes. Networks may be composed of
between 10 to 200 field devices and usually the maximum number of hops is 20
[26]. For experimental pur])oses a random network to])ology (with varying channel
conditions and traffic loads as opposed to differing node densities) as shown in
Figure 5.1 is defined to analyze the performance of the InRout route selection
algorithm. Assuming the use of MicaZ nodes [4] for monitoring puri)oses, with
a maximum indoor transmission range of 23m on maximum power (the MicaZ
datasheet specifies 20m-30m for indoors, for the purposes of dimensioning the
experiment area a value close to the minimum transmission distance was chosen
at random to be 23ni) and a hop count limit of 8 (see Section 3.1.5), this gives
a maximum diagonal distance of 184m. This corresponds to a planar area of
approximately 130m x 130m. In defining the number of nodes for the simulation
model a smaller average transmission distance of approximately 18ni is considered
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based on experiences with empirical iiieasnrement campaigns. This gives a total
of 60 nodes for the simulation environment.
MicaZ nodes are typical examples of low ])ower wireless sensor nodes used for
iiionitoring a])phcations. The'v have a SRAM memory size of 4kB and are powered
by two AA batteries. The number of source nodes is fixed and the offered load
is varied instead of varying the node density in an effort to kee]) the MAC layer
beacon scheduling period reduced and to limit excessive simnlation nm times.
Varying the number of source nodes without incretising the node density has a
similar effect to varying the load in terms of offered load. The maximmn distance
from any nod(! to any sink is 8 hoi)s (based on the maximmn number of bits
available, i.e. 3 bits to store the nunilxa' of ho])s) and there are between 1 to 9
neighbours jK-r node. Nodes select a destination sink randomly resi)ecting the 8
hoj) limitation.
As describ('d previously in Cha])ter 2, tyi)ical industrial ai)i)hcations may gen
erate' periodic and event-based data with low to high l)andwidth reeinirements.
These applications are ])art of classes 4-5 of the ISA classification for industrial
a])i)hcations describe'd before, which are monitoring aj)phcations with short-tenn
or no immediate' e)peratie)nal e'emse'eiuene'e^s. Te) inchiele these tyi)e^s e)f api)hcatie)ns
in t he siniulat ie)n se'enarie), ne)eles generate single i)ae'kets fe)lle)wing a Poisson i)re>
cess anel elifferent mean packet interarrival times (equivalent te) the offered load)
are siniulate'el te) analyse the ])erforniance' e)f the InRe)nt alge)rithni unelen- diffe'ie'iit
levels e)f offereel le)aei. Note that a Pe)isse)n process can be used te) me)del variable
traffie: in WSNs as long as the data traffic is not bursty [136]. For bursty traffic,
an ON/OFF traffic model is more appropriate [136] (a bursty traffic model is used
in the evaluatie)n of the service differentiation and bandwidth allocation methods
presented in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). For completeness, fiiRout is also evalu
ated using a periodic traffic model with the evaluation results being presented in
Appendix 13.
Data frame sizes of 127 bytes are used which is the maximum possible size in
IEEE 802.15.4 networks. Since the sensor nodes have strict memory limitations,
the buffer size at the MAC layer for all nodes is restricted to 10 packets.

A

buffer size of 10 pac-kets is chosen based on the default buffer size ustxl in the
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC standard implementation for TinyOS-2.x develoi)ed by the
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Telecommunication Networks Groii]) (TKN) group [137].

A buffer size of 10

packets using the maximum frame size corresi)on{ls t o 31% of the SR AIM available.
To analyse the benefits of the InRout algorithm different application require
ments are set in terms of PER. The PER is a measure of the i)ackets lost at the
])hysical layer during transmissions and the packets drop})ed at the buffer due to
the size limitations. The simulation analysis is ])erfornied under different channel
conditions based on obstacle density:
• Good Channel Conditions where the mean density of ol)stacles between two
nodes ranges from 0.0 to 0.1 ///““, this is rlescribed as part of the i)hysical
layer model discnssc'd in Cha])t('r 4. This could be a factory where nodes
are located witli good line of sight and tliere are few obstack^s among them.
Not(' that the density of obstach's relers to how many obstaedes siu'h cLs walls,
objects, i)eople, etc., ('xist i)er sciuare me^ti'r between two communicating
nodes.
• Variable Channel Conditions with (knisitic's of obstacles ranging from 0.0
to 0.5

. This could be a factory when'

souk'

nodes are surrounded by

ol)stacles whereas others have good line of sight.
• Bad Channel conditions high obstacle densitic's in the range 0.4 to 0.5 nr"^.
This could be a factory with a high number of obstacles and poor line of
sight visibility among all nodes.
Furthermore, the energy consmiK'd by the nodes is analysed for different load
conditions to investigate the ability of InRout to balance the offered load and
hence evenly distribute energy consumption. Moreover, an analysis of the control
overhead introduced by InRout and the other algorithms under evaluation (from
the state-of-the art review) is presented to examine the relative difference between
these algorithms in terms of control overhead.
Finally, all simulations were performed using four different seeds (results show
the average) with long simulation durations of two hours l)eing used in each case,
this gives a sample range of around ~ 25,000 - 70,000 sani])les per simulation
depending on the packet interarrival times (where a sam})le is a packet).
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Parameter
Number of Sinks
Number of Nodes
Topology
Nodes’ Position
Nodes’ Transmission Flower
M.^C layer protocol

Value
2
60
Mesh
Random/Static
0 dBm
IEEE 802.15.4 - DBOP [30] (3% Duty Cycle - See Section 5.1.1.2)
10 [packets]
0.9, 0.1, 0.1

MAC Layer Buffer Size
Epsilon.max, Epsilon_min, step (Algorithm 3.2)

Table 5.1: Siiiiiilatioii Parameters
measure t)f the precision of the results recorded is calculated using the Relative
Standard Deviation (RSD) and for the simulation rc^sults concerning the packet
delivery sncc'ess the RSD rangers from 1.5% to 2.7%, indicating that all values
recorded are close to the mean value.
Table 5.1 shows tlu' simulation i)aranieters

uschI

for the conij)uter simulation

based exi)(uiniental analysis.
5.1.1.1

Evaluation Cases

Basc'd on the discussion i)iosent('d in Chapter 3, routing })rotocols suital)le for
W'SNs targeding industrial monitoring ai)phcations must at a ininimum provide
niultii)le paths and for meaningful route selection the protocol must have some
mechanism for prioritising routers. To evaluate the proposed InRout algorithm a
sekxlion of the most relevant toi)ology and ])osition basc'd routing ])rotocols that
su]:)port multipath routing is chosen. The selected algorithms are rei)resentalive of
state-of-the-art approaches towards WSN routing targeting industrial scenarios as
outlined in Talde 5.2. These protocols are broadly categorised based on their route
Protocol
AOMDV
InRout.A
InRout _DAG
(WirelessHART
and ISAlOO.lla)
MRE
EARQ

Route Discovery
Reactive
Reactive
Proact ive

Topology
Mesh
Mesh
DAG

Reactive
Proactive

Mesh
Tree

HYDRO

Reactive

Tree

Functionality
Distributed
Distributed
Centralised +
Distributed
Route Selection
Distributed
Distributed +
Position based
Distributed

Tal)le 5.2: Protocol Conii)arison
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Route Selection
Shortest Path
InRout
InRout

Energy
Energy, Reliability
Expected number
of transmissions
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discovery approach, the network topology supported, functionality (centralised or
distributed), and their route selection inechanism.
In order to gauge the perfonnance of the route selection algorithms under eval
uation it is necessary to benclmiark their i)erforniance against a baseline reference
algorithm. AOMDV has been selected as an ai)pro})riate reference algorithm as
it is suitable as an approach for routing in industrial environments because it
supi)orts niultii)ath route discovery with low overhead and has a sinii)le route
selection nmchanism leased on the shortest number of hops.
While liiRoiit is ])ro})osed as a route selection algorithm it can be used in con
junction with any nnderlying route' dise'overy protocol be it i)roactive or reactive,
with InRout being distril)uted. To demonstrate this within the analysis, liiRoiit
is used in conjnnction with the AOMDV i)rot()('ol (referred to as lnRout_A) and
with a Directed Acyclic Graph based routing protocol (labelled as lnRout_DAG).
Both grai)h routing and AOMDV are' loe)])-fre'e' niulti])ath pre)te)ce)ls aiiel can snj)})e)rt niulti])le sinks. lnRout_A is a elistribute'd re'active' routing i)re)te)e-e)l whereas
lnRe)ut_DAG is a e-entrafise'e! j)roae'tiv(' routing j)re)toe‘ol anel this alle)ws the coml)arison of lnRe)ut eweu' e)p])e)sing re)ute' discewe'iy algorithms.

In aelelition, in-

elustrial baseel stanelarels like Wirek'ssllART anel ISAlOO.lla })roniote' the nse e)f
graph baseel routing with the IETF thre)ugh ROLL [2()] sugge'sting the use of elirecte'el acyclic grai)h routing fe)r industrial sce'narie)s. Gemseeiuently InRout_DAG
is suitable as a netwe)rk layer i)re)te)e‘e)l lor Wirele^ssIlART and ISAlOO.lla stanelards anel as such it is use'd as a re]:)re'sentative e)f the state of the art fe)r standarels
base'd route selection. The elirecteei acyclic graph fe)r the network toi)ole)gy useel
in the simulation environment is she)wn in Figure 5.1.
To compare InRout with existing ap])re)aches re)ute selection algorithms from
routing protocols specifically developed for industrial scenarios are chosen as well
as those that target similar types of i)erforniance metrics to InRout, that is,
metrics of relevance to industrial wireless sensor networks. Among the i)osition
leased ])rotocols previously discussed in Section 3 [62; 63; 64; 65], the proactive
positioned based EARQ protocol [65] is selected as being the most relevant for
comparison. EARQ is chosen for conij)arison as it, like InRout has been developed
for industrial eiivironments. Next the to])ology leased HYDRO routing protocol is
chosen. HYDRO is ])roposed by the IETF [59] for industrial scenarios where route
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NiKlr 2\

Figure 5.1: Directed Acyclic Graj)li for tli<' Select('(l Topology
selection is based on tli(' exi)ect(d nnnilx'r of traiisniissioiis (HITX) to ])erforiii a
successful data i)acket delivery. Finally, the route selection i)reseiited is compared
with the modified version of AOMDV proposed in [76] that relies on residual
energy as a selec-tion mechanism, where' energy is one of the most important
factors that must be considerc'd for battery operated wireless sensor nodes.
For the remainder of this section the route seh^ction mechanisms (RSM) of
the protocols under evaluation are referred to as EARQ_RSM, llYDRO-RSAI and
MREJISM resi)ectively.
The route selection mechanism proposed in EARQ, first considers the de
lay and then the energy together with the reliability, where reliability refers to
successful delivery of packets. However, this work does not consider a node’s
duty cycle in their delay calculations and this is a critical parameter that affects
the end-to-end delay. Due to the energy constraints of the sensor nodes duty
cycling is a much needed requirement to be considered. Therefore, when eval
uating EARQ route selection iiiechanism the delay i)art is omitted as this does
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not consider duty cycling, leaving EARQ_RS]\1 to consider energy and reliability
requirements. \\ itli EARQJISM, when a node selects a route to send a packet,
it first takes into account a probability that depends on the residual energy and
distance between nodes. If after using that prol)al)ility, the selected path does
not match the reliability reciihrements, the node sends a second redimdant packet
through another neighl)our. In addition the reliability metric calculation depends
on the successful reception of packets over each link as well as on the prol)al)ility related to the energy levels. The reliability does not consider packets lost at
buffers.
5.1.1.2

MAC Layer Parameter Selection and Delay Analysis

The {)erformance of InRout is analysed for different MAC layer parameters so
ai)])roi)riate s('ttings can be established. The MAC parameters to l)e tuned are
the sui)erfranie onU'r SO and the l)eacon order BO which tog('ther the dehne the
length of a superframe (SD) with SO defining the active })eriod and BO the sleej)
period of nodes (See Api)endix C).
The aBaseSu])erframeDnral ion constant rei)resents the minininm length of
the active i)eriod when BO is equal to 0. SD re])resents the active time and B1 SD represents tin' sleep tinu', where B1 is the beacon interval. The BO and SO
parameters must fulfil the following relationship: 0 < SO < BO < 14. Eor MAC
layer protocol the IEEE 802.15.4 modification for mesh networks as described in
[30] and referred to as DBOP is used.
Eor mesh networks when using CSMA/CA transmissions and duty cycles
(fraction of time that the node is awake) lower than 100%, the delay will be
mainly dependent on the network load (application traffic) and the number of
hops to the sink node [30]. Eor battery ]K)wered W'SNs it is desirable to have
low duty cycles in the region of 10% or less de])ending on expected application
traffic rates. Also, due to the non-deterministic nature of CSMA/CA transmis
sions, an exact calculation of the delay cannot be provided nor can specihc delay
limitations be guaranteed.
To guarantee specific delay requirements the network parameters cannot be
selected at random. To sni)])ort this, a delay analysis with regard to the MAC
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layer parameters is provided so the ])est configuration of those can be selected.
Once the correct network settings have been established, liiRout will choose the
})ath with the lowest number of hops to deliver delay bounded packets.
SO is hxed to 2 and BO parameter is varied. BO defines the sleep time and
periodicity of the beacon frame. A value of 2 is used for SO as smaller values
show decreased network performance [138]. A low value for SO is selected so
for a specific duty cycle, beacon frames are sent more frequently. For different
BO values and traffic sc'ttings, the PER and the delay obtaiiu'd with liiRout are
analysed to decide the most a])])ro])riate BO, SO settings. An arbitrary ai)plication reciuirement is set and recpiires a PER of 5% or less for the })erforniance
evaluation shown in Figure 5.2. For the delay evaluation dei)icted in Figure 5.3,
nodes i)referentially use the paths with the lowest number of ho])s. As statexl i)reviously, toleral)l(' (hday re(iuir('ments for industrial monitoring ap])lications are in
the order of sec'onds, i.('.. they have soft delay re(]uirenients. To take into ac'count
the infiuence of the channel in this experiment variable link conditions ac'ross all
links are siniulat('d. Finally the j)erformanc(' for variable offered loads is analysed
to evaluate the algorithm performances under different levels of stress. With this
goal different packet rates are used with mean inter-arrival times ranging from 25s
to 7()s (following a Poisson process) with resi)ective network offered loads (NOL)
Successfully Delivered Packets for Different BO Settings

(•it. ^

............ ........
.........^ ^.........................

•-V--

-•V
• -©

-T-InRout-DAG BO=4
-•-InRout-DAG BO=5
-■-InRout-DAG BO=6
-♦-InRout-DAG BO=7

1 355
1.219
NOL [kbps]

Figure 5.2: PER Analysis for Different BO Settings
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End-to-end Delay For Different BO Settings
▼“ InRout-DAG
6“ InRout-DAG
■ - InRout-DAG
♦- InRout-DAG
InRout-DAG

min hop count metric BO=4
min hop count metric BO=5
min hop count metric BO=6
min hop count metric BO=7
end-to-end delay metric BO=7
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■-V-- -•--v...............

2 438

2 032

1 742

1 524

1 355
1 219
NOL [kbps|

•-0
-V

^71

Figure 5.3: Delay Analysis for Different BO Settings
ranging from 2.438kl)ps to ().871kl)i)s (l)ased on GO nock^s and a i)aeked size of
1271)vtes) to niiinie industrial monitoring a|)})lieation data generation rates.
As can he s('en in Figure 5.2, the i)erforniance of the algorithm remains stable
for lower values of 130 (wit h BO values of 4 and 5 duty cycles of 25% and 12.5%
are achieved) in terms of PER with a fixed value of SO = 2. For BO values bigger
or equal than G a duty cycle of G% for BO = G and 3% for BO = 7 is ol)tained
and it is possible to see that the i)erforniance decrease's for higher offered loads
as the network starts to be'come saturated. This is due to the fact that, for the
same duty cycle, higher loads translate into more saturation of the superframe
active time, i.e. the same amount of load has to be sent in a smaller period
of time. This means more collisions, less chance to access the channel, higher
buffer occupancies, etc. With regard to the delay, Figure 5.3 shows the delay for
those nodes that are furthest from the sink, that is, the nodes that experience the
highest delay in the network. Each point on this plot is the measure recorded at
the 95th percentile on the cumulative distribution function, i.e. 95% of packets
arrive with a delay below the value shown on the plot in Figure 5.3. As can be
seen, the BO values selected have a great influence on the total end-to-end delay.
Delay here ranges l)etween a couple milliseconds for lower BO values to several
seconds for the higher BO values.
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For the case where BO is ecjual to 7, Figure 5.3 shows two curves for the
delay (note that delay hen^ is the eiid-to-eiid delay per delivered data packet
as the routes are pre-giveii by the underlying routing protocol and thus route
establishment delay is indei)endent of liiRout). One of the curves uses the hop
count as metric and the other one uses the mean end-to-end delay as a metric
(sent as reward from node to node). As can be ol)served, using the end-to-end
delay as metric does not show ini])rovenient when compared to using the hop
count as metric (as a point of clarity - with other BO values the same l)ehaviour
was exhibited and thus omitted). Therefore, for sinii)licity the hoj) count is used
to send packets with delay requireiiK'iits.
For the simulation analysis in the lU'xt section a value of 7 is used for the BO
])arameter })ased on a fixed value of SO = 2, i.e. a duty cycle of 3%. This allows
evaluation of liiRout and the evaluation ])rotocols in challenging scenarios where
tlie nodes sleej) most of the time, which is iiuka'd the most desired situation
for energy saving puri)os(^s. The d('lays for the duty cycle selec'ted remain in
the order of seconds. This is sufficient for industrial monitoring applicat ions,
i.e.

ISA classes 4 and 5, which have soft delay reciuirements in the order of

seconds. Neveutheless, the inii)()rtant conclusion here, as shown in Figure 5.3, is
that in order t,o ensure certain delays, MAC layer parameters liave to be tuned
accordingly. Note that these settings are reliant on the network size and offered
loads.
A static duty cycle is used here as the focus is on routing. However coml)lenientary duty cycle ada]:)tation techniciues should be used to adapt tlie active
time to the offered load at each node for achieving the best possible performance
[107].
5.1.1.3

Simulation Analysis

To analyse the performance of the proposed IiiRout algorithm with respect to the
com])arison algorithms in terms of satisfying the ai)jdication PER requirements, 3
rounds of simulations are i)erfornied for the 3 possi])le channel conditions. Good,
Variable and Bad. Figures [5.4 - 5.6] show the successfully delivered packets
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to the two available sinks under the different channel conditions for several of
fered loads (mean i)acket inter-arrival times from 25s-7()s). Industrial monitoring
a{3plications have ])acket success rate recinirements ranging from 80% to 100%
[3], For each channel condition type the performance is shown for two differ
ent PER recniirenients 5%, and 15% with IiiRout over AOMDV (lnRont_A) and
Graph Routing (lnRont_DAG) and the results are conij)ared to the AOMDV,
HYDRO.RSM, EARQ_RSM and MRE_RSM.
Figure 5.1 shows the successfully delivered packets to both sinks under vari
able link conditions. In variable' link conditions, the obstacle density experienced
by each link randomly varies between [0.0, 0.5]

As shown in Figure 5.4,

InRout is able to find routes that satisfv the maximimi PER condition of 15%
Variable Link Conditions - Obstacle Density € [0.0. 0 6]
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Figure 5.4: Successfully Delivered Packets under Variable Link Conditions
NOL (kbps)

InRout DAG PER 5%
InRout DAG PER 15%
HYDRO.RSM
MRE.RSM
EARQ.RSM
AOMDV

0.8708
1 2.4384
PER
due
to
buffer overflows
[%1
1
5
3
5
6
26
10
28
7
24
11
23

0.8708
1 2.4384
PER due to txon.
failures [%]
2
8
4
9
12
14

6
6
12
15
15
21

Table 5.3: Packet Error Rate for Variable Link Conditions
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at all times. For the stricter case of 5% PER the requirement can be satisfied
until the offered load a])proaches high levels (1.742-2.438kbi)s). When the PER
cannot be satisfied, the algorithm selects the best available route. The lower
success rate is due to the fac4 that buffers cannot hold the entire offered load
and also because a higher number of j)acket transmissions translates into more
collisions due to the hidden terminal i)robleni. This means that as long as the
offered load does not surpass the network capacity, IiiRout is able to find routes
that satisfy all the recpiired packed error rate demands. What is more, the j)erforniance of InRout_A and lnRout_DAG is very similar. lnRout_DAG ])erforniance
is marginally better diu^ to the fact that all the i)ossible routes are fed to the
nodes by a central controlk'r, whereas for lnRout_A routes are found on demand
and not all routes are storc'd. \\4th n'gard to th(' ('valuation algorithms, AOMDV
always sek^cts th(' route' with the low('st numlx'r of hops irres])ective of link and
buffer conditions. This translate's into a ])()orer success rate whe'ii conii)are^(l to
the adaptive' be'haviour of the InRout algorithm. Paths with a low number of
h()])S

can ofte'ii have long distance's be'twe'e'ii the' links and can have })()()r eiuality

in terms of signal strength making it i)rone to errors. In addition rejx^ate'dly
selecting the same shortest ])ath will have the traffic load concentratc'd on the
same set of links which can ove'iload the' buffers of those nodes. ]\lRE_RSlVi and
EARQ_RSM have (juite a similar ix'rforinance which is mainly due to the fact
that both consider the energy cLs the main seFction meedianism. Since ]MRE_RSM
does not consider reliability, the algorithm performance, which is based only on
residual energy levels, is ])oor with regard to the number e^f delivered packets. On
the other hand, the EARQ_RSM algorithm uses a reliability metric based on the
successful transmissions ])erlbrnie(l at each link in addition to the energy metric.
This reliability metric is used to analyse whether redundant packets have to be
sent when the required reliability is not satisfied (set to 100% for these simula
tions). However, since EARQ_RSM does not define exploration mechanisms to
keep this metric ui)dated, the obtaine'd values only reflect the initial status of
the links. Because of the redundant packets sent by EARQ.RSM when reliability
reepiirements are not satisfied, the EARQ.RSIM performance worsens as sending
redundant packets creates more load and the buffers are already full. Moreover,
since the EARQ_RSM reliability metric does not consider the packets lost at
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buffers due to overflow, EARQ.RSM can keep choosing overloaded nodes which
translates into more lost i)ackets. This situation re])eats as well for the rest of
algorithms anaRsed here and all of the algorithms listed in the state-of-the-art
review in Chapter 2. These results highlight the need for buffer capacity consid
eration and. as InRout considers this, it is possible to see that this gives liiRout
a great advantage over the rest of algorithms as shown in Figures [5.4 - 5.6]. The
figures show that where the performance of the other algorithms decreases with
the load dramatically, InRout is able to maintaiii a good steady performance until
the offered load surpasses the network capacity. Finally, HYDR()_RSM, which
is the only other algorithm (aj)art from InRout) that considers reliability as the
main performances metric, is the one that shows the best ])erformance among all
the other algorithms iise'd for as comijarison cases in terms of successfully deliv
ered ])ackets. However, because it does not consider i)ackets loss at the buffer, the
performance decreases severely with the offered load. Moreover, IIYDRO.RSM
does not deffne how the routes should be explored in order to keej) reliability
metrics uixlatc'd, therefon' th(' iiu'tric is ba.sed on the initial vahuss gathered us
ing a round robin strategy. This shows a i)oorer performance than InRout as it
ex])lores the routes using the exi)lorat ion/exi)loitation strategy defined previously
to continuously ui)date route metrics. Table 5.3 shows tlu' packets for the .same
channel conditions lost due to buffer overflow or transmission failures. Again, as
can be observed, InRout shows better performance than the conii)arison cases
having less packets lost due to buffer overflow and transmission failures due to
the fact that it takes into acount the buffer and channel status and updates the
related metrics each time a route is used. For com])leteness in the InRout evalua
tion, the packet delivery success was also evaluated under variable link conditions
with periodic traffic modelling being used (See Appendix B). Results showed that
for periodic traffic generation, similar behaviour was obtained for the algorithms
under evaluation with regard to the offered load (for a fair comparison the mean
offered load was equal to that used in the Poisson process based analysis). Thus,
the conclusions outlined here are applicable also for periodic traffic generation.
Figure 5.5 shows the successfully delivered packets under good link conditions.
In good link conditions, the obstacle density experienced by each link randomly
varies between [().(), 0.1]

As can be ol)served, when the conditions are
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good, the InRout algorithm satisfies all PER requirements. This is due to the
fact that since the link quality of more routes is good, the packets can be sent
through more of those routes hence distributing the load and making the buffers
less congested overall which allows the PER reciiiirements to be satisfied. The
comjiarison algorithms iierforniance is also better in this case but as before, the
jierforniance decreases with increasing load as none of the algorithms consider
buffer limitations. For lower offered loads, the performance of the comparison
cas('s inii)r()V(^s as the collisions an' n'duced and the buffers are less congested.
When the reciuired PER for InRout is 15%, the number of delivered packets is
lower conqiared to the conqiarison algorithms in some' cases. This is because for
that reepiirement, the nodes trade-off delivered packets (while still maintaining
the reeiuirc'd PER) for energy balancing, that is. i)ackets are sent through ])oorer
(luality routers with the goal of improving the' gle)bal netwe)rk liies})an with the
PER reejihreinent still being satisfieel.
Finally, Figure 5.0 she)ws the sueve'ssfully eU'liveue'el ])acke'ts uneie'r bael link
ce)nelitie)ns. In bad link e:onelitie)ns, the' e)bstaele' ele'iisity e'xperie'iie'e'el by eae“h link
ranelemily varie^s betweeui [0.4, 0.5]

As e-an be' se^en, uneie'r bael conelitions

anel high loael, InRout is unable te) satisfy stricte'r PER re'eiiiire'inemts, be'cause
ne)ne' of the available re)ute^s can guarante'e' tlu'se' PER limits. This he)wever is
Good Link Conditions - Obstacle Density e (0 0, 0.1]
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Figiin' 5.G: Successfully Ddivc'ix'd Packets under Bad Link Conditions
exi)ect(Hl as the routing algoritliiii cannot counteract the had cdianiiel cxuiditioiis
hut only react to tlicnn hy choosing the' hc'sl availahle routes as a coiisecincnic'e
of those chainiel conditions. As the load on the networks decreases the PER
recinireiiients are satisfied. Tins is dnc' to the fact that buffers are not overloadcxl
evcni though there' are retransiiiissioiis cansc'd by the bad channel conditions. In
this case, liiRont.A shows poorer ])erforinaiice than lnRont_DAG. This is due to
the fact that AOMDV, the niidc'rlyiiig ])rotocol ni)on which liiRont_A runs, finds
fewer routes in the harsh network ('oiiditioiis as more route reejnest and route
rei)ly packets are lost. For this scenario, the reference cases exhibit the i)oorest
])erformance as well.
It is ])ossible to conclude from the PER analysis that InRont is able to sat
isfy a])plication PER recpiiremcnits, givcni fixcxl biiffcu’ limitations and the niipredictability of the wireless chamiel, in the majority of the scenarios evaluated. As
long as the offered load does not snr])ass the network capacity, InRont is able
to satisfy the api)hcation PER recinirements. As shown by previous analysis,
lnRont_DAG and InRont_A have very similar performance, and it is only when
the channel conditions are bad that InRont_A performs significantly worse than
lnRont_DAG due to the fact that InRont_A relies on AOIVIDV to learn multi
ple routes on demand, and for that harsh case, less route request and route reply
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packets are able to reach their destinations. Nevertheless, the anal^^sis shows that
InRont can be used successfully over different underlying protocols. But indei^endently of the underlying i)rotocol, IiiRout ])erforniance surpasses the comparison
algorithms performance in all easels. The main reason for this ini])rovenient is
that IiiRout considers the buffer limitatioiis and explores the routes with the exploration/exi)loitation of the Q-learning strategy to keej) the algorithm metrics
updated. This also implies that InRout is more energy efficient as it can de
liver good i)erforniance even if the duU' cycle is low (the other algorithms would
need longer duty cycles to avoid overloaded buffers in order to achieve a better
performance).
When conij)ared to the reference algorithms in terms of gain, InRont demon
strates how the Q-learning j)rocess combined with the selected iindrics and the
exploration/exploitation strategy can make a difference in terms of successfully
delivenxl packets with gains ranging from 4% (Good channel, 11YDR()_RSM,
(J.87kbps) to 60% (Good channel. AOMDV, 2.13kbps).
With regard to the (uiergv analysis, oiu' of tlu' goals of tlu' InRout algorithm is
to balance the energy consunij)tion when the PER retiuirements of the api)hcation
allow it. This is done to avoid network i)artilioning. A network may become
partitioned once a node dies and some nodes or groups of nodes (*an not reach
the sinks, for example because a single node is chosen all the time as router
by all its neighbours. Therefore l)y balaiadiig the energy consunii)tion, the time
to network partitioning can be prolonged.

Table 5.4 shows the mean energy

consumed by the nodes in the network, the standard deviation and the relative
standard deviation for one hour of simulation for the highest and lowest network
offered load for all the algorithms under evaluation.
To calculate the influence of the routing algorithm on the energy expenditure,
only the energy spent by the nodes on transmitting and receiving frames is con
sidered. The energy si)ent on sleeping or idle listening is not taken into account
as that energy expenditure is directly related to the MAC ])rotocol. For instance,
duty cycling adaptation mechanisms can be included at the MAC level [107] to
ada})t the superframe duration to the load to minimize idle listening.
As shown in Table 5.4, as the energy consunii)tion is estimated based on the
number of transmissions and recei)tions, those algorithms that have a higher suc-
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cess rate also have higher energy coiisuiiiptioii. In order to analyse the energy
balancing proj^erties of the algoritlnns. the interest focuses on the Relative Stan
dard Deviation (RSD) of the energy consumed by the nodes. A higher RSD means
a higher difference in the energies consumed by t he nodes. As it can be observed,
AOMDV and IIYDR()_RSM hav(' the highest RSD. This is because AOMDV al
ways chooses the route with the lowest number of ho])s and HYDR()_RS]\1 always
selects the best link. Therefore, the nodes along this route consume more energy
and so they will die sooner, leading to network i)artitioning. EARQJiSlM has
the next highest RSD. This is due to the fact that EARQ_RSM sends redundant
])ackets (i.e. it sends the same packcg through more than one route to increase
the chances of successful delivery) if the selected route using the energy metric
provides bad link quality. Th('refor(' llu' nodes along these bad (juality links are
more likely to die sooner. InRont.DAG and liiRont.A with the 5% requirement
on PER have the next best RSDs vahu's. As the 5% PER recphrenient is (piite
strict, few('r routes are availal)le to satisfy that ixHjnirenient, however, due to th('
fact that the buffer load is considered in th(' PER estimation, there is some load
balancing unlike the previous algorithms. If the PER requirement is less strict,
i.e. 15%, liiRont has more room for balancing the energy consnmiition and hence
the RSD is lower. Finally, MRE_RSM. which only considers the residual energy
as metric, is the algorithm that jirovides the lowest RSD values but these are
close to that of InRout with a 15%) PER requirement. While MRE_RSM per
forms better in terms of energy it does so at the exjiense of jiacket throughiiut
as energy is the only metric it considers and this has been demonstrated not to
NOL (kbps)

InRout DAG PER 5%
InRout DAG PER 15%
InRout-A PER 5%
InRout A PER 15%
HYDRO RSM
MRE.RSM
EARQ.RSM
AOMDV

2.4384
1 0.8708
Mean
r]nergy
Consumption [,1]

2.4384
1 0.8708
Standard Devia
tion [.]]

8.23
7.97
8.06
7.85
5.69
5.22
5.50
5.14

0.66
0.33
0.62
0.34
0.91
0.21
0.55
0.77

3.37
3.10
3.34
3.03
3.11
2.83
2.85
2.63

0.25
0.14
0.25
0.14
0.40
0.10
0.24
0.51

Tal)le 5.4; Energy Ex])enditure Analysis
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l)e sufficient when attempting to satisfy QoS demands (as shown in Figures [5.4
- 5.6]).
It is possil)le to conclude that with IiiRout more energy balancing can he
achieved when the PER reciuirement is relaxed. This is because as long as the
PER requirement is satisfied, the route selection is done with regard to the en
ergy. Therefore, when using IiiRoiit, then' has to be a trade-off between PER
and energy balancing requirements. liiRout i)erfornis i)etter than AOMDV, IIYDRO.RSM and EARQ.RSM in terms of energy balancing, as it has lower RSD
values. Because A()]\1DV_RSM and I1YDR0_RS]\1 do not consider the energy of
the nodes, network ])artitioning situations will haj)pen sooner. On the other hand,
although EARQ_RS]\I considcms the energy as metric, because it sends redundant
l)a(“kets, the energy balancing is jxxjht than for example with i\lRE_RSl\l which
is the algorithm with the best i)erformanc(' in terms of energy balancing, i.e. the
lowest RSD.
By eciualising the energy consum])tion of the lu'twork IiiRout provides a better
network ])erformance than AOMDV. HYDRO or EARC^ for a longer period of
time as it has a lower chance of suffering network i)artitioning (which hai)i)ens
when some nod('s die much sooner than otluTS leaving some j)arts of the network
disconne'cted). Again, this is shown by the n'lative standard deviation of the
energy consumed by the nodes shown in Table 5.4 where for instance liiRout15% has a relative' standard deviation of 4% whereas the benchmarking algorithm
AOMDV shows a relative standard deviation of 15-19%.
To conclude. Table 5.5 shows the mean control overhead per node and the
mean energy consumed in sending these control bits for each evaluated algorithm.
These measures are captured for the highest offered load case with variable link
conditions. Eor a fair comparison, the control information is enil)edded in the
beacon ])ayload in all cases. The cost is u])dated from the sink to the end nodes
(source node that generated the data frame) whenever the sink receives a data
frame.
As it can be observed, except for the AOMDV case, which only uses the hop
count as cost, InRout is the most efficient algorithm in terms of control overhead.
In addition, InRout saves more energy as it recpiires a smaller number of control
bits. The control overhead is low for InRout as a consecpience of miiiimising the
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Control
Bits
Energy

lnRout_DAG
PER 5%

InRout-DAG InRout-A
PER 5%
PER 15%

975

944

0.26

0.258

Bandwidth Allocation Evaluation

HYDRO-RSV MRE.RSM

EARQ.RSM

AOMDV

955

InRout-A
PER
15%
930

1349

1237

10432

0

0.26

0.25

0.36

0.33

2.85

0

[J] ■
Table 5.5: Control Bits and Control Energy
ninnber of bits needed for advertising the Q-value, 8 bits in the case of IiiRont (see
Table 3.3). This makes the IiiRont design more suitable than the other evaluation
algorithms as a solution for energy constrained wireless sensor networks.

5.2

Service Differentiation & Bandwidth Allo
cation Evaluation

A j)erforniance evalnation of the service differentiation method D-SeDGAM and
th(' end-to-('nd bandwidth allocation ai)])roach i)ro])osed within the QoS aware
framework (discussed in Chapter 3) ar(' ])resent('d next.

5.2.1

Service Differentiation: D-SeDGAM Evaluation

The Open-ZB GTS OPNET simnlation model [127] developed with OPNET Mod
eler [123] is used as a basis for implementing and evaluating D-SeDGAM. The
network topology for all the simnlations is a star (See Table 5.6). This topology
has been selected as it is the only topology for which the IEEE 802.15.4 stan
dard sui)i)orts the use of GTS. GTS are suitable for applications with specific
bandwidth demands (as the bandwidth is guaranteed), with higher reliability
recinirements (as nodes do not contend for the medium) and lower latency re(juirements (as tlie access to the inedinm is guaranteed, the latency is bounded note that multihoi) to])ologies are not suitable for applications with low latency
recinirements cine to the slec^j) schedules of the sensor nodes). Work on extending
the use of GTS to multihop to])ologies has been carried out as part of this thesis
and it is detailed in Section 3.2.2 and evalnated in the next Section 5.2.2.
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To evaluate the service differentiation capabilities of D-SeDGAM when allo
cating resources more than one tyi)e of ai)plication must obviously be present in
the network. For this evaluation, the network nodes run one of two api)lications
typical of industrial sc-enarios: an out-of-bounds temperature monitoring appli
cation for plastic machinery [48] with static priority (Pdata) 2 and a vibration,
current, voltage and acoustic emission signals sensing ai)plication for tool wear
monitoring [40] with Pdata equal to 1 (2 being the higher static priority, used
to reflc'ct th(' mon' im])ortant data). Both ap])licatious g('U('rate data only for
as long as out-of-bounds conditions or the vibration/signal emission lasts and
therefore they are considered to be event based. Here, the time during which
an event is being det(K*t(Hl is referred to as a session. In order to evaluate the
j)ro})osed algorithm with different levels of congestion, two different Session Interarrival Times (IT) are introduci'd and modelled with an ex])onential distribution
of means 10s and 2()s (not(' that these int('rarrival times have been chosen to eval
uate the algorithm when th(' network is congested (IT = lOs) and when nodes are
contending for resource' acce'ss without congestion (IT = 2()s)). In order to evalu
ate the elTe'ctiveness of the proposed D-SeDGAM method it is nec-essary to have
sufficient load in the network. If the network is lightly loaded then resources are
plentiful and s('rvic-e dillereaitiation will not be required. However, as the load incre^rses and nodes begin conqx'ting for resource's, service differentiation is needed
to manage resource allocation. Gonseeiuently in the evaluation of D-SeDGAM
a medium to high (conge^sted) network load has been considered. Varying the
interarrival times has the same effect as changing the number of nodes, and in
this case the number of nodes is fixed as the interarrival times are changed (see
Table 5.6). Session Durations are modelled with an exponential distribution of
mean 3s. Using scissions instead of a single ])acket transmission is done to reflect
the needs of event based bandwidth demanding a]qrlications such as vibration
monitoring where an event can last for as much as minutes or days [26]. Varying
the duration of the session has the same effect as varying the load and this is
already evaluatr'd by changing the session interarrival times (therefore the ses
sion duration is fixed). The sessions follows an ON/OFF traffic model [129; 130]
where the ON time is the time the node is detecting the event (the session) and
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Parameter
Number of Sinks
Number of Nodes
Ti atfir Mixes

Value
1
32
25% (25%
75% (75%

Application’s Data Relevance (Pdata)
Application’s Offered Load
Application’s End-to-end Delay Requirements
Topology
Nodes’ Position
Nodes’ Transmission Power
MAC layer protocol
Packet Size
mac: Layer Buffer Size

2, 75% p^ata = L, 50%,
= 2, 25% P^ala = L

Pdala =
Pdata

L 2

10 pek/s, 20 pek/s
100ms, 300ms
Star
Random/Stat ic
0 dBm
IEEE 802.15.4
127 bytes
10 [packets]

Table 5.6: Siiinilation Paraiiieters
generating ])a(“kets and the OFF time is the time between events (See Chapter
4.1.1 for details on the traffic model).
The tem])eratnre scmsing a])plieation generates one j)aeket of inaximmn size
(127 bytes) every lOOiiis (10 i)aek('ts j)er second) with a tolerated delay of iOtlins
per i)aeket. A i)aeket reaching the sink after the tolerated delay is not nsefnl
and therefore it is considered as lost [18]. On the other hand, the lower i)riority
innlti j)arameter monitoring apj)hcation is modelh'd with a higher offered load as
many ])arani('ters lu'ed to l)e measiir('d (25 packets per second - note that data
generation rates in the order of tens of kilobits an' typical of industrial machinery
condition monitoring a])i)hcations [26]) but it does have a h^ss strict requirement
on delay of 3()()ms (Iminan tolerable). Both applications are unsatisfied when the
buffer reaches 90% of its capacity. These applications have been chosen to reflect
two typical a])phcations that can be found in industrial scenarios [26]: one ap])lication that has lower demands in terms of l)andwidth but generates sensitive
data which is ini])ortant to monitor and control carefully (ont-of-bomids nieasnrenients, Event Data class of IETF ROLL Classification [26] - Chai)ter 2) and
an api)fication that generates large amomits of data, with lower relevance than
the previous one, which has higher bandwidth demands (vibration monitoring.
Bulk Transfer class of IETF ROLL Classification [26] -Chapter 2).
Finally, to evaluate how the service differentiation is being achieved, the al
gorithm’s performance is shown for l)oth ai)pfications in terms of successfully
delivered ])a(‘kets, droi)])ed packets and packets sent through CSMA/CA. The
more fixed bandwidth (GTS space) an application is given the more i)ackets it is
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able to transmit and less j)ackets are lost or sent through less reliable CSMA/CA
communications. In addition, in order to ewahiate how the delay requirement is
being satisfied, results of packets rec-eived on time are also shown for both types
of applications.
5.2.1.1

Evaluation Scenarios

Current IEEE 802.15.4 coni])liant schemes focus on maximising GTS usage and
to a lesser ("xtent on ininimising delays. This thesis has argued that this is not
sufficient when attempting to provide QoS for W^SN applications and has i)ro])osed that in addition to considering delay and bandwidth utilisation there is a
need to consider the relative inii)ortanc(' of the a])])lication data l)eing gomerated
and the node resources in terms of l)ulfer space. To evaluate the pro])os('d Ser
vice differentiation ai)])roach D-SeDGAM is coni])ared against the IEEE 802.15.4
Standard GTS allocation ni(H4ianisni which us('s a FCFS ap])roach and SeDGAM
(See Table 5.7). SeDGAM behaves in a similar way to D-SeDGAM but uses
a static priority (Pdata) unlike D-S('DGAM which ndies on a dynamic priority.
SeDGAM is similar in i)rincii)le, to tlu' state-of-the-art algorithm in [86] and re
viewed in Chai)ter 2.3.1 in that both use a static ])riority to allocate GTSs, with
the difference being that SeDGAM uses the D-SeDGAM allocation algorithm
and it is coni])liant with the IEEE 802,15.4 standard. D-SeDGAM is conii)ared
to SeDGAM to analyse the benefit of having a dynamic i)riority that depends on
several QoS recpiirements, rat her than a static one. In all simulations, the mix of
node applications is varied ranging from 25% (i.e. 25% of nodes running a tem
perature monitoring application) to 50% and 75%. The application interarrival
times are changed to analyse the effect of different levels of stress on the network.
The sink is considered to be connected to a backbone and line })owered and thus
energy is not a concern for this node, all other node^s only wake when they have
data to transmit. Thus, for the simulations the sink’s duty cycle is set to 100%.
SO, the value that defines the active period duration, is set to 2 to obtain the
best j)ossible performance (lower values of SO show decreased ])erforniance [138]
in terms of collisions and deferred transmissions) and to have the lowest ])ossible
slot size so that the slot wastage is niinimal (See A])])endix A for details on the SO
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Algorithm
D-SeDGAM
SeDGAM
IEEE 802.15.4
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Characteristics
Dynamic Priority Based GTS Allocation
Static Priority Based GTS Allocation
Standard First Come First Served GTS Allocation

Tal)le 5.7: Evaluation Cases
and BO parameters of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard). For a BO of 2 a node’s GTS
allocation has a i)eriodicity of 61.44 ms, this is enough to satisfy the ai)plication’s
lowest delay requirement of lOOiiis. Finally, all simulations were performed using
four different seeds with long simulation durations of 2 hours being used in each
cjise, this gives a range of above >1()()00()0 sanii)les per simulation. A measure
ol the {)recision of the results record('d is calculated using the Relative Standard
Deviation (RSD) and for the simulation results concerning the RSD ranges from
0.8% to 1.2%, indicating that all values recorded are (4os(' to the mean value.
5.2.1.2

Simulation Analysis

Figure 5.7 shows the total number of ])ack('ts received at the sink for the outof-bounds temperature monitoring application (Bdata = 2, higher priority) and
the multi sensing apidications (Pdata = 1) for the IEEE 802.15.4, SeDGAAl and
1)-S(!DGAM cases. Figure 5.8 shows how many of those })ackets reached tlu' sink
alter their tolerated delay and thus would not be of use (note that IT refers to the
mean session interarrival time). As can be seen in Figure 5.7, the service differen
tiation techni(}ue outperforms IEEE 802.15.4 as both SeDGAM and D-SeDGAM

Pdata = 1 Received packets at Sink
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(a) Pdata = 1

Figure 5.7: Packets Received at Sink
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deliver more high i)rioritv packets (out-()f-l)ouiKl temperature application), with
higher gains being obtained when the network is highly congested (mean inter
arrival time of lOs) with a 25% mix (i.e. 25% of nodes rmniing high priority
a{)]:)hcations). Higher gains as expected can be ol)tained when there are more
low priority api)hcations (25% mix - in t his case 75% of nodes run low priority
ai)phcations) as they can be downgraded to release resources for high priority ap])hcations. D-SeDGAM achieves gains in the nunil)er of packets received for high
])riority api)hcations (Figure 5.7) of iij) to 41% in the 10s case (mean interarrival
time of 10s) and of nj) to 17% in the 20s case (mean interarrival time of 20s) when
compared lo the IEEE 802.15.4 standard allocation inechanism. The higher gams
for the lower interarrival times are due to the fact that with more traffic in the net
work low i)riority applications are more likely to be downgraded as the resources
ar(' the same independently of the offered load. For low priority ai)])hcations as
exi)ected less ])ackets reach the sink with SeDGAM and D-SeDGAM than with
the standard allocation as the resoiirct's are being rc'served for the high priority
ont-of-bound tcmijx'ratnn' monitoring a])])licalion - with 26% less in the lOs case
and 16%i less in the 2()s case when conii)ared to the standard allocation mecha
nism. For th(' mimlx'r of rec'cived ])ackets, gains for SeDGAM are higher than
for D-SeDGAM Ijec'anse D-S('DGAM also considers delay reciuirements unlike the
SeDGAM. This can be observed in Figure 5.8b, where betweem 50% and 60% of
the i)ackets deliven'd at the sink arrive late for th(' IEEE 802.15.4 and SeDGAM

Pdata = 2 Packets Received at Sink After Toierated Delay

Pdata = 1 Packets Received at Sink After Toierated Deiay
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(a) Pdata = 1

(b) Pdata = 2

Figure 5.8; Packets Received at Sink after Tolerated Delay
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cases whereas only around 5% of the ])ackets arrive late for D-SeDGAlM. This
is a significant iinproveinent and shows the benefit of having a dynainic priority
as D-SeDGAM is able to manage the resources in order to fulfil the application
requirements together with their seryice differentiation needs. In the low priority
a})plication case (Pdata=l), D-SeDGAhl is also able to maintain the delay re{luirenients when there is low congestion. However, when the congestion is very
high, the service differentiation algorithm punishes the low priority applications
in order to meet the high ])riority ap])lication reciuirements. At this point it is
l)ossible to conclude that as long as the network load does not sur])ass the network
ca])acity (i.e. for the interarrival time of 2()s) D-SeDGAM is able to maintain good
performance across the network a])i)lications. Figure 5.9 shows the total number
of usable ])ackets (])ackets rt!ceived on time) at the sink for both api)lications. As
it can be observ('d, evcni though SeDGAM managed to dtdiver more ])ackets in to
tal than D-SeDGAM in Figure 5.7, D-SeDGAM delivers significantly more usable
l)ackets on tiiiK' (Figure 5.9) and again demonstrates the performance benefits of
th(' dynamic a])])roach -with gains for D-SeDGAM of uj) to 1(){)% conij)ared to
SeDGAM and of iij) to 145% conii)ar('d to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for the
2()s int(Tarrival time case. Figure 5.10 shows the total number of ])ackets received
on time for both api)hcations, as can be seen D-SeDGAM has the best good})ut
as it receives more' packets on time in all cases and this also means that it is not
wasting resources such as energy or bandwidth l)y sending wasteful packets (i.e.
l)ackets that are delivered too late) unlike the IEEE 802.15.4 standard allocation
and SeDGAM.
Figure 5.11 shows the number of packets that were lost due to the wireless
channel (collisions or ])oor channel conditions) or dropi)eM due to full buffers.
As can l)e observed, when the network is exi)eriencing very high loads, all the
schemes under evaluation ex])erience packet losses. This is accentuated more in
the case of low priority applications when service differentiation in the form of
DeDGAM and SeDGAM are active. For high priority applications, as expected
D-SeDGAM looses more high priority i)ackets for the 75% mix which is when there
are fewer applications with low })riority to downgrade. On the other hand, when
the network is less saturated, the algorithms suffer less losses, with D-SeDGAM
maintaining a drop rate of a])proxiniately 6% of packets for the low i)riority
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Figure 5.10: Total Numl)er of Packets Received on Time
case and Itelow 1% for the high itriority case. SeDGAM shows a slightly better
])ertormance than D-SeDGAM in terms of drop rate as D-SeDGAM considers
the application QoS requirements together with the service differentiation needs
when allocating resources.
In addition, the itackets that are not sent through GTSs or dro])])ed are sent
through the CSMA/CA part of the IEEE 802.15.4 superfranie. F^igure 5.12 shows
the percentage of packets received at the sink through CSMA/CA for each apl)hcation type. When the congestion is very high more packets are sent through
CSMA/CA, lor those packets none of the algorithms under evaluation can offer
guarantees in terms of delay. The number of packets sent through CSMA/CA is
reduced when the congestion is reduced and it reaches a minimum (between 3%
and 9% depending on the mix) for D-SeDGAM with high priority applications.
This means that the amount of packets sent without guarantees with D-SeDGAkl
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Percentage of Packets Dropped or Lost with Pdata = 1
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Figure 5.12: Packets Received Through CSMA/CA
is reduced when the offered load is bearable.
Filially, from the evaluation results presented, it can be concluded that DSeDGAM achieves its best perforniance when the network is not saturated and
when the ratio of high ])riority apiilications to low jiriority applications is small
(i.e. 25% mix and mean interarrival time of 20s). For this case, D-SeDGAM
has a very low packet drojT rate, a reduced number of packets are sent through
CSMA/CA and very few packets sent through GTS reach the sink after their
tolerated delay. Over the range of simulation scenarios used in the performance
evaluation D-SeDGAM has offered the best goodput as shown in Figure 5.10 with
gains in goodjiut ranging from 67.12% for the scenario IT 20s/25%: an Interarrival
Time (IT) of 10s and a 75% traffic mix (75% of nodes running the higher priority
aiiplication and 25% the lower priority application) case to 20.83% in the IT
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Pdata=2 Packets Received at Sink on Time with Different Minimum Guarantees
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Figiiio 5.13: Packets R('C('iv(Ml on Time with Different Minimiirn GTS Length
Guarantee
2()s/25% case: an interarrival time of 2()s and a 25% traffic mix (25% of nodes
running the higher ])riority ai)])lication and 75% the lower priority application).
The performance of D-SeDGAM also dei)ends on the minimum service guar
antee given to low priority ap])lications or, in other words, the minimum GTS
length from which nodes cannot be downgradt'd. In jtrevious simnlations the
miniimmi length was set to oiu' slot per GTS which is the minimnm length i)ossible without dro])ping the connection. If this ininiimim is higher, gains for high
priority ap])lications are lower. Figure 5.13 shows the packets received on time
for the two test a])plications (under th(} 50% a])i)lication mix with an interarrival
time of lOs) to conij)are the gains/losses experienced when the minimum slot
guarantee is set to 1 or 2 slots ])er GTS. As can be observed, when the minimmn
guarantee increases (2 slots) the gain for the higlna' i)riority out-of-bound teni])erature monitoring ai)})lication is lower and losses for the low priority application
are also lower than t he case where the minimum slot guarantee is 1. Therefore,
by controlling the minimum slot guarantees, it is possible to control the severity
of the service differentiation on the lower priority applications.
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5.2.2

Reliable Bandwidth Allocation in IEEE 802.15.4 Ba
sed Mesh WSNs

Some industrial a])plicatioiis such as vibration monitoring for machine compo
nents can generate event-l)ased traffic with specific bandwidth reciuirements.
Therefore to supi)ort bandwidth reservation in miiltihop networks additional
mechanisms must be introduced to rese^rve bandwidth towards the required des
tination in an end-to-end manner to guarantee bandwidth availability over the
comi)lete source-destination i)ath. This is the objective of the end-to-end GTS
allocation inechanism jnesenti'd in Chai)ter 3.2.2 and whose performance is now
analysed.
5.2.2.1

Experiment Design

The limitilio]) 1EEE8()2.15.4 OPNET simulation model [30] introduced in Chapter
4 and develojied with OPNET Modeler [123] is ns('d as a basis for implenienting and evaluating the multihop GTS allocation inechanisms. To siipjiort this
evaluation an underlying distributed lieacon scheduling method is needed. To
jirovide such, the ])ro])osed DBOf^ scln'diiling algorithm is used with its iierforniance being analysi'd siibseciiumtly in Section 5.3. DBOP has benm chosen over
other distributed beacon scluHluling nK'chaiiisms such as MesliMAC [29] due to
its ability to provide lower delays.
As outlined in Chapter 2, typical industrial scenarios may have multiple sinks
with the nmnber of sinks lieing far smaller than the total miinber of nodes. Also,
these industrial monitoring and control networks may be composed of between
10 to 200 field devices and usually they have a maximum number of hops of
20 [26].

In order to analyse the performance of the ju-oposed iiieclianisms, a

random network topology conii)osed of 60 MicaZ node models [4] was utilised in
the computer simulation environment. This network configuration is shown in
Figure 5.1 and it is the same to])ology used in the evaluation of the WSN route
selection algorithm, liiRout. The maximum distance between any two nodes is
again 8 hops. The network has 2 sinks and the nodes select a destination sink at
random (See Table 5.8).
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All iiode^s send data frames of 127 bytes (the maxiimmi possible size). The
buffer size for all nodes is limited to 10 packets. A buffer size of 10 i)ackets is
chosen based on the default buffer size used in the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC standard
implementation for TinvOS-2.x develo])ed by the Telecomimmication Networks
Gronj) (TKN) groui) [137]. A buffer size of 10 packets using the maximum frame
size corres])onds to 31% of the SRAM available on MicaZ nodes. Nodes detect
tool monitoring events such as vibrations or acceleration randomly and rei)ort the
generated data to the corres])onding sink. The time a node is detecting an event
is referred to as a session (the same traffic model as used in last Section 5.2.1)
and its duration is modelled using an exponential distribution with a mean of
300 seconds (having smaller mean session durations with more nodes or smaller
mean interarrival timers would create a similar siniulation scenario as the one
analysed here in terms of offered load). Using sessions instead of a single ])acket
transmission is done to reflect the needs of bandwidth demanding api)lications
such as vibration monitoring wIkuc' an (went can last for as much as minutes or
days [20]. A vahu' of 300s was chosc'ii ba.s(al on the control ov('rh(wi. As s(^en in
Figure 5.14, the (md-to-end GTS allocation is not recoinniend('d for small scission
durations as the control ovwrhc'ad i)roduc(xl to establish the GTS allocation is too
high. When the ai)i)licati(3ns g(m('rate data for a (\)ui)le of niiimtes (> 200.s) the
control overhead becomes minimal and the allocation of fixed bandwidth is justi
fied unh'ss of cours(' tin; ap])lication data is so critical that any control overlu^l
can be tolerat(xl (note that ])eer-to-i)e('r bandwidth allocation inechanisms such
as the one nsexl by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard would have similar overhead as
they need to use a routing algorithm such as AODV to find a route before start
ing the ])eer-to-i)eer allocation). The interarrival tinu's between sessions follows
an exponential distribution whose mean is varied from lOOs to 15()0s in ste])s of
Parameter
Number of Sinks
Number of Nodes
Topology
Nodes’ Position
Nodes’ Transmission Power
MAC Layer Buffer Size
Applications Mean Se.ssion Duration

Value
2
60
Mesh
Raridom/Static
0 dBm
10 [packets]
300 [s]

Table 5.8: Siniulation Parameters
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Mean Session Duration [s]

Figure 5.14: Control Overhead [control l)its/inl’orniation l)its] of End-to-end GTS
Alloeat ion Meehanisin
lOOs to assess liow tli(' offered ludwork load affc'cts the overall ])erforniance of t he
schemes under evaluation. Varying the session interarrival times has the same
effecd as varying the number of node^s with fixed session interarrival times. The
session based model for simulating events is the same as was used in the analysis
of D-SeDGAM. During the simulation rounds, as in the analysis of IriRout, SO
is fixed to 2 and BO to 7. Data generation rates i)er session are fixed at 1kbps
so that the nodes request one VCFP in their allocation recpiests. Increasing this
generation rate would have a similar effect to reducing session interarrival times
and as varying interarrival times are used a fixed generation rate was selected.
Finally, each simulation round has been performed with 4 different seeds (re
sults show the average) with a simulation duration of 5 hours }>er seed (this
l)rovided a sainjde range of around ~ 2500 - 11000 samples depending on the in
terarrival time case -note that each sanii)le here represents a session). A measure
of the ])recision of the results recorded is calculated using the Relative Standard
Deviation (RSD) and for the simulation results concerning the successfully es
tablished mesh GTS connections the RSD ranges from 2.4% to 3.1%, indicating
that all values recorded are close to the mean value.
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5.2.2.2

Evaluation Scenarios

To ('valiiat(' tli(' IxnK'fits of llu' pi()})os('(l MAC layer modiheation (Figure 3.21)), re
ferred to as Distributed Virtual CFP BOP (DVCBOP), and the proposed eiid-toeiid niultiho]) GTS allocation algorithm, a comparison of those mechanisms act
ing together is performed against the BOP modification based on IEEE802.15.5
MAC (Figure 3.2a), referred to as 15.5BOP using a peer-to-peer GTS alloca
tion method.

This MAC modification is virtually the same MAC as in the

IEEE802.15.5 but it uses DBOP scheduling for synchronisation instead of the
synchronisation method used by the 1EEE8()2.15.5 standard. Following that, and
using the proj)osed DVCBOP, the ])eer-to-i)eer GTS allocation method available
in the IEEE 802.15.5 and IEEE 802.15.4 standards is compared with the reactive
end-to-end GTS allocation method i)ropos{'d in Chapter 3. Each time ])eer-tol)t'er GTS allocation is

us(h1,

AODV [21] is used first to find a route if the route

is not already known (routes an' always known when graph routing is used).
A tyi)ical value of 300s for Active Route Time-Out (ART) [139] is used with
AOD\b The ART value dehnes the expiry time for a route. The proi)osed endto-eiid bandwidth allocation nu'thod can be used on its own or in combination
with any niultii)ath routing protocol. Consequently, the analysis also considers
the i)erformance of the algorithms when the underlying routing protocol is based
on Graph Routing (with InRoiit used as route selection algorithm). Again, as
with the analysis of InRout, the algorithms are evaluated under different channel
conditions (See Section 5.1.1 for details). Table 5.9 summarises the evaluation
cases.
Finally, all mechanisms are evaluated in terms of successfully established GTS
connections as this measures how well the GTS allocation performs in a mesh
to})ology. Moreover, the overhead of the mechanisms as well as the end-to-end
Algorithm
15.5BOP & P2Pa
15.5BOP
P2Pg
DVCBOP & P2Pa
DVCBOP & P2Pg
DVCBOP V E2E
DVCBOP & E2Eg

MAC
15.5BOP
15.5BOP
DVCBOP
DVCBOP
DVCBOP
DVCBOP

Multihop GTS Allocation
Peer to Peer
Peer to Peer
Peer to Peer
Peer to Peer
End to End
End to End

Underlying Routing Protocol
AODV
Graph Routing
AODV
Graph Routing
Graph Routing

Table 5.9: Evaluation Scenarios
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delay per packet is analysed. In addition, sinmlations are performed to evaluate
how the ])roposed GTS maintenance algorithm is able to re])air the GTS allocation
when intermediate nodes fail.
5.2.2.3

Simulation Analysis

Figure 5.15 de])icts the nmiiber of snccessfnlly established multihop GTS con
nections for the 15.5B()P and DVCBOP MAC modifications with a peer-to-])eer
allocation method and DVCBOP with the pro})osed reactive end-to-end alloca
tion method. The results show the algorithms i)erformance under variable link
conditions, that is, when the densitie's of o])stacles vary ))etween ().() and 0.5

m~^.

This can re])r('sent a facdory enviromnenl where some nodes are surrounded by
obstacles and others have a good line of siglit. \\di('n both MACs are coinj^ared
with the saiiK^ allocation method, i.e. DVCBOP V P2P and 15.5BOP

P2P,

it is possible to see the clear benefit produced when the propos('d MAC modi
fication is used. Since allocation recinests do not iiave to be broadcast to make
other neighl)onrs aware of GTS usage when I lit- i)roi)osed MAC modification is
used (because the CFP is not shared among neighbonring nodes), the ])roblenis
caused by the hiddem terminal prol)lem are ('liminated and therefore the nnmber
Variable Link Conditions - Obstacle Density e (0 0. 0.5]
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Figure 5.15: Snccessfnlly Established End-to-end GTS Connections under Vari
able Link Conditions
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of successfully established iiiultilio]) GTS connect ions increases. If the ])ro]:)ose(i
end-to-end GTS reactive allocation method is added to the ]:)ro})osed modified
MAC, the gains are even greater, which demonstrates the benefit of using end-toend GTS allocation. Figure 5.15 also shows how the allocation success increases,
as ex])ected when the load decreases, and where the i)ro})osed solution estab
lishes above 90% of connections for the lowest network load case. The beneht
of end-to-end GTS allocation not only stems from the fact that a suitable route
is found from source to destination but also from the redundancy of the route
search as the recjuest })ackets are sent through several routes. On the other hand,
13eer-to-i)eer allocation is only i)erformed on a single route which is more likely
to fail if the request pac'ket is lost or resources are not available on that route.
Figure 5.15 also shows the j)erfornianc(' of the iiK'chanisms

wIkui

tin? allocation is

l)erforni('d using either AODV or Gra])h Routing for tlu' ])eer-to-peer cases and
when the proi)osed end-to-end allocation is used on its own or on toj) of graph
routing. Note that when the ])ro])os(Hl end-to-end GTS alkx^ation is used on its
own it relies on broadcasting, similar to AODV. 11ow(W(t,

wIk'ii

th(' end-to-end

GTS Allocation is uscxi on toj) of Graph Routing, the recjiiest })ackets are only
sent through a limited number of routes (broadcast in the first link and unicast
through the best link in the following ho])s using information on the link relia
bility provided by IiiRout). Using graph routing avoids broadcasting packets to
search for routes (the routes are providcHl to the nodes at the start of the sim
ulation by a central controller), the ])erforniance of the algorithms as expected
is better when the routes are ])re-assigned with marginally more gain when the
interarrival times are lower (the lower the interarrival time the more broadcasts
are performed to search for routes and so the ])robabihty of collisions is higher).
Figure 5.16 dei)icts the successfully established multihop GTS connections in
a scenario with good link conditions. This could be a factory setting where all
sensors have very few obstacles between them and thus there is good line of sight.
As can l)e seen again, the proposed end-to-end allocation method always outper
forms the peer-to-peer method because routes are established through nodes that
have availal)le resources at the recpiest time. Peer-to-i)eer allocation methods
cannot check if the nodes in the route (obtained using AOD\" or Graph Routing)
have the available resources at the recjuest time and therefore it is not possible
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Figure 5.1G: Successfully Established Eiid-to-eiid GTS CoiiiK'ctioiis under Good
Link Goiiditioiis
to ensure that the couiiectioii will be successful Ix'forehaiid evc'ii though the i)ath
to the destination is known. In this hgure it is also ])o.ssible to see that there
is little difference between using Graph Routing or AODV with the end-to-end
allocation nu'thod. Overall, as ('xi)ected, with good link conditions more sessions
are successfully ('stal)hshed for all scenarios as there is a lower chance of control
l)ackets being lost.
For coini)leteiiess, Figure 5.17 shows the results for bad link conditions. Again
this scenario can be described as a factory where there are a large number of ob
stacles between any two communicating nodes. It can be seen that under l)ad link
conditions the peer-to-])eer allocation mechanisms experience a greater decrease
in performance than the pro])osed end-to-end allocation mechanism. Tliis is due
to the fact that the peer-to-peer mechanism must first establish a route and then
only one j)acket is sent through that route to reserve the GTSs in a peer-to-peer
manner. Consequently, under bad channel conditions this scheme has a higher
chance of failure as opposed to the proix)sed end-to-end reservation which looks
for routes with redundancy. The search for resources is ])erformed over several
paths which increases the chances of success. If the routes are predetermined (as
in the ca.se of Grai)h Routing) the chances of success are even higher.
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Figure 5.17: Suecesslully Eslahlislu'd End-to-eiid GTS Coiiiiectioiis under Bad
Link Conditions
The performance analysis over different channel c:oiiditions has demonstrated
that the i)roi)osed end-(o-eml GTS allocation schenu' is a more viable solution
than the j)eer-to-i)eer allocation iiK'thods proposc'd l)y IEEE 81)2.15.4 and IEEE
802.15.5 standards as the likelihood of ('stal)lishing a GTS commction is much
higher.

It has also shown that even in bad channel conditions the i)ro])Osed

iiiechanism is exhilriting a good i)erfornianc(^ as a consecinence of redundancy. In
addition, when the proposed iiK'chanism is ns('d in conjunction with predeter
mined routes the ])erforniance increases further as less overhead is i)roduced.
Figure 5.18 shows the overhead generated by the peer-to-peer and end-to-end
allocation methods for session interarrival times of lOOs and 15()0s. As can be
seen, the control bit to data bit ratio is (juite low for both cases. This is due to the
fact that sessions are (juite long (condition monitoring events such as vibrations
in industrial machinery can last for minutes generating tens of kilobits of data)
and hence the number of control ]:)ackets is low compared to the number of data
packets. There is little difforenc'c between the ])eer-to-peer allocation method
and the {proposed end-to-end method as both schemes rely on underlying reactive
])rocesses - the ])eer-to-])eer allocation method uses AODV reactive routing first
to find the routes if a new route is needed or if the i)revious one has expired
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Control Overhead for End-to-end and Peer-to-peer GTS Allocation Mechanisms

|gBE2E

Session Interarrival Time [s]

Figure 5.18: Control Overhead in % [control bits/iiiforniatioii Ihts] of Eii(l-to-eii(l
and lVer-to-])eer GTS Allocation Mechanisiiis
Cumulative Distribution Function

Figure 5.19: Eiid-to-eiid Delay CDF of Packets Received at Sink
with the proi)osed method reserving GTSs in a reactive manner. In general, for
long session durations, the on-demand mnltiho}) GTS allocation methods can be
considered energy efficient in terms of their design as they introduce low control
overhead.
With regard to delay. Figure 5.19 deihcts the Cnmnlative Distribution Fnnc-
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tion of the end-to-end delay for all received packets at both network sinks (note
that IT refers to the session Intearrival Time). As can be seen, both allocation
mechanisms are able to maintain an end-to-end delay below 1.5 seconds for 95%
of the received packets which is sufficient for industrial monitoring aj)plications
that can tolerate delays ranging from seconds to miimtes. The end-to-end scheme
shows a slightly larger delay than the ])eer-to-peer allocation method because it
successfully establishes more GTS connection over longer i:)aths and so for nodes
that are further from the sink the delay is longer.
Finally, Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show how the pro])osed end-to-end allocation
maintenance ])ro('edure works. Figure 5.20 shows the goodput at the sink for
the data i)ackets received from a specific node during a session. At some time
during the session tlmre is a node faihin' (this has been modelled by switching off
the node), that is an interiiK'diate node that forwards data between the source
and the sink fails. As seen in Figun' 5.20a the failure is detected (after 3 missed
packets tlu' niaint('nanc(' procc'diire is triggeix'd) and a i)acket is back })ropagated
towards the sonrc-e to alert the luxk's on the ront(' where th(' failure occurred.
The source node on rec('iving the maintenance packet searches for a different
route and once the allocation nxjnest is successful it starts sending ])ackets again
(Recovery of goodi)nt is illustrated in Figure 5.20a. During the failure recovery
it can be seen that the sink does not receive data (hiring a time frame (xpiivalent
to 5 Beacon lnter\uls but during this interval only 3.1% of the session data is
lost (see Figure 5.21a). On the otlmr hand, since the IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE
802.15.5 .standards do not define any end-to-end maintenance procedures for their
])eer-to-})eer allocation methods, once an intermediate node fails the rest of nodes
are not made aware of the sit uation and the source node keeps .sending packets
until the end of its session. These packets are lost when they atteni])t to reach
the intermediate node that has failed which results in 25.7% (see Figure 5.21b)
of the data being lost in this case (the actual loss depends on the time the node
fails during a session). This analysis clearly demonstrates that some maintenance
mechanism should be included to su])i)ort GTS allocation in miiltiho]) networks
in the IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.15.5 standards.
Finally, note that this ajiiiroach alters the duty cycle as liandwidth is given
to reqiuesting nodes during the sleeji time.
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Session Goodput with Intermediate Node Failure

Session Goodput with Intermediate Node Failure

SBis

//___________

(a) End to End

(h) Peer to ])eer

Figure 5.20: Session Goodput with liiteriiiediate Node Failure
Lost Bits per Second with Intermediate Node Failure

Lost Bits per Second with Intermediate Node Failure

(b) Peer to peer

Figure 5.21: Lost Bits jter Seeoiid with liiteriiiediate Node Failure
corres})oiidiiig increase in energy consuiiiptioii, the use of this techiiiciue iiiay lie
restricted to limit the energy coiisiimptioii. Again this will be a tradeoff decision
(energy vs. successful delivery of packets).
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5.3

Distributed Beacon Scheduling Mechanisms
Comparison

This thesis has i)roposed a distributed beacon scheduling inechanisni DBOP [30]
and developed a computer simulation environment to sup})ort this (See Chap
ter 4). To evaluate the performance of DBOP it has been compared against
MeshMAC [29]. MesliMAC (see Ai)i)endix D) is a distributed version of SDS
scheduling (See Figure 2.2a) described in Chapter 2.3.2. The simulation frame
work su})j)orting DBOP and IMesliMAC has been made available to the research
conmmnitv [30]. As })art of the evaluation a list of usage guidelines have been pro
vided with the intention of assisting end users in selecting the most appro})riate
Ix^acon sclKMluling mechanism for their targeted scenarios or environments.

5.3.1

Experiment Design

To evaluate the beacton scheduling teclmicpies, two different iK'twork t()])ologies
comi)osed of klicaZ node models [1] have been used. The first topology is shown
in Figure 5.22 (all nodes an* considered to be part of this toi)ology) and consists
of 15 node's. Tlu'ie are a total of 9 ho})s from the farthest node to the sink and 1
to 4 ne'ighbours i)er node. The second toi)ology is also shown in Figure 5.22 and
it is conii)osed of those AlicaZ nodes without the re'd seiuare marking (the nodes
with red sepiares are not considere'd within this to])ology), thus it consists of 9
node^s with the larger one bedng the sink. There are a total of 8 hops nexedexl to
reach the sink from the farthest node and there are 1 to 2 neighbours per node.
The number of nodes and their distril)ution was chosen in order to have a simple
scenario with a varying number of neighbour nodes. The network size has been
kept low as this does not significantly impact on the scheduling performance, i.e.
the network size only influences the time it takes to schedule the whole network.
On the other hand, varying the node densities (through varying the nunil)er of
neighbour nodes) has a greater influence on the scheduling mechanisms under
evaluation. It is worth noting that the number of schedulable neighbour nodes in
SDS based ai)])roaches is limited l)y Ecjuation 5.1 [29] where BO and SO define
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'a
ro

Figure 5.22: Siiiiiilatioii T()]){)logies
tli(' (liiratioii and i)eri()(lic‘ity of the active ])erio(ls (See Ai)])eiidix C for details

011

BO and SO i)araiii(ders).
N <

(5.1)

All nodes (exelndiiig the sink) send niiaekiiowk'dged data frames, with a size
of 25 bytes. The buffer size for all nodes is limited to 10 packets. The packet
int(narrival tiiiu' (labeled as IT in tlu' n'levant Figures) has IxH'ii simnlated l)ased
on a Poisson process with means ranging from Is to lOs (in steps of Is) and from
lUs to 100s (in steps of 10s) to evaluate the effect of the offered load on the bea
con scheduling method i^erformance. Note that a Poisson ])rocess can be used
to niod('l variabk' traffic in WSN as long as tin' data traffic is not bursty [136].
Each simulation round has been performed with 4 different seeds (results show
the average) with a duration of Ihoiir (this gives a sanii)le range of around ~ 2000
- 200000 sanii)les for the 15 node to])ology and of around ~ 1200 - 120000 for the
9 node toi)ology depending on the packet interarrival time where a sani])le repre
sents a packet). A measure of the precision of the results recorded is calculated
using the Relative Standard Deviation (RSD) and for the simulation results the
RSD ranges from 1.8% to 2.9%, indicating that all values recorded are close to
the mean value. In each simulation round SO and BO are varied according to the
following: {SO=0. BO=4}, {SO=2,BO=6} and {SO=4,BO=8} to examine how
the slee])/active period durations, i.e. standard SO/BO parameters, affect the
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Parameter
Numt)er of Sink.s
Number of End Nodes
Topology
Nodes’ Position
Nodes’ Transmission Power
MAC Layer Buffer Size
Packet Size

Value
1
8/14
Mesh
Static
0 dBm
15 [packets]
25 [bytes]

Table 5.10: Siiimlatioii Parameters
])erformaiice. Note that all coml)iiiatioiis of SO/BO analysed here produce the
same duty cycle of C.25% (Details on standard SO/BO i)arauieters can be found
on Ai)i)eudix C). hi order to use MeshMAC, BO must always be higher than SO
to fulfil Equation 5.1. Table 5.10 summarises all simulation jiarameters.
Filially, the performaiice of both scheduling mechauisms is evaluated in terms
of (lelivenHl packi'ts, drojiix'd jiackets, delays and energy coiisumjitioii under the
different evaluation conditions mentioned before. This combination of iiaranieters has binm selected to analyse tlu' network performance from different points
of view that may be of inti'ri'st to th(' a])plications rnnning in t he network. More
over, DBOP is coni])ared to the c(mtrallised BOP design [93] in terms of control
overhead and bandwidth usage to analyse the advantages of a distributed design
and the variable BOPL.
5.3.1.1

Simulation Analysis

Figure 5.23 shows the average end-to-end delay for jiackets successfully received
at the sink for both tojiologies, with 9 and 15 nodes. As can be seen for both
scenarios DBOP exj^ierieiices higher delays than MesliMAC when the network
is more saturated. This is due to the fact that in DBOP all nodes share the
same suiierframe duration and hence they must transmit at the same time. If
th(' offen'd load is higher, th(' iiK'dium is hnsiiT which iiK'ans that packets spend
more time in the queue as nodes s})end long time periods in backoff mode while
attempting to gain channel access.

As can be seen, the effect becomes even

more acute when the number of contending nodes increases. Also, due to the
clear channel assessment deferral, when SO is at the lowest setting (80=0), the
delay results for DBOP are i)oorer and at the worst case has an end-to-end delay
of 2500% greater than MeshJMAC (15nodes. SO=0, mean interarrival tinie=3s.
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c)Wireless Sensor Network with 15 nodes

a)Wireless Sensor Network with 9 nodes

(a) 9 nodes

(b) 15 nodes

Figure' 5.23; Ave'rage Eiid-to-t'iid Delay of Packets Receive'd at Sink
Figure 5.231)). Note that values of SO lower than 2 have been shown to offer
])oor ])erforinance in terms of failed transmissions due to clear channel assessment
deferrals [138] and it is recommende'd to use SO value's e)f 2 e)r higher. Fe)r an
SO value e)f 2 e)r al)e)ve' the ])e'rfe)rmane‘e e)f DROP inii)re)ve^s elraniatically. On
the e)ther hanel, with Me'sliMAC the' enel-te)-enel ele'lay reunains almost c‘e)nstant
while varying e)ffered le)ad. The MeshMAC enel-te)-enel elelay is mainly affected
by the sle'c^p time, so the bigger BO the) bigge'r the elelay. This is due to the fact
that noele^s must wait lor e)the'r noeles te) be active in order te) transmit since their
active perioels are sche^eiuleel at eliffenent times, whereas in the DROP case all
noeles are active at the same time. Therefore, for networks with low duty cycles
and bearable offered loaei, DROP outperforms AleshMAC. Specifically, MeshMAC
experiences mean enel-to-end elelays of uj) to 20% more than DROP for its worst
case (15nodes, RO=8, mean interarrival tinie=l()0s. Figure 5.23b). Thus, when
delay is of ini{)ortance to the a])plications running in the sensor network and BO
values are ex])ected to l)e high, i.e. have low duty cycles, DROP is the most
suitable scheduling option.
Figure 5.24 shows the number of packets successfully delivered at the sink. As
can be seen, when the nodes sleej) less time (lower RO values) MeshMAC delivers
the same or more packets than DROP. In high offered load cases (low ])acket
interarrival times) MeshMAC is much more robust than DROP with a maximum
gain of uj) to 1()()()% more packets being delivered (as in scenario: 15nodes, mean
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(a) 9 nodes

(b) 15 nodes

Figure 5.24: NiiiiilxT of Packets Received at Sink
iiiterarrival tiiiie^^ls, S()=(), Figm(' 5.241)). Not(' again that in practise low SO
values are not r('connnen(l('(l. This shows again that in high contention scenarios,
either dne to the higher offered load or mnnher of nodes, the DBOP ixnfonnance
decreases. On the other hand, wIk'd tlu' sleep times are high and the contention
is high the iMesliMAC i)erforniance is worse than DBOP with a inaxiinnm gain
for DBOP being G6%(as in scenario: BO=8, 9 nodes, IT—Is), this is because if
nodes sleej) for long('r ])eriods of time tlu'y have to hold i)ackets in their buffers
for longer, if tlu' load is high more i)ackets are likely to be droi)ped. Thus, again
for higher loads and higher sleep times the DBOP schednhng is more snital)le.
Figure 5.25 shows the total number of dropped packets dne to full buffers
or transmission failures. Transmission failures can hapi)en for exami)le when a
l)acket exceeds the number of CSMA transmission attempts. In the DBOP case,
the number of droi)})ed packets increases when the network experiences higher
offered loads as the buffer occupancy and contention is more severe.

On the

other hand, MesliMAC primarily drops packets when the longest loeacon interval
(BO=8) setting is used. This is because MesliMAC relay nodes have to wait for
the other relay nodes to wake uj) at every hop. Thus, during that waiting time,
transmitting queues liecome full and the packets are drojiped. Consequently, for
higher sleej) times MesliMAC is less suitable and for higher loads with low SO
values DBOP is less ajiprojiriate.
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c)Wireless Sensor Network with 15 nodes

a)Wireless Sensor Network with 9 nodes

(a) 9 nodes

(b) 15 nodes

Figiin' 5.25: Total Nuinl)er of Droi)i)e(l Packers
Figure 5.26 shows llu' energy coiisuiiii)tioii for the MesliMAC and DBOP eases
for the central nodes (nodes without red scinare marking in Figure 5.22) in both
network toi)ologies - exelndiiig the energy s])ent (hiring the scan and association
j)ro(‘('ss. As can Ix' s(H'ii, DBOP iiodi's exjx'iid almost th(' same (mergy in all
cas(^s. llowt'vi'r, for MeshMAC, tlu' energy (^xpi'iiditiire deiiends on the offered
load. The higher the load, the highi'r the immlier of times a node has to wake ii])
in its iHUglibonrs snperframes to transmit data. Also, there is a slight difference
in MeshMAC for the different BO values. This is dne to the fact that the lower
the BO value, the more frequent the beacon transniissions/rece])tions are done.

b) WSN with 15 nodes

a) WSN with 9 nodes

■*>[>BOP(4.0|
M«shMAC(4.0)
•^D60P(6,2)
^ M«sr>MAC(6.2)
•^[>BOPl8.4)
^ M*«SMAC(6.4)

■^DBOP(4.0)
♦ M*$hMAC(4.0>
-^DBOP(6.2)
^ MMnS4AC|6.2)
■^DBOPie,
^ M»«hMAC(8,4)

■x
........ .........

>#>:»>«

Mean packet interarrival time per node (s)

(a) 9 nodes

(b) 15 nodes

Figure 5.26: Energy Coiisimqition (3f Central Nodes
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BOP
1S64 [bytes]

DBOP
276 [bytes]

Decrease
85.19%

Table 5.11: Control Overhead for Centralised BOP and DBOP
which increases a node’s energy ex])enditnre.
Finally, Table 5.11 analyses the overhead of DBOP conii)ared to centralised
BOP designs such as BOP schemes i)resented in [93; 94]. The overhead for DBOP
and BOP can be obtained theoretically based on E(|nations 5.2 and 5.3 respec
tively where N rei)resents the ninnber of nodes in the network. In the DBOP case
(E(ination 5.2), each node will receive a ])acket from each of its direct neighbours
that will contain their own direct neighbour list. In addition, every node sends
two i)ackets, one recpiesting the neighbour lists (MLME_NLlST_Recinest) and the
other to identify the slot selection (AdvSlotS(4('cted). Considering that an inte
ger is used to store nodes’ addresses and transmission offsets, in the simulated 15
node topology DBOP creates 27G byt('s of control overhead in total as shown in
Table 5.11. On the other hand, the BOP overhead (k'pcmds on the size of the net
work which is r('fl('ct('d in tlu' d('])tli in hops horn th(' sink (Ecjuation 5.3). Every
node in BOP has to send its neighbour list to the sink so that the sink has a ina])
of the network (this list can be constructed for instance by using hello messages
after network dei)lovnient). Once th(' ])ackets containing the neighbour lists have
traversed all the necessary ho])S and reached th(' sink, the sink calculates the
overall scheduling and sends this to the nodes. The reply packet (GlobalConfigPckt) contains every node’s address and assigned slot and it has to be sent to
every node in the network. In the centralised BOP case th(? control overhead for
the 15 nodes toi)ology is 1864 bytes as shown in Table 5.11. So for the 15 node
topology, DBOP incurs 85.19% less overhead than a centralised BOP approach.
This demonstrates that a distributed design is much more suital)le for a wireless
sensor network where the energy s})ent on sending every control bit is of extreme
importance.

N

OverheadoBOP

Nei(jhbours[i^] ■ NeighbotirListA-

=
7-1

+A^ • {MLME_NLlST.Requesi + Adv Slot Selected)
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N

Overhead HOP

Depihlhops] • N eighbour List-\-

=

(5.3)

;= 1

+N GlobalCon figPckt
•

W'itli regard to the advantages of having a variable BOPL, its benehts are
shown in Table 5.12 in terms of wasted bandwidth for the best and worst case
scenario. DBOP adjusts the BOPL according to the density of nodes in a dis
tributed manner and this means that no bandwidth is wasted.

However, for

centralised BOP designs [93] that use a fixed approach the same BOPL is used
for the entire network. This leads to nnderutilisation of the active ])eriod. For
instance, in the 15 node topology, with DBOP the BOP length changes from 3
to 6 depending on tlu' network d('nsiti('s when^as in the BOP ca.se the BOPL is
fixed to 6 to accommodate the higher density case and this avoids having or])han nodes. This translates into wasted bandwidth and wasted energy (nodes
ar(' awake for tlu' whok^ BOPL duration) in th(' c;is(' where smaller BOP Lengths
would be enough to transmit all the beacons in tlu' neighbourhood. This high
lights the benefits of the DBOP design with a variable BOPL as it avoids any
underutilisation of the active i)('riod.
SO/BO
0/4
4/8

BOP
.49%
2.4%

DBOP
0%
0%

Table 5.12: Wasted Bandwidth for Best and Worst Cases Evaluated

5.3.1.2

Beacon Scheduling Techniques: Usage Guidelines

There is not a ])referred techniciue for all cases studied as the two beacon schedul
ing methods perform differently with regard to different scenarios and perfor
mance joarameters. Depending on the scenario and requirements a list of usage
guidelines are outlined to assist an end user in selecting a suitable scheduling
technique:
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• Ill a densely jiopulated W'SN, MeshMAC is preferred over DBOP as its
performance is less affected by the offered load/mmiber of neighbours in
terms of drojiiied, rt'ceived packets and end-to-end delay.
• DBOP is ])referred if long slee]) times are expected (high 2^^ — 2^^ values
- see Aiipendix C) and the ap])hcation rnnning on sensor nodes is delay
demanding (iirovided that very low SO values are not used and the offered
load is low). This is because the MeshklAC end-to-end delay is heavily
dependent on BO/SO values. In order to reduce the MeshMAC average
delay, routing information could be used when performing the scheduling
to select low latency ])aths.
• With regard to the (uiergy, when DBOP is used, the lifetime of the net
work is t'asier to estimate as it is less (k'jx'iident on tlu^ number of neigh
bours /offered load.
• In order to avoid or])han nodes, MeshMAC' needs a global estimate of the
density of nodes in the network so that e(|uation 5.1 is fulfilled. On the other
hand, as oi)posed to M('shMAC', DBOP is completely autonomous as it can
adapt the BOP L('ngth online to the density of nodes in each region of the
network. Thus, for a compkde autonomous behaviour, DBOP is ])referred
over MeshMAC.
• Finally, it is worth highlighting that for lower offered loads (and SO values
equal to or above th(^ recommended minimum value of 2 [138]) both mech
anisms ])erforni similarly in terms of packet delivery and dropped ]:)ackets.
In such cases DBOP is a more appropriate choice as the end-to-end delays
are smaller, the energy e^xpenditures are more ])redictable and its operation
is completely autonomous.

5.4

Conclusion

This chaj)ter has ])resented a computer simulation based ex]:)erimental evaluation
of tilt; proposed QoS Aware Framework for wireless sensor networks.
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The benefit of intelligent WSN route selection was shown in the analysis of
the IiiRont route selection algorithm in Section 5.1.1. With regard to routing in
industrial eiivironments, while standards bodies are actively pursuing standardi
sation in the area of low ])ower wireless coiimiunications networks, there has been
only broad based references to routing ])rotocols. WirelessHART and ISAlOO.lla
j)roi)ose the use of niulti])ath grai)h routing in a centralised manner with the
si)ecifics of the implementation being left open. Also, no recoinmendations are
j)rovided on how to make the routing adai)tive to changing network conditions and
industrial ap])lication needs, which is a basic recpiirement for industrial scenar
ios. HYDRO, a multii)ath routing protocol proi)osed by the IETF ROLL group
l)rovides a basic i)rotocol design but again leaves the develoi)ment of more com
prehensive routing solutions open. Wliile there are a numl)er of multipath routing
])rot()cols available, they do not adeciuately address the needs of WSNs targeting
monitoring a])i)lications in industrial environments. Routing was viewed in this
work as being two fold and is considered to b(' coni])osed of route discovery and
route selection. While many routing i)rotocols address efficiemt route discovery,
!)(' it on-demand or centralised, route selection has not been adecpiately addressed
for WSNs with QoS based aj)plicati()n demands as recpiired by industrial mon
itoring ap])lications. Consecjuently the InRout WSN Route Selection algorithm
was ])roi)osed, to select th(' best routes bascnl on the current network conditions
and api)lication settings. InRout, being a route selection algorithm can sit on top
of any underlying niultii)at h routing ])rot ()col as was shown in the analysis. The
evaluation has also shown how performance degradations manifest when buffer
capacities are not considered with InRout being the only algorithm among the
evaluation scenarios to consider this and consequently exhibit better performance
over a range of evaluation scenarios. In terms of energy balancing InRout has
achieved comparaljle energy expenditure with the MRE protocol which consid
ers only energy. The fine tuning of the MAC layer parameters allows InRout
to satisfy the soft delay reciuirements of industrial monitoring applications. In
addition the analysis showed that InRout introduces very little control overhead
and requires reduced memory resources making it suitable for platforms such as
MicaZ which are in the lower end of WSN devices in terms of resource availability.
Finally, simulation results have shown that InRout is a possible solution for route
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st4ectioii ill WirelessllART and ISAlOO.lla and it can be adajited for use with
the HYDRO jiroiocol jiroposed by the IETF ROLL Group.
With regard to liandwidth allocation, the novel GTS time slot allocation tech
nique to provide service differentiation over standard IEEE 802.15.4 WSNs was
analysed in Section 5.2.1. The simulation results showed that with D-SeDGAM
resources are assigned dynamically to devices/a]:)plications depending on their
requirements and data criticality (static priority). The differentiation technique
is ('ffectivc' in th(' ])ro])os('d scenarios with high ])riority aiijilications delivering
more packets and exjieriencing fewer rejected connections. This is achieved at
the exjiense of the low priority aiiplications which as a consequence suffer from
nahici'd data dcdivery and face having more GTS connection requests rejected.
The analysis also showed that the dynamic approach is capable of fulfilling the
ai)i)hcation reiiuirements and greatly oihperforms the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
approach and the static iirioritisation SeDGAM method ([86]) in terms of the
nmnber of on-time jiackets that an' delivered. In addition, re^snlts showed that
th(' D-SeDGAM jierformance (in tiTiiis of gains and losses) can be controlled by
setting different minimum service guarantees from which apj)lications cannot be
downgrad('d. In summary, the evaluation has shown that D-SeDGAM ])rovides
significantly better })erformance than the standard allocation or static ])rioritisat ion methods and can simultaneously satisfy a range of QoS requirements t hrough
th(' us(' of .s(!rvic(' diflen'iitiation.
Section 5.2.2 analysed the proposed distributed IEEE802.15.4 MAC modifi
cation and end-to-end GTS allocation mechanism to inij)rove GTS usability and
scalability in mesh networks.

The simulation results showed that both tech-

niciues increase the rediability of the network communications since more GTS
connections are established successfully which permits more hidden-terminal-free
communications in mesh networks. Also the results showed that the proj)osed
end-to-end GTS allocation can be successfully applied as a standalone solution
or it can avail of route ciuality information provided l)y an underlying multipath
routing protocol. The overhead generated as a conseciuence of the proposed endto-end allocation method is comparable to the })eer-to-peer methods as the latter
have to use first some other routing iiiechanism to find the routes. Moreover,
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if the ap])licati()ii session durations, such as in the vil)ration inonitoring of ma
chinery eoni])onents, produce events that can last for miimtes or even days [26],
the control overhead is minimal and thus fixed bandwidth allocations should be
targeted at this kind of applications.
Finally, Section 5.3 j)resented a formal performance comparison of the most
widely ado]:)ted met hods for beacon scheduling in multihop IEEE 802.15.4 WSNs.
In addition, the distributed version of the BOP scheduling inechanism with vari
able BOP length (DBOP) proposed in Chai:)ter 3 was analysed and the results
showed that the i)ro]:»osed design is innch more suitable for resource constrained
wireless sensor networks as it i)roduced niiich lower overhead than the centralised
algorithms [93; 91]. Based on the evaluation analysis, usage guidelines for the
selection of a distributed scheHlnling technique were provided depending on the
nuinher of nodes, nedghhonrs and ])erforniance indicators. The ])erformance com])arison demonstrated that there is no ])referred teclmicpie suitable for all scenarios
and highlights the advantages and drawbacks of each teclmicine.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions & Outlook
Recent liistory has seen sensors and actuators in the form of field-level commu
nication systems become ingrained in industry life [1]. The high installation and
maintcuiaiice costs of traditional wired systems have ])ushed the evolution of wire
less field-level communication. Downward pricing has made wireless technology
an economic and cost effective solution for a variety of apj)hcation si)acc^s with
savings of 50% ([31]) being sc^en when coni])ared to wired installations. This,
together with the nc^ed for more oj)erational visil)ility (monitoring of eciui})nient
and/or ])rocc'ss i)erformance) is driving the proliferation of wireless technology in
the industrial sector. Wdrelc^ss instrumentation ediminates the needs for exi)ensive
trc'iiching and cabling, it acts as an attractive mtrofit solution and provides access
to hard-to-reach areas using self contained battery powered devices.
Even though WSNs i)resent several advantages over traditional wired systems,
there is significant concern as to the reliability of wireless communications due
to the un|)rcxiictability of the wireless channel [17; 18]. Furthermore, due to the
diverse range of api)lications that can be found in industrial scenarios and their
differing reciuirements, there is a need for quality of service (QoS) provisioning so
that the technology can be successfully adopted, especially in terms of reliabil
ity, data relevance differentiation, energy management and message transmission
delays. However, achieving QoS j)rovisioning in wireless sensor networks is not a
straight forward task due to the strict energy budgets, limited computational ca])abilities and memory constraints associated with sensor node technology. These
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conflicting requirements and limitations are inhi])iting the wide spread adoption
of the technology.
Motivated by this, the aim of the this thesis has been to promote the use
of WSNs for industrial monitoring applications by designing a set QoS aware
coimmmication algorithms that consirler the limitations imposed by the sensor
nodes themselves, together with a series of possible requirements for industrial
monitoring ai)plications to provide enhanced network performance.

6.1

Discussion

The results ])resented in this thesis liave conii)ound(Ml the need for QoS aware and
resource aware communications for monitoring applications in industrial wireless
sensor networks. A revicav of communication jiiotocols and standards for wireless
s(msor networks in Cha])ter 2 showed that the various jnotocols and standards
])r(wiously proi)osed arc' unsatisfactory for use in industrial wirc'less sensor net
work monitoring applic'ations. Monitoring applications can encomi)ass a wide
range of rc'ciuin'inents and characteristics as outlined in Chapter 2.1.1, they can
be periodic or event-based, they may recpiire different levels of reliability, thc'y
can generate data with different degrees of relevance, they may require fixed
bandwidth allocations, etc.

Thus, as monitoring applications exhibit varying

characteristics, the (xjmmunication protocols should be aware of these recjuireinents and make decisions based on these in an effort to provide improved system
l)erformance. Moreover, due to the limitations of the sensor node resources, any
algorithm design for WSNs should be fully aware of and work within the con
fines of these restrictions making the algorithms compatible for implementation
on real hardware. In contrast to existing approaches the QoS Aware Frame
work ])resented in this thesis is compliant with physical hardware restrictions
and application QoS requirements. The QoS Aware Framework is a robust set of
communication algorithms targeting industrial monitoring applications for QoS
provisioning with low overhead, limited computational requirements and niiniinal memory consuni])tion. The QoS Aware Framework consists of four different
schemes namely: the IiiRout WSN Route Selection Algorithm, the Dynamic Ser
vice Differentiation based GTS Allocation Mechanism (DSeDGAM), the Mesh
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GTS Allocation Mechanism and the Distrilnited Beacon Only Period (DBOP)
scheduling algorithm. These schemes can work individnally but together they
are referred to as the QoS Aware Framework.
The framework algorithms have l)een built to be compliant with the IEEE
802.15.4 standard, nevertheless the IiiRont route selection algorithm and the
mesh end-to-end GTS allocation mechanism can also be ap})hed to different WSN
standards such as WirelesslIART or ISAlOO.lla for route selection and to pro
\4de on demand l)andwidth allocation capabilities. The framework algorithms
can be used in several WSN environments but they have been optimised based
on the recinirements of industrial monitoring ai)])lications in terms of reliability,
bandwidth availaljility, data relevance differentiation, energy awareness and soft
delay. The framework algorithms have been designed for wireless sensor networks
with i)0])nlalions s])anning from tens to hundreds of nodes, which conforms to
tyi)ical WSN industrial monitoring deployments 2.1.2. While the QoS Aware
Framework has been shown to exhibit good ])erformance across a range of test
conditions it doc's liowevcT have

soiik'

limitations. The industrial a])phcations

and QoS reciuirements focused on by this work belong to the non-criti(‘al space
that is monitoring or control applications with low criticality -i.e. delays in the
order of ImndreHls of milhsc'conds to minutes. Thus, the proi)osed framework is
suitable for these types of applications in industrial or non-industrial scenarios.
The algorithm designs i)ro])osed in this work may not be ap])hcable to other
ty])es of industrial applications such as those involving emergency actions or very
tight delay (< lOnis) automation tasks. The mesh based algorithms are designed
based on the ])rincii)le that sinks are distributed throughout the sensor network
so that nodes can reach any sink easily (for exani])le within 8 hops for the liiRout
algorithm). This has been done to kee]) the packet end-to-end delay low and to
have smaller control overhead. In addition, the mesh based algorithms assume
a well connected mesh network where multiple routes are available to the sinks
at all times. Thus, they are not ap])ropriate for sparsely populated networks
where for instance only one route may be available between any node and any
sink. Wutli regard to the physical layer, the proposed QoS framework considers
an indoor environment with ol)stacles where nodes may experience slow or fast
fading. Interferences caused by other networks such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are
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not considered. Nevertheless, coexistence inechanisins can be used in conjunction
with the proposed framework to mitigate the effects of this type of interference
and select free channels accordingly.

6.2

Review of Contributions

This section summarises the contributions that the work ])resented in this thesis
has made while also reviewing the findings and conclusions that can be drawn
from the evaluations undertaken.

6.2.1

InRout

The InRout route selection i)rot()Col uses information available locally at the sen
sor nodes together with the ap])lication recpiirements to satisfy the QoS demands
of tlu' a])])hcations in terms of rediability, energy and soft delay with low: control
overhead, memory consuni])tion and storage) reciiiirements. InRout was evalu
ated against several route selection algorithms reviewed in Section 2.2 namely:
AOMDV [73], EARQ [65], Hydro [59] and MRE-AOMDV [76] under different
channel c-onditions. In addition, InRout was tested over two different underly
ing routing protocols, the reactive AOMDV ])rotocol [73] and centralised Gra])h
Routing ])ro])osed by WirelessHART and ISARlO.lla standards. Finally, the endto-end delay was analysed for different MAC settings and route selection criteria.
The findings that can be drawn from this are:
1. The duty cycle (BO value) selected has a significant influence on the total
end-to-end delay. The delay for different duty cycles ranged from a cou
ple of milliseconds for lower BO values to several seconds for the higher
BO values. Moreover, using the mean end-to-end delay as metric (sent as
reward from one node to another) to find the lowest delay path did not
show any improvement (in terms of achieved end-to-end delay) when coni])ared to using the hop count as a metric. The higher the number of hops
the longer the nodes have to wait during their neighbours sleep schedules
and for sinii:)licity the hop count was chosen as the metric when forwarding
])ackets with low delay requirements. Note that none of the state-of-the-art
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l)r()toc()ls reviewed in Cha]:)ter 2 considered node duty cycle and thus the
l)erforniance of those ])rotocols in terms of delay would not be applicable
to real life scenarios.
2. The ])erforniance of IiiRont over AOMDV and Graph Routing was very
similar, with the performance over Graph Routing being marginally better
due to the fact that all the ])ossible routes were fed to the nodes by a central
controller, whereas for liiRont over AOMDV, routes are discovered on deinaiifl and not all ])ossible routes were found. liiRout is able to find routes
that satisfied the maximum PER condition tested of 15% at all times. For
th(’ stricter case of 5% PER liiRont’s performance varied de])ending on the
c-hannel conditions and the offered load. For the good and variable channel
conditions liiRont was successful in satisfying the PER recinirement un
til the offered load suri)assed the network c;a})ac:ity and the node buffers
be^carne saturated. This means that as long as the offered load does not
('xceed the network cai)acity, InRont is able to select routes that satisfy all
th(' re(inired ])acket error rate demands. For bad (fiannel conditions, InRont
was able to satisfy the stricter PER requirement when the offered load was
low. With l)ad channel conditions and higher loads more retransmissions
are created which saturates the buffers and thus the network. Therefore,
with bad channel conditions it is reconnnended to reduce the offered load
(or increase the sink to node ratio) in order to satisfy the stricter PER re(inirenients. With regard to the te)st algorithms, AOMDV showed the worst
])erforniance in terms of successfully delivered })ackets as it always selected
the route with the lowest nninber of ho])s irres])ective of link and buffer
conditions. This translated into a i)oorer success rate (in terms of delivered
])ackets) when compared to the ada])tive behaviour of the InRont algorithm.
MRE-AOMDV and EARQ dis])layed quite a similar performance due to the
fact that both considered the energy as the main selection criteria. Since
MREbAOMDV does not consider reliability (joacket delivery at the sink),
the algorithm ])erforniance, which is based only on residual energy levels,
was poor with regard to the number of delivered ])ackets. On the othen
hand, the EARQ algorithm uses a reliability metric based on the number
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of successful Iraiisiiiissioiis ])erfoniied at each link in addition to the energy
metric.

However, since EARQ sends redimdant i)ackets when reliability

requirements are not satisfied, the EAR.Q ])erformance worsened as send
ing redundant pacEets created more load and the buffers were already full.
IMoreove^r, since the EAR(^ reliability metric does not consider the packets
lost at buffers due to overflow, EAR(^ repeatedly selected saturated nodes
which translated into more lost i)ackets. Finally, HYDRO, which was the
only other algorithm (a})art from InRoiit) that considered reliability as the
main performance metric, was the one that showed the be^st ])erforniance
among all the other algorithms used for comi)arison in terms of success
fully (k'livered ])ackets. However, because it did not consider pa('kets lost
at the l)uff'er. the ])erformance decreased severely with the offered load.
These results highlight the need for buffer cai)acity consideration. InRout’s
])erformance snr])assed the comi)arison algorithms ])erformance in terms of
succ('ssfnlly delivcux'd packets in all cas('s. Tlu' main ix'ason for this ini])rovement was that IiiRout considered the buffer limitations and exi)lored
the routes with the exi)loration/('xi)loitation Q-learniiig strategy to keej) the
algorithm metrics uixlated. This also implied that IiiRout was more energy
('Ihcic'iit as it can deliver good performance' ('ven if the' duty cycle is low
(the other algorithms would need longer duty cycles to avoid overloading
buffers in onh'r to achic'vc' a Ix'tte'r ix'rformance'). WIk'II compareed to the
reference algorithms in terms of packet delivery gain, IiiRout demonstrated
the benefits of the Q-learning jirocess combined with the selected metrics
and the ex|)loration/ex])loitation strategy in terms of successfully delivered
jiackets with gains ranging from 4% to 60%.
3. With regard to the energy analysis, one of the goals of the IiiRont algorithm
was to balance the energy coiisimqition when the PER requirements of the
apiilication allowed it. This was done to avoid network jiartitioning and thus
juolong the network lifetime. Results showed that with IiiRout more energy
balancing could be achieved when the PER recinirement was relaxed (lower
success rate requirements). This is Iiecause as long as the PER requirement
is satisfied, the route selection is done with regard to the energy. Therefore,
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when using InRout, there has to be a trade-off between the PER and energy
balancing requirements. InRout ])erformed better than AOIVIDV, HYDRO
and EARQ in terms of energy l)alancing. Because AOMDV and HYDRO do
not consider node energy, network partitioning would occur sooner. While
EARQ considers energy as a metric it sends redundant jDackets which makes
its energy balancing ])oorer than for exam])le MRE-AOMDV, which is the
algorithm with the l)est ])erforniaiice in terms of energy balancing.
4. Finally considering control overhead, excej)! for the AOMDV Ccise where
only ho]) count is used as a ('ost, results showed that InRout was the most
efficient algorithm in terms of control overhead. The control overhead was
low for InRout as a consequence of minimising the number of bits needed
for advertising the Q-vahie (8 bits). This translated into InRout saving
more (mergy as it rc'ciuired a smalk'r nunil)er of control bits. This made
the InRout design more suital)le than the other algorithms as a solution for
eiK'igy constrained wireless sensor networks.

6.2.2

D-SeDGAM

The Dynamic Service Differentiation Based GTS Allocation Mechanism (D-SeDG
AM) is a l)andwidth (GTS) allocation method for IEEE 802.15.4 networks used
to provide service differentiation and QoS depending on the relevance of the data
generated by the ap})lications currently active in the network. This algorithm was
tested against the IEEE 802.15.4 standard allocation mechanism (See A])pendix
C) and a static i)rioritisation method for GTS allocation. In order to satisfy the
applications QoS requirements and differentiation requirements, D-SeDGAM uses
a dynamic j)riority and a scheduling iiiechanism to schedule the available resources
among the applications already being served and the new apiffications demanding
to be served. The evaluation results presented in Chapters 5.2.1 showed that:
1. The simulation results (in Chapter 5.2.1) demonstrated that with D-SeDGA
M resources were assigned dynamically to the different applications depend
ing on their data criticality (static priority) and QoS requirements (band
width and delay). The differentiation technique was effective in the ])ro])osed te^st scenarios with high priority ai)plications delivering more packets
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and experiencing fewer rejected connection requests. As expected, this was
achieved at the exj)ense of low priority api)lications which as a consequence
suffered from reduced data delivery and faced having more GTS connection
recpiests rejected. The analysis also showed that the dynamic approach was
cajiable of fulfilling the application requirements and greatly outperformed
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard a])})roach and static prioritisation methods in
terms of the number of on-time i)ackets that were delivercxl at the sink (an
on-time ])acket would be a jiacket that successfully reacluxi the sink before
the application maxiinnm tolerated delay was reached). Simnlation results
showed that the D-SeDGAM j)erforniance (in terms of gains and losses) can
be c:ontrolled by setting different minimum service guarantees from which
aj)i)lic‘ations cannot be downgraded. To conclude, the analysis showed that
D-SeDGAM provides significantly better })erforniance than the standard
allocation or static ])rioritisation methods and can simnltaneonsly satisfy a
range of QoS and service differentiation requirements.

6.2.3

Mesh GTS

In order to enable the use of GTS cominimications in mesh networks, two conil)lem('ntary algorithms were i)roposed as i)art of this work. Firstly, a modification
of th(' contention free i)eriod (CEP) })art of the BOP scheduling scheme was i)roposed to counteract slot blockage and the GTS allocation control ])acket broad
casting ])robleni of BOP. Secondly, an end-to-end GTS allocation iiieclianism was
l)roi)osed to ensure that bandwidth allocation is successfully performed from the
data source to the destination. A maintenance ])rocedure was also devised for
the end-to-end GTS allocation mechanism. The j^roposed solution was conii)ared
against an IEEE 802.15.5 style MAC where beacons were used as a synchronisa
tion method and also against the peer-to-peer GTS allocation method proposed
by the IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.15.5. The evaluation results presented in
Section 5.2.2 showed that:
I. The proposed BOP MAC modification outperformed the IEEE 802.15.5
based MAC as GTS control ])ackets did not need to be broadcast in order
to make neighbours aware of what slots where being used (allocation and
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deallocation). This was due to the fact that when the })roposed IMAC
modification was used the CFP was not shared among neighbour nodes
(each node has a separate CFP), and thus the control packets can he sent
in a reliable acknowledged way and therefore the mnnber of successfully
established mnltiho]) GTS connections increases.
2. Results also showed that when the proposed end-to-end GTS allocation
method was combined with the proposed MAC modification, the gain in suc
cessfully established end-to-end GTS connections was even greater, which
demonstrated the benefit of using end-to-end GTS allocation. This benefit
was as a conse(|uenc-e of finding suitable routes from the source to the desti
nation and also because of the redundancy of the route search as the recjuest
])ackets w('re sent through several routes. As expected, tlu^ allocation suc
cess incr('as('d with a d('creas(' in offered load (the smaller the network load
the higher the i)rohal)ihty of se'curing available resources).
3. A performance coni])arison of the GTS allocation inechanisms was doin'
using AODV and Graph Routing for the {leer-to-peer allocation methods
against the i)ro])osed end-to-end allocation method acting alone and using it
in conjunct ion with gra])h routing. Using graiih routing avoided broadcast
ing ])ackets when searching for routes (the routes are jirovided to the nodes
at the start of the simulation by a central controller), and thus the })erformance of the algorithms, as expected was better when the routes were
lire-assigned with marginally more gain when the interarrival times were
lower (the lower the interarrival time the more broadcasts are performed
to search for routes and so the probability of collisions is higher). All
schemes were tested under different channel conditions. Varying the condi
tions meant having more or less control packets being lost. This translated
into a higher or lower success rate for the establishment of GTS connections.
Again, under bad link conditions a high load resulted in the poorest number
of GTS connections being created, thus under bad link conditions higher
loads should be avoided. Finally, the pro])osed end-to-end GTS allocation
inechanism showed more robustness under bad link conditions due to the
redundancy provided for in the path search.
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6.2.4

DROP

A distributed version of the BOP scheduling mechanism for the IEEE 802.15.4
Standard with variable BOP Length (DBOP) was designed. L)BOP supports
distributed beacon scheduling (with low control overhead) and incorporates the
benefits of having a variable BOPL (i.e. higher communication efficiency). In
addition, this thesis i)resented a ])erforniance comparison of the proposed DBOP
algorithm with LlesliMAC, a distributed version of SDS scheduling. The evalua
tion results presented showed that (See Section 5.3):
1. DBOP exhil)ited much lower control overhead than centralised BOP de
signs. For instance, with the 15 node network to])ology used in the analy
sis, DBOP incurred 85.19% less overhead than a cent ralised BOP approach.
This shows that a distributed design is much more suitable for a wireless
sensor network where the eiu'rgy s])ent on sending every control bit is of inil)ortance. Moreover, due to the adaptive BOPL, DBOP bandwidth wastage
was null as it adai)ts the BOP Length to the node density. On the other
hand, fixed BOPL designs showed that with the 15 node topology a maxi
mum bandwidth wastage (lowest SO case) of 39% was suffered.
2. With regard to the Mt^sliMAC and DBOP conii)arison, results showed that
for all the test cases studied there is no preferred method. Dei)ending on the
scenario and requirements several findings were outlined: In a densely pop
ulated W^SN, MesliMAC would be preferred over DBOP as its ])erformance
was less influenced by the offered load/number of neighbours in terms of
droi)])ed and received i)ackets, and end-to-end delay. On the other hand,
DBOP was j)referred if long sleep times were expected. This was due to the
fact that the MesliMAC end-to-end delay was heavily dependent on BO/SO
values. With regard to energy, when DBOP was used, the lifetime of the
network was easier to estimate as it was less deiiendent on the number of
neighbours/offered load. Moreover, in order to avoid orphan nodes, it was
found that MesliMAC needed a global estimate of the density of nodes in
the network at the time of deployment. On the other hand, DBOP was
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coiiii)letely aiiloiioiiious as it can adapt the BOP length online to the den
sity of nodes in each region of the network. Thus, for complete autononions
behaviour, DBOf^ was })referred over MesliMAC. Finally, results showed
that for lower offered loads both mechanisms performed similarly in terms
of i)acket delivery and droi)j)ed })ackets. In such cases DBOP was found
to be a more ai)i)ropriate choice as the end-to-end delays were smaller, the
energy expenditure was more i)redictable and its operation was coni])letely
autonomous.

6.2.5

Simulation Environment

A coni])rehensive simulation environment was develoi)ed in conjunction with the
work ])resented in this thesis for the ex])eriniental investigation of IEEE 802.15.4
ba,s(Hl mesh wireless scmsor networks. Creating a realistic simulation environment
for wireless sensor networks is a difficult and c:omplex task that recpiires the
ini])lenientation of elements such as accurate modelling of radio ])ro])agation,
battery life, traffic models and the networking elements of the IEEE 802.15.4
standard such as communication ])rimitives and beax'on scheduling techni([nes.
The evaluation results ])resented in Chajiter 5 were extracted using the dev(4oi)ed simulation ('iivironment, which is based on the OPNET modeler simulation
tool.
A realistic radio propagation model, battery and traffic models together with
the beacon scheduling implementations described in Chaiher 4.1.4 and evaluated
in Chapter 5.3 have been made publicly available to the research community in
oi)en source format [30].

6.3

A Vision for WSN Evaluation

Wireless sensor networks for industrial monitoring applications continue to grow
in popularity. For instance, two industrial standards, WirelessHART and ISA
100.11a, have been released recently to target this application si)ace. With the
increasing use of the technology, specific requirements for different industrial mon
itoring ap])lications will Ijecome standard, which will enable the testing of ])ro-
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posed algorithms for each class of application defined. Having formal definitions
of specific application QoS recjuirements will allow designers to target explicit
application classes or indeed a broad range of categories by inchiding adaptive
strategies in the design of ])rotocols.
Moreover, the evaluation of wireless sensor network coiiimunication algorithms
under realistic conditions is of ])aramomit ini])ortance to test their aj)])licability for
real life situations. The common approach to model traffic generation in wireless
sensor networks has been typically based on feeding random or ])eriodic j^acket
interarrival times. Nevertheless, some event-based or even periodic monitoring
applications generate and send bursts of traffic over an arl)itrary duration when
some event occurs (vibrations on machinery, gas emissions, object tracking, outof-bounds conditions, etc.) or after some tiiiK' frame i)asses (i.e. send a status
report after some j)reHlefined time or upon recjnest) [2()]. Thus, traffic models
considering the physical (‘haracteristics of all the i)ossible monitoring api)lications
should be considered in the futun' for the analysis of communication i)rotocols
in wireless sensor networks. The traffic model included as {)art of tht' simulator
develo])ed for this thesis is one' such (^xanii)le of a more realistic* model for bursty
monitoring ai)i)hcations. More'ove'r, the simulator develojx'd within this the^sis
(which has been made publicly available [30]) includc's re'alistic propagation and
sensor battery models from which the research coinmunity can benefit.
Finally, although throughout the available research literature common net
work parameters, such as through})ut, delay, and control traffic overhead, are
used as routing metrics and constraints in the evaluation of network i)erforniance.
the tests used are de})endent on the researcher’s design and i)arameter selection.
This is prohibitive to conii)aring protocol ])erforniance across several proposed
technieiues. To realise a suite of tests that will facilitate the evaluation of differ
ent techniques, benchmark testing should be considered in the future. The use of
benchmark testing will i)rovide a performance basis for estimating the capabili
ties and limitations of WSN protocols. A relevant beiichmark test suite must be
suitable for assessing, contrasting and comparing different routing methods. The
ROLL working group [140] has suggested metrics such as control overhead, endto-end delay and ])ath (luality among others as being suitable evaluation metrics
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for quantifying I lie perfornianee of protocols. While WSN protocol standardi
sation is well underway there is no such move towards developing beiichmark
performance evaluation tests. WSNs continue to attract avid research attention,
but due to the lack of benchmark evaluation it is difficult if not impossible to
comjiare and contrast works as evaluation tests along with performance indices
are, as previously stated, subjectively dehned. To quantihably assess and conijiare protocols there is an urgent necessity to define a benchmark suite of tests
for WSN jirotocol ])erformance evaluation. In conjunction with this and the met
rics suggested by the ROLL working group this would jirovide a standard set of
lierforniance appraisal metrics and test suite. Such a combination of standard
ised tx'iiclimark testing and metrics will lead to a coherent research effort with
(juantifiable evaluation results.

6.4

Future Work

Whik' the QoS aware framework laesented in this thesis acts as a com])reh('nsive
solution to QoS iirovisioning for WSNs there are additional features that should
be considered to furtlua’ enhance it functionality. liiRout was developed on the
basis that it slKHild be combined with duty-cycle adai)tation ineclianisms to su])l)ort energy balancing. To asses the vial)ility of this proi)osal IiiRout should be
extended to incorporate duty-cycle adai)tion. As bandwidth is a scarce resource
in nmsh networks the j)ro])osed end-to-end GTS allocation mechanism could be
used in conjunction with the service differentiation technique proposed as part
of D-SeDGAM with the end-to-end allocation method being used to distribute
the available n^sources dei)ending on the relevance of the data generated by the
apj)hcations when the network is congested. Buffer preemption techniques should
be investigated as well as future work when combining D-SeDGAM with the endto-end GTS allocation mechanism. In addition, for bandwidth allocation in mesh
networks, further work needs to be done with regard to decision sup])ort mechanisnis to estimate when GTS or CSklA/CA transmissions should be used, for
instance depending on the application data criticality or the ex})ected duration
of the sensing event. The QoS aware framework does not consider interference
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caused by other networks such as Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. Nevertheless, in real sce
narios such interference would be an additional source contributing to i)acket loss.
To counteract this, the QoS aware framework could be extended to include coex
istence mechanisms to mitigate the effects of this type of interference by selecting
interference free channels accordingly.
With regard to further api)lication spaces for the i)roposed framework, al
though the liiRout protocol has been primarily evaluated over the IEEE 802.15.4
based MAC with BOP, in general liiRout can l)e used over any underlying MAC
or niulti])ath routing protocol. For instance, liiRout could be ustxl over the WirelessHART or ISA 100.1 la MAC to select among the different routes ])rovided by
their ])roposed multii)ath Grai)h Routing (note that these standards do not pro
vide' any standard route selection algorithm). Moreover, Wirek'ssIlART or ISA
100.1 la, only ])rovide static bandwidth allocation cai)abilities. The proposed endto-end bandwidth allocation mechanism presented in this thesis could be used to
extend their capability's to allocate bandwidth on-demand to those api)lications
with bursty behaviour (note that the static bandwidth allocation has been found
to be a weakness of the WirelessllART standard [54] as bursty api)lications are
tyiucal in industrial scenarios [21]). While the work in this tlmsis has been de
veloped to com])ly with the recpiirements of industrial monitoring ai)])lications,
the scoi)e of the algorithms ])roi)osed within this thesis is not limited to indus
trial ('nviromiKUits as tluiy can Ix' aj)phed ov(n' diff’en'iit windess sensor network
environments such as building automation (IIVAC, lighting, access control), con
nected homes, healthcare, environmental monitoring and urban sensor networks
(e.g. the Smart Grid).
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Appendix A
MOCLA
This ai)])eii(lix prosoiits and evalnales MOCLA, a Mnlti-Objeclive Cross-Layer
Algoritliiii for Rouliiig over Wireless S('iisor Networks. MOCLA has l)eeii devel
oped as ])arl of the initial ex])erinientation for this thesis work and its design and
analysis s('rved as a basis for the develo])nient of IiiRont.

A.l

MOCLA Overview

Routing ])rotocols for W'ireless Sensor Networks can be broadly classified as: rc'active i)rotocols (those that establish the routes between nodes on deinand) and
l)roactive i)rotocols (those that establish and nixlate routes ])eriodically). Proac
tive and reactive routing i)rotocols can be can further classified as being multipath
where this signifies that more than one route is maintained/established per des
tination. One weakness of limit ipath ])rotocols such as the IETF HYDRO and
RPL jiroactive protocols for WSNs or reactive ones such as the AOMDV proto
col is that they nsnally find a ])ath to route packets and they do not change it
unless the connection degrades or breaks. Using the same route reiieatedly can
cause energy depletion of the nodes along that path and this can lead to network
partitioning. Also, if some of the nodes on this path become overloaded, packets
routed through such nodes are more likely to be lost due to the sensor node linffer
limitations. And, what is more, the changing conditions of the wireless channel
influence the link (jnality of those patlis which alters the suitability and reliability
of t hese {latlis over t ime. Finally, all the applications rmniing over the network
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are subsequently restricted to using a given route irrespective of their require
ments. Tims, solving the route selection i)roblein based on innltipath availability
is inii)ortant.
Considering this the mnlti-metric based MOCLA cross-layer route selection
algorithni was develo])ed with the basic premise being to allow nodes to make
routing decisions based on the node’s available resources, the network state and
a})])lication reciuireinents. The MOCLA ai)i)roach focuses on three main require
ments;
1. Network sustainability - connectivity in the network must be maintained
for as long as possible
2. Reliability - maximise the numbers of packets reaching the network sinks
3. Delay - i)ackets should be delivered with minimum end-to-end delay
These rcHpiirements were identified in Chapter 2 as basic rcKiuirements of in
dustrial monitoring applications.

The reciuireiiK'iits are used by the MOCLA

route sek'ction algorithm to choose among the available routes using a cost func
tion to w('ight the ])aths. The reciuireinents are weighted so that they contribute
to the total cost de])ending on the a])i)lication nec'ds. Deiiending on each reciuirc'ment weight assignc'd by the apiilication, the proiiosed algorithni calculates the
cost of eac'h iiossible pat h and selects t he most a])])ropriate accordingly.
The first reciuirement, network sustainability, is of importance to those ajiplications that need to keep all nodes alive for as long as possible to avoid network
])artitioning - for exami)le an application that needs to monitor all machines in
a factory: if the network becomes partitioned, some parts of the factory can not
be monitored.
The reliability reciuirement looks to minimise packet losses and can be used
in load balancing to jHevent overloading nodes. Consider the example where a
subset of nodes in a specific area are used to detect events such as an alarm, the
occurrence of such an event will trigger a burst of traffic to reiiort this event and
routing other packets, through these already busy nodes will increase the packets
loss probability due to the memory (buffer) limitations of the sensor nodes (with
channel contention also being impacted on).
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Tlie^ delay requireiiieiit can l)e considered when )i)lications needs to collect
data the nhnininni delay possible - for example conler applications monitoring
machinery faults where an operator must be notified ider human tolerated delay.
In addition, some applications may necessitate ccpliance with a combination
of the i)revions recpiireinents. In that case, the on is on the application QoS
requirements to (jiiaiitify the inflnenc-e of each possie requirement.
The MOCLA algorithm is based on a tnnealdcost fnnction that can be
used with existing routing ])rotocols to ])rovide a nuis of satisfying several i)erforniance objectives. This cost fnnction provides general tnneable model for
sni)porting diverse ai)i)]ication requirements and c<siders the changing condi
tions of the iK'twork as w('ll as node resources. Mier than designing a new
routing ])rotoc-ol, MOCLA is a flexible solution tlrcan be n.sed with existing
routing protocols.
In analysing the performance of MOCLA a protive direct(h1 a(*yclic graph
(DAG) based routing ])rotocol is used, in this Colie [1 11], was selected as base
l)rotocol. This ])rotocol is sni)i)lied with the Conti 0])(n'ating System [lid],
which is the OS used on the motes that are dej)led in the i)hysical test-bed
that was used for tlu' analysis. Th(’ Collect protol is a sim])hfied version of
destination ori(mtated DAG i)rotocols tyi)ically ns in data collection WSNs
(such as HYDRO or RPL). In the Collect rontingrotocol nodes form a tree
where the root node is referred to as Sink and todioin all nodes send their
information j)ackets. If a node does not have the roots a neighbonr, it sends the
data i)acket to its ’best’ neighbonr who forwards theicket towards the Sink (the
best neighbonr would be the one who requires a
to reach the root).

Iot

niimber of transmissions

Nodes maintain routing inforation at all times throngh

the exchange of triggered and periodic njxlates call* advertisements. Although
Collect is used as the base j^rotocol, the proposed gorithm can also be easily
api)lied to other protocols (for example by inchidii the algorithm cost in the
RREQ packets of AODV [24]).
With MOCLA, the imderlying fnnctionality of e routing protocol (in this
case Collect) is not altered as routes are establishein the same way as before
via advertisements. The only change introduced ithat a cost is included in
every control j)acket which increases the routing overad by one byte per control
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j)acket. The o])eratioii of MOCLA as applied to the Collect protocol is descriloed
next.
A. 1.0.1

Path Costs Establishment

Ill order to route packets based on costs, the routing ])rotocol needs to collect
ujidated inforniation from all nodes. Nodes share their costs in the setup and
route maintenance phases (the setup phase is the first phase that the protocol
lierforms in order to estalilish the routes from the source to the destinations, the
iiiaintenance ])hase is iierfornied later to update the routes). The procedure to
calculate the jiatli cost using MOCLA over Collect is now described:
1. Sc'tiip Phase: As the routing protocol needs to have a general idea of the
state of the network to make decisions that fulfil global jierforniance reciuirenients, the costs are establislKxl additively from th(^ source' to the destination
(in this case the Sink). In the Collect setu]) jihase, the Sink begins by send
ing its a(lv(Ttis('nient {lacked -which contains the (‘ontrol inforniation- with
its cost set to {).
Cost sirik

0

(A.l)

When the Sink neighbours receive the advertisement, they calculate their
own cost (described in Section A. 1.0.2 next) and add it to the cost of the
Sink. After this, they advertise themselves. Any node that does not have
the Sink as a ])arent checks which neighbour has the lowest cost and sets
this node as its parent.
CostjiQdf,

C 1 Costpdj-pjif
““

(A.2)

On completion of the setup phase nodes commence data transmissions.
2. Route Maintenance: To iierform route maintenance nodes send advertise
ments ])eriodically so the routes and costs can be updated. Depending on
the advertisement periodicity, the changes in the cost value may be more or
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less draiiiatic (for example if the periodicity is long, the consumed energy
l)er })eriod may l)e l)igger and consequently the cost increases). If after
ui)dating the path costs a new neighbour has a lower cost it is selected as
the parent and the routing path is changed.
A. 1.0.2

Cost Function

The cost function used in the ])ro])osed algorithm depends on several parameters
that influence the application network lifetime, reliability and delay requirements;
the ('onsnmed energy, the duty cycle and the number of recpiired transmissions
to reach the sink. Every node ”i'’ with ])arent ”))” calculates its cost with the
following cost function:

Cf =

DC + f) ■ NFC + Cp ,

0 < E,, PC, NFC, a, 0, p < \ , a ^ ^ + p = 1

(A.3)

W here rr. 0 and p are i)arameters set by the ai)i)lication in order to prioritise
the weight of each conii)on('nt considered in the total cost. Cp is the cost of node
]) - which ads as the i)arent of node i. The cost

is the node’s consumexl energy

divided by the initial energy (ecjual to one minus the residual energy -Er). The
cost DC is the duty cycle of the node, a high duty cycle means that the node is
busier (if a MAC layer with fixed duty cycle was used, this cost could be taken
as the amount of time the node s})ends receiving packets divided by the time the
node is awake). And finally, NPC is the Normalized Path Cost, which represents
the number of transmissions necessary to reach the destination and is calculated
as the j)ath cost of the node (known as the ’’rtmetric” in Collect) divided by the
inaximum path cost, which is set to 255 for the Collect protocol. This also reflects
the reliability of the links as the higher the number of transmissions needed per
link the higher NPC is. All costs are normalised with a minimum value of 0 and
a inaximum of 1.
To vary the relevant importance of the individual cost parameters [Ec, DC,
NPC as jier Ecjuation A.3) diffen'iit values can be assigned to th(^ a, 0 and p
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parameters to distribute the cost weight. The siiii) of the o, (3 and p, parameters
has to be equal to one in order to distribute the costs in a proportional manner.
If the application requirement is, for example to avoid network partitioning for
as long as possil^le the application sets the corres])onding weight of a to 1. This
makes the routing protocol choose routes in such a way that the energy levels of
all nodes remain similar. However, if the application requirement is to avoid busy
areas and to deliver i)ackets with a high delivery relia])ility (in tliis case

the

routing ])rotocol identifi('s those' arenas and (wad(\s them by routing the packets
through other regions - routing through l)usy areas increases the risk of dropping
due to buffer limitations and collisions. On the other hand, if the ai)plication
reciuirement is to reduce the delay {p=l), the routing jirotocol finds the shortest
liath to the destination to route the j)ackets. Finally, if the ajiplication has more
than one possible requirement, it distriliutes the values of a, 0 and p dejiending
on its ])riorities.
W hen choosing a route, tlu' node has to check the cost of every ])ossible jiarent
”])” and then choose as its jiarent the node that offers the lowest cost. Only the
nodes that have a smaller distance to the destination (in terms of number of liojis)
than the current nodi' are considerial as i)ossible parents in order to avoid loop
formation.

A.2

Route Selection Evaluation

As a ])recursor to the development of the IiiRout W'SN route selection algorithm,
MOCLA, a Multi-Objective Cross-Layer Algorithm for Routing over Wdreless
Sensor Networks was developed to investigate the impact on routing where rout
ing decisions were biised on prioritised application requirements. These require
ments were outlined in before as network sustainability (this refers to keeping the
network alive a long as possible, by balancing the energy consumed in the net
work node will live longer), reliability (this is data delivery at the sink, spreading
the load over the network increases the packet delivery ratio at the network sink)
and delay (this refers to the end-to-end delay of a packet from its source to the
network sink and for time sensitive applications this needs to minimised). The
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reasoning behind MOCLA was to investigate the influence of a weighted combina
tion of these ajjplication recinirements on routing decisions. The performance of
MOCLA was investigated using both computer simulation and physical test-bed
experimentation, details of which are presented next.

A.2.1

MOCLA

A simulator develoi)ed in MATLAB for the evaluation of MOCLA together with
a test-bed of seven Tniote Sky motes was used to test the performance of MO
CLA. The Contiki oi)erating system (OS) was used for the test-bed experiments.
All nodes in both the simulation environment and the test-b('d have routing ca])abilities and are connected using a mesh toi)ology. In liot.h cases the nodes are'
started randomly.
Table' A.l shenvs the i)arame'ters useel in the MATLAB simulator. The simu
lator e)])euate's on a time sle)t basis wheae e^ae-h sle)t ce)rre\s])e)nds to ICOus (the' time
ne'e'eleel 1e) seaiel 5 byte's at a transmission rate of 250 kb/s). This sle)t duratie)n has
be'en che)sen because all ])ae‘ke't size's are' niultii)le' of 5 byte's (the aelve'rtise'ment
l^ae'kt't size is 15 byte's, and elata pax'ke't size is 35 byte's). Since Contiki proviele^s
the XMAC [1 42] ])re)te)ce)l at the MAC laye'r, this })rote)ce)l has bexm iniplemiente'el
as well in the siniulatie)n environment tee ])re)viele similar test ce)nelitie)iis. XMAC
is an eisynchre)ne)us strobe-base'el lenv ])e)we'r MAC ])rote)ce)l. XMAC has been im
plemented with a fixed awake time e)f lOnis and a variable sleep time that elei)enels
on the traffic loael (the XMAC configuratie)n is similar for both the simulator anel
test-beel environments). The Contiki environment does not include a MAC layer
buffer but as part of the simulation environment a buffer that can store 120 bytes
has been included to make the simulation conditions more benign.
Finally, to generate traffic load variation during the simmlations, the data
packet inter-arrival time is randomly set for every node to 15 seconds or 35
seconds. The node i)osition distribution has been generated randomly and can
be seen in Figure A.lb where coordinates are in meters (with a total area of 100
ni2).
The remote test-bed framework [143] has been used for physical hardware
experimentation. This test-bed consists of 7 Tniote Sky nodes and was de])loyed
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inside an office building at Cork Institute of Technology. Figure A.la shows the
nodes distribution in the l:)uilding where the deployiiieiit area was approximately
35 in2.
Parameter
Simulator Slot Duration
Number of Nodes
Topology
Nodes’ Position
Nodes’ Transmission Range
Transmission Bit Rate
Initial Battery Capacity per Node
MAC layer protocol
XMAC awake time
XMAC sleep time
MAC Layer Buffer Size
Routing Protocol
Collect Advertisements Periodicity
Data Packets Inter-arrival Time

Value
160 [us]
50
Mesh
Random/Static
\/2m
250 [kh/s]
28 [mA*h]
XMAC
10 [ms]
Variable (with load)
120 [bytes]
Variable (with load)
25 [s]
Variable [15 [s], 35 [s]]

Table A.l: MATLAB Simnlator Parameters
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Figure A.l: Nodes Distribution in Testbed and Simulator

A.2.1.1

MOCLA: Computer Simulation Analysis

For the IMATLAB based simulation exjterinients four rounds of simulations (4
seeds) were carried out with a total duration of 3600 seconds of simulation run
time. Simulations were jterfornied using the MATLAB simulator where the Col
lect protocol is used as the Reference protocol in analysing the performance of
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MOCLA. Collect, as ])revioiisly referred to in Chapter 3 is a DODAG routing
protocol that selects the next node based on the nuinber of transmissions needed
to reach the sink. Collect is the default routing protocol provided by the Contiki
OS and as such was used in the simulation environment to provide similar test
conditions.
Table A.2 shows the results for the reference test case against MOCLA with
n set to 1. Setting cv to 1 indicates a preference for maximising the network
lifetime and to avoid network ])artitioning (Network Sustainability a])phcation
requirement) . This table includes several measurements relating to the energy
consumed and the number of received j)ackets at the sink. As ex])ected, MO
CLA spreads the traffic over the network which equalises the consumed ca])acity
across all nodes. This is evident in the reduction of the standard deviation of
the consumed caj)acity, i.e. the lower the difference in the consumed capacity
the more balanc(Hl the energy is in the network. This is achieved when o is
set to 1 which makes MOCLA consider energy as the main routing parameter.
With MOCLA the maximum consumed cai)acity has been decreased by 13.49%,
this implies that with MOCLA an increase node lifetime of 13.49% is possible.
Likewise the minimum consumed capacity has been decreased by 13.64% again
im])lying a corres])onding increase in lifetime of 13.64%. Simulation results also
show a small decrease in the mean capacity consumed of 3.15% for MOCLA, this
is due to the fact that MOCLA spreads data transmissions through the network,
which lessens the load on nodes and enables faster (less local contention) access
to the channel and so nodes can sleep longer. On the other hand. Figure A.2
shows a temperature nia]) for the nodes in the network, where hotter spots repre
sent higher consumption and are shown in red. In this figure it is possible to see
that MOCLA spreads the energy consumption and creates a ’’cooler” network.
In addition to these ini])rovenients. Figure A.2 also shows that the number of
Parameter
Con.suined Capacity [mA*h]
Received Packets at Sink

Type of measurement
Mean
Std. Deviation
Maximum
Minimum
Total number

Reference
5.1841
1.1416
8.3381
2.4663
1650

a = 1
5.0209
1.00153
7.2137
2.13
1858

Table A.2: Reference Vs. MOCLA (q = 1)
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Increase /Decrease
3.15%
11.06%
13.49%
13.64%
12.61%
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Consumed Capacity per Node with the Reference Protocol | 1

Consumed Capacity per Node with N10CLA (alpha ■ 1) ( )
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Figure A.2: Teiiii)erature Maps for the Reference and MOCLA Protocols
received packets increases by 12.61% thanks to the diversification of the traffic
ront(\s. From this analysis the' Ix'iK'ht of ])rioritising eiu'igy awareness in ronting decisions is evident (i.e. maximising node lifetimes by balancing the energy
consniiK'd across the network to satisfy the network sustainability ap])hcation
requirement). In addition to iniiiroving network lifetime it also avoids network
partitioning for longer periods of time and has a beneficial effect on the packet
delivery ratio at the network sink.
Table A.3 shows the results for the Reference case and MOCLA with

ft

set to

1. This setting would be a})phed when a])])lications demand higher rehal)ility in
terms of i)acket delivery (reTers to the Reliability A])])lication Requirement), this
setting avoids sending packets through busy areas in the network. In Table A.3,
some inii)rovement in the mean, standard deviation, maximum and miniminn
values of the consumed energ^y can be seen but these are less then the previous
case. The preference here is to select t he least busy nodes over which to send data
])ackets, the energy levels of the nodes are not considered and so the reduction in
energy consunq^tion is less evident then with the previous case. In Table A.3 it is
also possible to see that the number of received packets at the sink has increased
Parameter
Con.sumed Capacity [mA*h]
Received Packets at Sink

Type of measurement
Mean
Std. Deviation
Maximum
Minimum
Total number

Reference
5.1841
1.1416
8.3381
2.4663
1650

Table A.3: Reference Vs. MOCLA
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I3 = \
5.0304
1.00466
7.2586
2.2523
1975

{ft = I

Increcise / Decrease
2.96%
8.32%
12.95%
8.68%
19.69%
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End-to-End Delay for MOCLA (p = 1) and Reference Case

Figure A.3; Reference Vs. MOCLA (/?=!)
by almost a 20% as the l)usiest areas of the network are avoided. This is an
imj)ortaiit finding as it shows that, because of the lack of/limited buffer sj^ace
in sensor nodes, c‘onsidering llu^ busyness of the nodes can have a eonsideral)le
imiKrct on the reha])ility of i)aeket transmissions. Thus, this ])aranieter should be
considered in for routing (h'cisions for meiiKa’y (‘onstraiiK'd WSNs.
Figure A.3 shows the mean j)aeket end-to-end delays (with standard deviation)
for MOCLA {p = 1, Delay Ai)i)lication Reciuirement) and the reference case
de])ending on the lioj) count in relation to the sink. The same i)erfornianee is
achieved for both MOCLA and the reference protocol as both ai)))roaches select
the shortest path over which to route when the delay requirement is given the
highest i)riority. In this case the i)hysical layer only considers packet loss due to
collisions - results considering a realistic physical layer are shown in next section
with the test-bed experiments. As expected, since nodes have slee])ing schedules,
the end-to-end delay increases with the number of hops. From this hgure it can
be concluded that the main factors that influence delay in a low power mnltihop
WSN are the sleei)ing schedules of the nodes and the MAC protocol which dictates
how long nodes should slee]) and when and how the channel can l)e accessed. In
this case, minimising the mniiber of hops ensures the minimal end-to-end delay
and the number of hops is a reliable metric with which to find the lowest delay
path.
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A.2.1.2

MOCLA: Physical Test-bed Analysis

This section presents the evaluation results based on real hardware tests using
the Contiki OS and the test-bed described earlier (see Figure A.la). The Contiki
OS does not sn])port a buffer at the MAC layer, thus only one packet can be
held at an>^ time. Packet generation rates vary from one i)acket per second to 2
packets j)er second. Advertisements are sent every 10 seconds. Each test is the
result of 4 rounds of experiments with different random node starting times and
different nodes being chosen as the sink.
Tabl(^ A.4 shows the results of one sncli test, again with the Collect protocol
acting as the reference case and MOCLA has a set to 1 (to maximise network
lifetime and avoid network ])artitioning) with the terminating condition being
the first node in the network to consume 10% of its original battery ca])acity. As
can be seen, the hist node to reach the terminating point takes more time with
MOCLA, which means that with MOCLA, this node achieves additional lifetime
of 9.24%. Also, there is less sjiread in the standard deviation of the consumed
capacity for MOCLA as exjiected, with this pointing to the energy balancing
l)ro])erties of MOCLA when o = 1. The mean consumed cajiacity mean is lower
in the reference case because the node in this case died first. Again, this reinforces
that the consideration of energy in routing decisions extends the lifetime of the
network.
Protocol

Time to Reach 10% of Con.suined Capacity

Reference
a = 1
Increase/Decrea.se

184 min
201 min
9.24%

Consumed Capacity [mA*h]
Std. Dev.
Mean
2.3696
24.89
1.8099
25.26
23.62%
1.48%

Table A.4: Reference Vs. MOCLA (o = l)
In this case, as opposed to the simulation case, the tests are performed over a
real channel, p and (5 should be considered simultaneously to obtain the highest
reliability. Note that /3 is used to avoid busy nodes (note: in this case nodes
do not have buffers) and p is used to avoid links that require a higher number
of transmissions to deliver the packets (bad links). Figure A.4 shows the results
for a combination of ft and p settings (in this test the sink node and node start
times were changed over four rounds, each 10 minutes in duration). As it can
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Received Packets at Sink for Different(3 and p Settings

Figure A.4: MOCLA for Different (5 and p settings
he observed, for these ])articular test conditions, the highest ])acket delivery is
achieved when

and p—()A. Note tliat the case /3=(), p=l corresi)onds to the

refereiK'e protocol Collect settings, i.e. the shortest miinher of hoi)s in used in bot h
cases for route selection. As it is evident from the results, the number of rf'ceived
packets experiences a signiffcant improvement when the busyness i)aranieter (/3) is
consider('d. This im])rovenient is due to the fact that with the reference protocol
(p = 1 case), most nodes have selected the same node as the router throughout the
whole test which greatly iiK'reases its busyness (note that in the test-l)ed there are
only a small number of i)ossible routes due to the small number of total nodes).
Since the MAC layer in Contiki does not include a buffer, packets which cannot be
sent are dro])])ed. However, with MOCLA packets are routed through more than
one route which harmonises the busynt^ss and increases the reliability. The main
outcome from this analysis is the observation that both parameters influence the
delivery of packets, avoiding busy nodes ensure^s that packets are not lost due to
limited or no buffers and avoiding bad links increases the likelihood of successful
transmissions. Furthermore from this analysis it is possible to conclude that in
real sensor nodes, where buffers do not exist or are very limited, considering the
busyness of the nodes is of vital importance to guarantee reliable communications.
Finally, the results for the end-to-end delay are shown in Figure A.5 for a 10
minute test. Delays for the reference case and MOCLA with p = \ case different
slightly as the test conditions cannot be rei)eated exactly as in the simulation
Cfise. Again, it is possible to see that the end-to-end delay is highly dependent
on the hop count.
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End-to-End Delay for MOCLA (p = 1) and Reference Case
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Figure A.5: Reference Vs. MOCLA (p = 1)

A.2.2

Conclusion

111 this si'ctioii the jiroposed MOCLA algorithiii has been analysed. MOCLA is a
flexible cross-layer iiinlti-objecdive algorithm designed to imjirove the performance
of existing routing protocols for resource constrained wireless sensor networks.
The priiici])le behind the ajiiiroach is to base the routing ])rotocol decisions on
sev'eral parameters that can be timed to hiid a balance between the recjiiirements
of ninlti])le a])i)lications and the limited node resources.
To study the iierforniance of the api:)roach, simnlations and real hardware te^sts
have IxHui carried out. Results show that the projiosed algorithm and the pro])os('d cost function ])aram('t(Ts imjirovi' and inflnenci' th(' lu'twork ])eTforniance
resjiectively.
The initial work carried out with MOCLA shows that it is possible to satisfy
different application requirements while considering wireless sensor nodes limi
tations when i)erforniing routing tasks. Also, it shows (see Chapter 5) that the
selected cost function parameters greatly inffnence the applications performance.
Nevertheless, the use of a weighted cost function presents some limitations: it
is not possible to set specific reliability requirements using the weights, i.e. set
a packet delivery threshold of 80%. Moreover, since the influence of every reqniremcnt in the cost fnnction is reflected throngh a weighting factor, instead of
specific requirements, it makes it more difficult for the user to select the best set
of weights, i.('. finding th(' optimal set up. In addition with MOCLA, for every
api)lication in the network the advertisement containing the routing information
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has to carry additional overhead, which makes it costly for scenarios with many
different applications.
To overcome these limitations, the liiRout algorithm 3.1.1, a Q-learning based
route selection algorithm was developed. liiRont is based on the same metrics
considered for MOCLA, i.e.

Reliability, network lifetime and delay, with the

advantage that it does not need any parameter tunning for deployment. Rather
than that, InRont takes specific reciuirements for every application, i.e. PER
of 5%, and finds th(^ most suitable ront(' to satisfy those recinirements using Qlearning (QL) techniques. Moreover, with InRont only one byte of overhead i)er
advertisement is used for all a])j)lications.
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Appendix B
InRout Evaluation Continuation
This appendix inehides results for tlie IiiRoiit algoritliiii evaluated for ])eriodie
traffie generation.

B.l

Packet Delivery Success

For coini)leteness as i)art of the liiRont evaluation ])eriodic tralhe g('n('ration was
also eonsidered with th(' ])aeket deliv^ery success being ineasnred for the algorithins
(presenited in Section 5.1.1.1) nnder evaluation. As Figure B.l shows, with vari
able channel link conditions and periodic traffic generation, similar behaviour to
that of the case where traffic was generated following a Poisson process (Figure
5.4) is ol)tained for the algorithms under evaluation with regard to the offered
load. For a fair comparison the mean offered load is equal in both cases (results
for good and bad link conditions have been omitted as they again showed simi
lar performance to the results presented in 5.1.1.3). Figure B.l also shows that
there is a slight im])rovement for liddout, EARQ and MRE with periodic traffic
when compared with the Poisson process based traffic generation (Figure 5.4).
For InRout this marginal increase in performance is described as follows; once
balancing is performed by InRout in an effort to avoid the loss of packets due to
full buffers, InRout can spend more time exploiting routes instead of exploring
as the traffic rate per node is fixed as opposed to being variable (note that the
offered load may vary with time as nodes generate packets at different times with
regard to each other). For EARQ and klRE there is also a slight improvement
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which is due to the fact that they do balancing in terms of energy. Since the pe
riodic traffic: generation is less variable (note that variability still exists as nodes
generate and transmits packets at different times with regard to each other) the
energy balancing results in load balancing as well which reduces the chances of
packet loss due to buffer overflows.
Variable Link Conditions (Periodic Monitoring) - Obstacle Density e (0 0. 0.5)

'V
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Network Offered Load [kbps]

Figure B.l: Succc^ssfully Delivered Packets under Variable Link Conditions for
Periodic: Traffic; Generation
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Appendix C
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
This appendix ])res€aits a brief overview of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC and the
standard GTS allocation inechanisin.

C.l

IEEE 802.15.4 MAC

The IEEE 802.15.4 [IG] standard describes the Physical layer and the MAC
snb-layer for Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (LR-WPANs).

The

MAC snb-layer can o])erate in two different modes: beacon-enabled and non
beacon-enabled. Medium access can be contention based (slotted or mislotted
CSMA/CA) or contention free (only when the beacon-enabled mode is active).
Figure C. 1 shows the superframe structure of the beacon-enabled mode. When
ever the beacon-enabled mode is active, the Personal Area Network Coordinator
(PANC) sends beacon frames at the start of every Beacon Interval (BI). The bea
con frames are used to identify the PAN, to allow the synchronisation of associated
devices and to inform the nodes of the su})erframe structure. The superframe con
sists of an active iieriod and, optionally, an inactive period. The active period,
the Superframe Duration (SD), is divided into 16 equally sized time slots, during
which data transmission is allowed. Each active period can be further divided
into a Contention Access Period (CAP) and an optional Contention Free Period
(CEP) composed of Guaranteeed Time Slots (GTSs). Slotted CSMA/CA is used
during the CAP.
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Inactive Period
(optional)

Superframe Duration (active period)
Beacon Interval

Figure C.l; IEEE 802.15.4 Beacon-Enabled Mode Sni)erfraine Stnictiire
The sn})erfranie struct m e is charact erised by two j)aranieters, the Snperframe
Order (SO) and tlie Beacon Order (BO), which estaldish the active period (Snperfranie Duration SD) and the length of the snperframe (Beacon Interval BI)
res])ectively. When determining the values of both i)arameters, the following re
lationship must be satisfied: 0 < SO < BO < 14. BI and SD are defined as
follows:

BI = (iBaseSuperf rarncDuraiion •
SD = (iBascSupiTf raineDuratioji ■ 2^^^

(C.l)

The aBaseSnperframeDnration constant re})resents the miniinmn length of
the siii)erfranie when BO is equal to 0.

C.2

GTS Allocation Mechanism

For applications requiring specific bandwidth allocations, lower transmission de
lays or higher reliability, the PAN coordinator can dedicate segments of the active
sni)erfranie to that application. These segments are called guaranteed time slots
(GTSs). The GTSs form the content ion-free period (CFP), which always appears
at the end of the active snperframe starting at a slot bomidary immediately fol
lowing the CAP, as shown in Figure C.l.
The PAN coordinator may allocate up to seven of these GTSs, and a GTS
may occupy more than one slot period which defines the GTS length. How-
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ever, a sufficient portion of the CAP (aMinCAPLength) is always reserved for
contention-based access for other networked devices or new devices wishing to join
the network. All contention-based frame transactions are completed before the
CFP begins. Also each device transmitting in a GTS ensures that its transaction
is conii)lete before the time of the next GTS or the end of the CFP.

C.2.1

GTS Primitives

This section {)rovides a brief summary of the primitives used by the IEEE 802.15.4
standard for the establishment and use of GTS based coimmmications.
C.2.1.1

GTS Availability Primitive

When a coordinator has free GTSs, it will indicate so in the beacon frame so
listening nodes can a{)i)ly for them. When a node receives a beacon, the MLIVIEBEACON-NOTIFY.indicat ion ])rimitive is generated and sent from the MAC
layer to ui)i)er layers. This i)rimitive contains the PANDescrii)tor that includes
the GTSPermit which indicates whether the PAN coordinator is accei)ting GTS
recpiests (more information can be found in the 1EEE802.15.4 Standard, Section
7.1.5.1.1 [16]). This information (i.e. the PAN coordinator is acce])ting requests)
can also be obtained l)y u])per layers by asking the MAC layer directly by means
of sending a standard MLME-GET.request primitive.
C.2.1.2

GTS Allocation/Deallocation Primitive

In order to a])ply for a GTS, the next higher layer of a device must send the
MLME-GTS.request primitive to the MLME entity of the MAC layer (this ])riniitive, can also be used by the network node to deallocate an existing GTS and it
can also be used by the PAN coordinator to initiate a GTS deallocation). The
MLME-GTS.request includes among others the GTSGliaracteristics field. This
field contains the characteristics of the GTS request: length, direction and type
(allocation of a new GTS or the deallocation of an existing GTS).
On recei])t of the MLME-GTS.request primitive by a device, the MLME of
a device attempts to generate a GTS request command (IEEE8()2.15.4 Standard
Section 7.3.9 [16]).)

with the information contained in this primitive and, if
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successful, scuds it to the PAN coordinator. On reception of the request primitive
or after sending tlie GTS request command, the following scenarios can occur at
the MAC layer (For a more detailed list of situations see IEEE802.15.4 Standard
Section 7.5.7.2 [16]):
If the MLME successfully transmits a GTS recpiest command, the MLME will
expect an acknowledgment in return. If an acknowledgment is not received, the
MLME will issue the MLME-GTS.confirm primitive with a status of NO_ACK. If
a GTS is being allocated and the recjuest has l)een acknowledged, the device will
wait for confirmation via the GTS descriptor transmitted in the beacon frame
from its PAN coordinator. If the PAN coordinator can allocate tlie recjnested
GTS, it will generate a GTS descrii)tor including the characteristics of the al
located GTS and the 16-bit short address of the requesting device. If the PAN
coordinator cannot allocate the requested GTS, it will generate a GTS descri])tor
with a start slot of zero and the short address of the recpiesting devic('. On receipt
of a GTS re(juest command with a recpiest ty])e indicating a GTS deallocation,
the PAN coordinator will at'knowledge the fraiiK' and deallocates the GTS. If the
PAN coordinator do(^s not receive the deallocation recpiest, countermeasures can
be a])i)lied by the PAN coordinator (See IEEE802.15.4 Standard Section 7.5.7.6
for details [16]).
C.2.1.3

GTS Sz Beacon FFame

As stated i)reviously, when the GTS allocation has been successful or unsuccess
ful the coordinator sends a GTS descriptor in the beacon frame to inform the
requesting node of the resolution. This GTS descriptor includes the short ad
dress of the node, the GTS length and the GTS starting slot (See IEEE802.15.4
Standard Section 7.2.2.1.3 for details [16]).
C.2.1.4

GTS Usage Request Primitive

When a node has information ready to send, the ui)per layer of the node protocol
stack sends the MCPS-DATA.request primitive to the MAC layer in order to
proceed with the transmission. This primitive contains a field named TxOptions
to indicate if the transmission of the frame must be done with GTS or not.
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TxOptions field contains 3 bits: the first bit is to indicate if an acknowledgenient
is recpiired, the second bit to indicate if GTS is required and the third and last bit
indicates if the transinission mode must be direct or indirect (See IEEE802.15.4
Standard Section 7.1.1.1.1 for details [16]).
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Appendix D
MeshMAC Overview
This ai)])('ii(lix i)reseiits a brief overview of the MeshMAC ])rotocol [29] that has
l)eeii iiiipleiiieiit('(l as part of the siiiiulatioii eiiviroiiiiieiit introduced in Chapter
4 and whose ])erforinance has also been evaluated in Chapter 5.3.

D.l

MeshMAC Description & Operation

The MeshMAC ])rotocol is bascnl on a time division approach.

This method

divides time such that beacon framers and the sn])erframe duration of a given
coordinator are scheduled in the inactive i:)eriod of its neighbour coordinators, as
shown in Figure 2.2a. The design princii)le behind this is that each coordinator
should nse a different time offset to transmit its beacon frames, which iiinst be
different from the starting times of its neighbours’ coordinators and their parents.
This approach rcxpiires a coordinator to wake up during its active period and in
its parent’s active ])eriod.
The limitations of this approach are that broadcast commmiication are not
possible (since interfering coordinators wake up at different times) and it limits
the duty-cycle (since the duty cycle will be dependent on the number of interfering
coordinators which must operate in different time windows). MeshMAC solves the
broadcast problem by reserving one common superframe to perform broadcasts
(Note that many, if not most, WSN routing protocols use broadcasts to update
route information).
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The MeshMAC protocol iiii})leineiits a time division approach in a distril)nted
manner. The process is described as follows; the PAN coordinator starts sending
beacons. Afterwards, any new renter currently in the association phase, before
stating the beacon mode, listens to all of its one hop neighbours and stores their
beacon transmission offsets. After this, it broadcasts a MLME.NLISTJleqnest
which is used to ask neighbonring nodes for their neighbonring nodes transmis
sion offsets. Nodes then reply with a MLME_NLIST_Re})ly and this provides
th(.' two ho]) transmission offsc'ts to th(' nninesting nod('. TIk'ii, the node can
bnild the Beacon Schedule Table (BST) using all the information collected. By
means of this BST, the router can identify a free slot and start sending beacons
and forwarding ])ackets during the destination neighbour’s snj^erfranie or in the
broadcast slot.
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